
NRC FORM 464 Part I U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION FOIA/PA RESPONSE NUMBER 
(5-1998) R EG U,, 

0;P-0 RESPONSE TO FREEDOM OF 
o INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) / PRIVACY RESPONSE 

ACT (PA) REQUEST TP IA ATA 

REQUESTER DATE JUL 1 2 2000 
Maria Webb 

PART I. -- INFORMATION RELEASED 

No additional agency records subject to the request have been located.  

Requested records are available through another public distribution program. See Comments section.  

iAPPENDICES Agency records subject to the request that are identified in the listed appendices are already available for 

public inspection and copying at the NRC Public Document Room.  

APPENDICE S Agency records subject to the request that are identified in the listed appendices are being made available for 

K public inspection and copying at the NRC Public Document Room.  
I L Enclosed is information on how you may obtain access to and the charges for copying records located at the NRC Public 

Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW, Washington, DC.  

APPENDICES Agency records subject to the request are enclosed.  

Records subject to the request that contain information originated by or of interest to another Federal agency have been 

referred to that agency (see comments section) for a disclosure determination and direct response to you.  

4r We are continuing to process your request.  

See Comments.  

PART I.A -- FEES 
AMOUNT* You will be billed by NRC for the amount listed. None. Minimum fee threshold not met.  

$ You will receive a refund for the amount listed. Fees waived.  
See comments 
for details 

PART I.B - INFORMATION NOT LOCATED OR WITHHELD FROM DISCLOSURE 

No agency records subject to the request have been located.  

4 Certain information in the requested records is being withheld from disclosure pursuant to the exemptions described in and for 
the reasons stated in Part II.  

This determination may be appealed within 30 days by writing to the FOIA/PA Officer, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555-0001. Clearly state on the envelope and in the letter that it is a "FOIA/PA Appeal."

PART I.C COMMENTS (Use attached Comments continuation Daqe iT reouireo)

SIGNATURE - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT ANDP1.IVACY ACT OFFICER 

Carol Ann Reed
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NRC FORM 464 Part II U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION FOIA/PA DATE 
:6-1998) 

RESPONSE TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 2JUL 1I 2003 
ACT (FOIA) / PRIVACY ACT (PA) REQUEST I 2000-014 

PART IILA - APPLICABLE EXEMPTIONS 
APPFNr)IlF, Records subject to the request that are described in the enclosed Appendices are being withheld in their entirety or in part under 

L the Exemption No.(s) of the PA and/or the FOIA as indicated below (5 U.S.C. 552a and/or 5 U.S.C. 552(b)).  

Exemption 1: The withheld information is properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 12958.  

Exemption 2: The withheld information relates solely to the internal personnel rules and procedures of NRC.  

Exemption 3: The withheld information is specifically exempted from public disclosure by statute indicated.  

Sections 141-145 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data (42 U.S.C.  
2161-2165).  
Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act, which prohibits the disclosure of Unclassified Safeguards Information (42 U.S.C. 2167).  

41 U.S.C., Section 253(b), subsection (m)(1), prohibits the disclosure of contractor proposals in the possession and control of an 
executive agency to any person under section 552 of Title 5, U.S.C. (the FOIA), except when incorporated into the contract between the 
agency and the submitter of the proposal.  

-JExemption 4: The withheld information is a trade secret or commercial or financial information that is being withheld for the reason(s) 
indicated.  

The information is considered to be confidential business (proprietary) information.  

The information is considered to be proprietary because it concerns a licensee's or applicant's physical protection or material control and 
accounting proqram for special nuclear material pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(d)(1).  

The information was submitted by a foreign source and received in confidence pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(d)(2).  

1 Exemption 5: The withheld information consists of interagency or intraagency records that are not available through discovery during litigation.  
Applicable privileges: 

Deliberative process: Disclosure of predecisional information would tend to inhibit the open and frank exchange of ideas essential to the 
deliberative process. Where records are withheld in their entirety, the facts are inextricably intertwined with the predecisional information.  
There also are no reasonably segregable factual portions because the release of the facts would permit an indirect inquiry into the 
predecisional process of the agency.  

Attorney work-product privilege. (Documents prepared by an attorney in contemplation of litigation) 

SAttorney-client privilege. (Confidential communications between an attorney and his/her client) 

Exemption 6: The withheld information is exempted from public disclosure because its disclosure would result in a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy.  

4 Exemption 7: The withheld information consists of records compiled for law enforcement purposes and is being withheld for the reason(s) 
indicated.  

(A) Disclosure could reasonably be expected to interfere with an enforcement proceeding (e.g., it would reveal the scope, direction, and 
focus of enforcement efforts, and thus could possibly allow recipients to take action to shield potential wrongdoing or a violation of NRC 
requirements from investigators).  

4(C) Disclosure would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  

(D) The information consists of names of individuals and other information the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to reveal 
identities of confidential sources.  

(E) Disclosure would reveal techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or guidelines that could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law.  

(F) Disclosure could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of an indivioual.  

OTHER (Specify) 

PART II.B -- DENYING OFFICIALS 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 9.25(g), 9.25(h), and/or 9.65(b) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, it has been determined 
that the information withheld is exempt from production or disclosure, and that its production or disclosure is contrary to the public 
interest. The person responsible for the denial are those officials identified below as denying officials and the FOIAlPA Officer for any 
denials that may be appealed to the Executive Director for Operations (EDO). A 

APPELLATE OFFICIAL 

DENYING OFFICIAL TITLE/OFFICE RECORDS DENIED EDO SECY IG 

Guy P. Caputo Director, Office of Investigations Appendix L 

Appeal must be made in writing within 30 days of receipt of this response. Appeals should be mailed to the FOIA/Privacy Act Officer, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, for action by the appropriate appellate official(s). You should 
clearly state on the envelope and letter that it is a "FOIA/PA Appeal."

NRC FORM 464 Part II (6-1998) PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER This form was designed using ini-orms
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Re: FOIA-2000-0014

APPENDIX K 

RECORDS BEING RELEASED IN THEIR ENTIRETY

NO. DATE 

1. 3/13/97 

2. Undated 

3. 8/1/96 

4. Undated 

5. 1/1/97 

6. 1/15/97 

7. 10/30/97 

8. 8/7/97 

9. 9/16/97 

10. 12/3/97 

11. 12/3/97 

12. 1/8/98 

13. 11/4/96

DESCRIPTION/(PAGE COUNT) 

Exhibit 1 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Investigation Status Record (2 
pages) 

Exhibit 2 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Steam Generator Replacement 

Contract Time-Line (2 pages) 

Exhibit 4 to 0I Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to E. Gorden, M-K, 

from A. Artayet, M-K, Subject: Delegation of Authority for the 

Point Beach SGRP (2 pages) 

Exhibit 5 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Welding Procedure Specification 
(7 pages) 

Exhibit 6 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Letter to T. Zarges, M-K, from W.  

Zimmerman, Hartford Insurance, Subject: 1996 Management 
Review of QA Program (3 pages) 

Exhibit 7 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Quality Finding Report (11 pages) 

Exhibit 9 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to R. Paul, 01, B.  

Clayton, EICS/RIII, from J. Hopkins, QAC/RiII, Subject: ALJ 
Recommended Decision (12 pages) 

Exhibit 10 to OI Case 3-97-013, Report of Interview of W.  
Zimmerman, Hartford Insurance (31 pages) 

Exhibit 11 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Report of Interview of C. Ballaro 
(28 pages) 

Exhibit 13 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Report of Interview of E. Gorden, 
M-K (44 pages) 

Exhibit 14 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Report of Interview of M.  
Bingham, M-K (42 pages) 

Exhibit 20 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Report of Interview of T. Zarges, 
M-K (25 pages) 

Exhibit 22 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to File, from A.  

Walcutt, M-K, Subject: Point Beach Charpy V Notch Testing 

Program (Att.-Summary of Weld Tests Done, History of WPS 

Qualifications for PB SGRP (12 pages)



14. 4/23/97 

15. 2/28/97 

16. 1/30/97 

17. 3/20/97 

18. 3/20/97 

19. 1/28/97 

20. 10/31/97 

21. Undated 

22. 6/18/96 

23. 12/22/97 

24. Undated 

25. 3/23/97 

26. 3/24/97 

27. 3/27/97 

28. 6/6/97 

29. 6/27/97 

30. 7/8/97

Exhibit 23 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to H. Clayton, 
EICS/RIII, from R. Paul, 01, Subject: M-K Alleged Discrimination 
Against a Corporate Welding Engineer for Raising Welding 
Concerns (01 Case No. 3-97-013) (2 pages) 

Exhibit 24 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to File, from A.  
Walcutt, M-K, Subject: Evaluation of Potential Part 21 As 
Described in IOC (6 pages) 

Exhibit 25 to Ol Case 3-97-013, E-mail to K. Tobin, M-K, from D.  
Edleman, M-K, Subject:: Group Welding Engineer (2 pages) 

Exhibit 26 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Affidavit of D. Edleman, M-K (2 
pages) 

Exhibit 29 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Affidavit of L. Pardi, M-K (2 
pages) 

Exhibit 30 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to T. Zarges, M-K, 
from A. Walcutt, M-K, Subject: 1996 Management Review (3 
pages) 

Exhibit 31 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Letter to K. Ashmus, Esq., from 
S. Bell, Esq., Subject:: Artayet v. M-K (5 pages) 

Exhibit 33 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Quality Program Resolution Sgt 
Ltd. (2 pages) 

Exhibit 34 to 01 Case 3-97-013, M-K QA Manual (128 pages) 

Exhibit 35 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Memorandum to 01 Case File, 
from J. Ulie, 01, Subject: Memorandum of Telephone Discussion 
with Mr. Max Bingham (2 pages) 

Notice of Significant Meeting (2 pages) 

E-mail to J. Lee, NRR, from J. Hopkins, OAC/RIII, Subject: Heads 
Up (1 page) 

Fax sheet transmitting letter to Chief Administrative Law Judge, 
from L. Rogozinski, Esq., Subject: M-K v. Artayet (2 pages) 

E-mail to J. Lee, NRR, from J. Ulie, 01, Subject: Coordination of 
Cl Interview (1 page) 

Letter to R. Edmister, Esq., from S. Bell, Esq., Subject: Artayet v.  
M-K (2 pages) 

Memorandum to B. Berson, RIII, from R. Paul, 01, Subject: M-K 
Corporation: Alleged Discrimination Against a Corporate Welding 
Engineer for Raising Welding Concerns (1 page) 

Letter to W. Zimmerman, Hartford Insurance, from J. Ulie, 01, 
Subject: Attempts to Contact (1 page)



31. 9/5/97 

32. 10/31/97 

33. 11/21/97 

34. 1/7/98 

35. 2/10/98 

36. 3/18/99 

37. Various

E-mail to J. Hopkins, OAC/RIII, from J. Ulie, 01, Subject: M-K (1 
page) 

Fax sheet transmitting letter to K. Ashmus, Esq., from S. Bell, 
Esq., Subject: Artayet v. M-K (3 pages) 

Memorandum to 01 Case File, from J. Ulie, 01, Subject: 
Memorandum of Telephone Discussion with A. Artayet (Att.-Fax 
Cover Sheet, 9/18/97 Memorandum to File, from A. Walcutt, M-K, 
9/15/97 Memorandum to Distribution, from D. Edleman, M-K, 
Organization Chart, I/P Division Project Offices (7 pages) 

Letter to M. Bingham, M-K, from J. Ulie, 01, Subject: Telephone 
Documentation (1 pages) 

Fax sheet transmitting letter to R. Edmister, Esq., from S. Bell, 
Esq., Subject: Artayet v. M-K (3 pages) 

Letter to M. Connors, DOL, from R. Paul, 01, Subject: Backup 
Information (1 page)

Investigation Status Record (2 pages)



Re: FOIA-2000-0014

NO.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.

DATE 

2/6/98 

4/11/97 

11/12/97 

Undated 

Undated 

Undated 

Undated 

Undated 

12/19/95 

12/23/96 

3/20/97 

4/21/97 

4/21/97

14. 5/7/97 

15. 10/15/97

APPENDIX L 
RECORDS BEING WITHHELD IN PART 

DESCRIPTION/(PAGE COUNT)/EXEMPTIONS 

Memorandum to A. Beach, Rill, from R. Paul, 01, Subject: Morrison 
Knudsen Corporation: Alleged Discrimination Against the Corporate 
Welding Engineer (01 Case No. 3-98-013) (Att.-Report of Investigation) 
(27 pages) (EX. 5 & 7C) 

Exhibit 3 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with A. Artayet (214 pages) (EX.  
4 & 7C) 

Exhibit 12 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with P. Evans (41 pages) (EX.  
7C) 

Exhibit 15 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with Administrative Law Judge 
and M. Cepkauskas, M-K (18 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 16 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with Administrative Law Judge 
and D. Edleman, M-K (31 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 17 to 0l Case 3-97-013, Interview with Administrative Law Judge 
and L. Pardi, M-K (47 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 19 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with Administrative Law Judge 
and A. Walcutt, M-K (18 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 21 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Interview with Administrative Law Judge 
and K. Tobin, M-K (12 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 27 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Performance Appraisal of A. Artayet (5 
pages) (EX. 7C) 

Exhibit 28 to 01 Case 3-97-013, Performance Appraisal of A. Artayet (5 
pages) (EX. 7C) 

AMS Cover Sheet with 01 Phone Message from A. Artayet (1 page) (EX.  
7C) 

Case Chron (6 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Letter to J. Ulie, 01, from S. Bell, Attorney, Subject: Artayet/M-K (Atts.
1/22/97 Memo to A. Walcutt, M-K, from A. Artayet, M-K, Subject: 
Concerns, *Classified Ad for Welder) (3 pages) (EX. 7C) 

Letter to J. Ulie, 01, from S. Bell, Attorney, Subject: Artayet/M-K (1 page) 
(EX. 7C) 

Fax from A. Artayet Summarizing Work Week (9 pages) (EX. 7C)
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LIMITED DISTRIBUTION -- NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

INVESTIGATION STATUS RECORD

Case No.: 3-97-013 

Allegation No.: RIII-97-A-0035 

Docket No.: N/A 

Source of Allegation: ALLEGER (A)

Notified by: OAC:RIII (H 

Category: IH 

Subject/Allegation: 

Remarks: 10 CFR 50.7

OPKINS)

Facility: MORRISON KNUDSEN CORP.  
Cleveland, OH 

Case Agent: ULIE 

Date Opened: 03/13/97

Priority: HIGH

Case Code: RP 

ALLEGED DISCRIMINATION AGAINST A CORPORATE 
WELDING ENGINEER FOR RAISING WELDING CONCERNS

Monthly Status Report:

03/13/97: On February 18, 1997, Alain ARTAYET, a Corporate Welding Engineer 
(CWE) for Morrison Knudsen (MK), filed an employment 
discrimination complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL).  
ARTAYET said he was responsible for providing oversight to welding 
performed in nuclear power plants where MK performed construction 
services. On January 1, 1997, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection 
and Insurance Company (Hartford) transmitted to MK a quality 
assurance (QA) audit which identified that certain welding 
procedures used by MK at Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant (Point 
Beach) were not in compliance with applicable welding codes and 
standards. ARTAYET's review of the Point Beach welding procedures 
following and as a result of the Hartford QA audit concluded that 
14 of 18 welding procedures used by MK at Point Beach failed to 
meet relevant QA standards. On January 14, 1997, ARTAYET was 
informed that the MK Vice President of the Power Division was 
"unhappy" with the contents of his report and that ARTAYET was 
"expendable" as MK's CWE. On January 15, 1997, ARTAYET was asked 
to review MK's Field Welding Procedure Manual for the D.C. Cook 
Nuclear Power Plant. ARTAYET identified deficiencies in this 
manual and completed an internal MK document for 10 CFR Part 21 
notification. Later, on January 15, 1997, ARTAYET was summoned to 
a meeting with an MK manager where he was informed that the CEO 
(of MK's Power Division), had made a decision to fire ARTAYET from 
his position as CWE. On February 7, 1997, ARTAYET accepted a non
nuclear position at an MK project in Parkersburg, West Virginia.  
ARTAYET reported to the MK project in Parkersburg, West Virginia, 
on February 11, 1997. On March 13, 1997, an ARB was held on this 
issue and 01 was asked to initiate an investigation to determine 
if ARTAYET was discriminated against. STATUS: FWP ECD (90 DAY): 
06/97

EýXHIBIT I 
NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE WITHOUT O)APROVALT 

PAGE . OF_ _PAGE(S)LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

rl.AýF NG" I - 1, -7 - ') 1 A



EXHIBIT 2
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STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT CONTRACT 

CONTRACT AWARDED TO MORRISON KNUDSEN IN AUGUST 1994 

A NOVATION AGREEMENT TRANSFERRED THE CONTRACT TO SGT LTD 

IN SPRING 1995.  

SGT LTD MOBILIZED CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING RESOURCES 

TO THE SITE DURING BOTH THE 1994 AND 1995 FALL UNIT 2 REFUELING 

OUTAGES TO TAKE CONTAINMENT FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

SGT ESTABLISHED FULL TIME PRESENCE AT PBNP IN SPRING OF 1995 

SGRP REFUELING OUTAGE COMMENCED IN EARLY OCTOBER 1996 

SGT LTD DEMOBILIZED FROM SITE IN EARLY MARCH 1997 

SGT LTD PERSONNEL RETURNED TO PBNP IN MID JUNE 1997 TO 

COMPLETE SITE RESTORATION ACTIVITIES AND TO SUPPORT "HOT 

GAP" MEASUREMENTS.  

FINAL HOT GAPS COMPLETED IN MID - AUGUST 1997. SGT 

PERMANENTLY DEMOBILIZED FROM SITE.  

EXHIBIT.  

PAGE_ L_OF. I PAGE(S)
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(,• MORRISON KNUDS'
MK-."ERGL"ON GROUP

IWTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

'ATE: August 1, 1996 

TM. Eugene Gorden 

FROM: Alain Artayet Op

M-QM-96-065

THIS DOCU;v: I STIFIES 
AN ALLEGER

SUe1JEcr DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FOR THE POINT BEACH SGRP 

This IOC is written to delegate you my authority, as Group Welding Engineer, for 
the preparatiob and qualification of Welding Procedure Specifications (WPS's) 
under the provisions of ASME Section III and IX,'and MK's Quality Assurance 
Manual (QAM) for the PB SGRP. As required by the MK QAM, this delegation 
shall not be redelegated by you. The test coupon's for qualifying the WPS's are 
to be welded under your supervision and control.  

This delegation includes certification of MK's Procedure Qualification Recdrds 
when directed to do so by phone by either myself or Mr. Andy Walcutt, Group 
Quality Director, if I cannot be contacted.  

All original project WPS's, signed PQR's, purchase requisitions, purchase orders, 
C of C/CMTR for base and weld metal, PWHT strip charts, test weldment data 

reports, and independent laboratory test reports shall be sent to the GWE for 
filing. This includes all revisions.  

While I am delegating my authority, I am not delegating mrespofigibilit•y This 
delegation for the PB SGRP stands until recinded in writting by me. I 

cc: M.. Bingham 
M. Hendricks 2 
A. Walcutt 
QA Records File 

END

Page 1 of 1 
r TA~ Hkd>J'; " NTFIES 

A' ALL EGER 
.S[_-NC. ,

EXHIBIT L-• 
S:- I "'F L_ PAGE(S)
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PLEASE DELIVER THE FOLLOWING PAGE(S) TO: 

NAME: &LJý P 

LOCATION: 

PHONE NUMBER: 

...............................................................................................  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE 

The documents accompanying the facsimile transmission contain information from DuPont Engineering 
Polymers which is confidential and/or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the 
individual or entity named on this transmission sheet. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of 
this information is strictly prohibited and that the documents should be returned to DuPont Engineering 
Polymers immediately. In this regard, if you have received this facsimile in error, please notify us by 
telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the return of the original documents.  
................ :...:....... ...............................................  

jVj 0 TELECOPY FROM: 

0-NAME: N:\ V\\• 

LOCATION: 0 --. \, ' -, 

SH..PHO NE NUM BER: L Gý- '25( 3 - " 'D a C.  

DATE: k/O FAX NUMBER: (e1S -J3 

TOTAL: PAGES (INCLUDING COVERSE7) 

If total document is not received, please . ,.  

SPECIAL COMMENTS: 

IS THIS FAX CONFIDENTIAL? u 

THEN CALL THE RECIPIENT BEFORE YOU SEND 

TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE WAITING 

ON THE OTHER END! 

KNOWILEDGE IS OUR FUTURE ... PIP IS OUR GUARANTEE -

Z -Q 7 -



OTS-W-O-1 Rev. 0 12-S1) 

WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION 
1500 West 3,'. Street, Cleveland, Oh 44113 ASME IX Page 1 of 3 

WPS NO. Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date 

FC/1.1-1 PB 0 9/17/96 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Supporting POR No. Revision Date Supporting PQR No. Revision Date 

FC/.1-Q1 0 3/1/96 N/A N/A N/A 

Supporting POR No. Revision Dae Supporting POR No. Revision Date 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

WELDING PROCESS (ES) I . ..  

o GTAW (] SMAW 0D FCAW 0 GMAW ort Circuiti Manual 0 Semi- Automatic 

OOther N/A 0 SpaMachine C- Automatic 

0 ASME Section 1 T ASME Section III ASME Section VIII 0 ANSI B31.1 C] ANSI B31.3 

o Other N 

JOINT DESIGN (QW-402) 
- - . -• ., .i m . i;, i I=lL~t.inr~ete. F Cnnsumn'•bIm Insert

SGroove Compouna Angles IN upen Burt LJ a - ngdLJUIly rlsr.,S *k. r Consumable I t....

r-] Nonmetallic/Nonfusing Metal Retainers Z Back Weld C3 Buttering [] Cladding C3 Other N/A

___BASE METALS (QW-403) I
P-Numbers Group Numbers (when req'd) Bac ing Matenal 

I I, p-)1
1 /' I -' 

OR OR 
Specification Type and Grade N/A Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties N/A 

to Specification Type and Grade to Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties 

THICKNESS ASME I AS NE II V, ASME VIII Division 1 ASME IX ANSI B31.1 

N/A (D /I WA .1875"to 8.0 N/A 

RANGE ANSI B31.3 Other 

N/A * For use with non-impact applications only.  

_____________ LLER METALS (QW-404) POSITION (QW-405) 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classification No. Size of Filler Position of Groove 

SFA-5.20 6 1ýý1T C-'7'r/) .045-& 1/16- ____ 11,_____A%]_ 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classifiabon-1fo. Size of Filler WV lo 

N/A N/A N/A ,/A i0"-phil C] Downhill 

Insert Spec. Number F-No. A-No. AWS Class. No. of Consum.,I ut . Shape of Insert Size of Insert 

N/A .N/A N/A . N/A N/A I N/A 

Filler Metal Chemical Composition Electrode Fld sition Supplemental Filler/Powder 

N/A N/A None 

Flux Composition Particle Size her 

N/A N/A - N/Au 
"THICKNESS OF DEPOSITED WELDrMETA QUAUFIED (QW-451) 

Process Max. Per Pass Total Qualified Process Max. Per Pass Total Qualified 

FCAW .375' .-.-5 aximum- NA N/A N/A 

G PREHEAT (QW-406) 
Preheat Temperature Min. Interpass Temp. (max.) !Preheat Maintenance Monitoring Other 

50Dg Deg. Feg= : None Pyrometer or Tempstick N/A 

M-olVN POSTWELD HEAT TREATMENT (QW-407) 1= 1 
Temperature (Min. or Range) Time at Temperature Range Thickness Range Other 

None N/A IN/A N/A 

S~.. . M G AS(ES) (QW-408) 

Shielding & % Composition Flow Rate (cfh) Backing and % Composition Flow Rate (cft) Trailing & % Composition Flow Rate (cfh) 

Argon (75%) C02 (25%) 10-60 Argon-Welding Grade 3-45 None N/A 
(if used) I FYl-4IRIT "

~I I I'

" "=.. .. " ,"i,.,.,.,,S. ' .....lle /T,,."' -'



OTS-W-001-1 Rev. 0 (2-91i 

WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION 
1500 West 3 ". Street, Cleveland, Oh 44113 ASME IX Page I of 3 

WPS NO. Revision Date Revision Date Revision Revision Date 

GT-SM/1.8-1 PB 0 9/17196 N/A WNA N/A N/A N/A 

Supporting POR No. Revision Date Supporting POR No. Revision Date 

GT-SM/1.8-Q1 0 4/10/91 GT/1.8-01 0 4/10/91 

Supporting POR No. Revision Date Supporting POR No. Revision 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

WELDING PROCESS (ES) 

- GTAW Z SMAW [j FCAW Q GMAW [] Short Circuiting Transfer 0 Manual [3 Semi- Automatic 

C] Globular Transfer 
0] Other _N/A (:) Spray Transfer C-- Machine C3 Automatic 

[] ASME Section 1 [SD ASME ectio III []ASME Section VilIl[ ANIB1 [ ANSI B31.3 

[-- Other N/A 
P11 JOINT DESIGN (QW-402) • 

- Groove [ Compound Angles [ Open Butt [ Backing Ring [ Fillet/Sockets [] Consumable Insert 

Q Nonmetallic/Nonfusing Metal Retainers [D Back Weld C3 Buttering [3 Cladding [ Other N/A 

_ __ _ _ _BASE METALS (QW-403) 

P-Numbers Group Numbers (when req'd) Backing Material Di7ameter Range Fillet 4 

I to 8 All P-1 to P-8 A All 

OR 

OR 

Specification Type and Grade _N-A Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties N/A 

to Specification Type and Grade to Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties 

THICKNESS ASME I ),,7F.) ASME IIlI C~~t ASME VilI Division I ASME IX ANSI B31.1 0,7$o0 
*1/161 *lIIi" & 1116" toS1-el/ "1116"Ioa8.0O 1/16"to 

RANGE ANSI B31.3 Other 
WA * For the GTAW process only. For the SMAW process, the range is 3/16" to 8.0' 

FILLER METALS (QW-404) POSITION (QW-405) 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classification No. Size of Filler Position of Groove 

SFA-5.9 6 8 ER309 or ER309L 1/16 -1/8" All 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classificabon e of Filler Welding Progression 

SFA-5.4 5 8 E309 or E309L 3r32- -. W/2' 0 Uphill Q Downhill 

Insert Spec. Number F-No. jA-No. AWS Class. No. of Consum. Insert Group No. Shape of Insert ISizeof rt 

None NIA N/A N/A N/A I _N.A 

Filler Metal Chemical Composition Electrode Flux Composition m a i•wer 

N/A N/A None 

Flux Composition Particle Size I her 

STHICKNESS OF DEPOSITED WEDI RAQALFE QW-451} ml~ 

GTAW .250" 8.0' .MW375" E 6.0" 
RO M _l ý I PREHEAT (QW-406) W= 

Preheat Temperature Min. Interpass Temp. (Max.) Preheat Maintenance Monitoring Other 

50 Deg. F 350 Deg. F INone Pyrometer I N/A 

_ POSTWELD HEAT TREATMENT (QW-407) 

Temperature (Min. or Range) Time at Temperature Range Thickness Range 

None N/A N/A NIA 

GAS(ES) (QW-408) 
Flow~~~~~~~~~ R4e(m- -- ,,. ~ .. o,~-~ Trailini & %. fommflosiiif Flow Rate (dt,)

Shielding & % Composiion 

Argon - Welding Grade

wRate (0) 

5-45
Baciung and %/ Composiuon rF_ nae•,, 
Argon - Welding Grade 3-45 

(if used) See Note 1

None N/A 
1-:XAH131T_ -.
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QTS-W-0o1.2 Rev. 0 (2-1) 

MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
1500 West 3'=. Street, Cleveland, Oh 44113 No. FCI3.3-1 PB Rev. 0 

ASME IX Page 2 of 3 

IEECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ww 09) 
Current and Amperage Wire Feed Voltage Travel Speed Heat Input Figure Number Welding Filler Metal 

Polarity Range Speed (ipm) Range Range (ipm) Range (kjfin) (See Following Process Size (in.) 
Page) 

DCRP 130-325 150-400 19-30 7.75 Minimum * 76.1 1 FCAW .045" 

DCRP 220-400 150-350 21-34 10.75 Minimum * 76.1 1 FCAW 1/16' 

Pulsating Current - C] GTAW [] GMAW SFAIAWS -5.12-EWTh-2 (2% Thoriated Tungsten) Sizes of Tungsten 

-]YES O NO Q N/A 0 YES 0 N/A _ Other N/A M TECHNIQUE (QW-410) 

S(rMaxWeave Bea Bead W2(a• I (OMdLOncy) DrNea TrU. (Mdck Ony) Fro*qIdy tMedx Of*) Gas cwmowo I&* 

s -Both N/A N/A A* to I" 

Contact tube to t tance Initial & Interpass Cleaning Vacuum Chamber 

18 to 3/;,) Brush, Chip, Hammer, or Burr N/A Electrode Stickout-112"

Multipass oi g e pak (per side) Single or Multiple Electrodes Peening Me ouging 

Mutiple Pass Weldi Only Single Not Permitted Mechani nd/or Thermal 

ADDITIONAL NOTES

Notes: 

1) When working with Non-impact tested materials, the preheat can be-'t"0"Deg. F minimum and the interpass temperature 

2) When the base material thickness (T) is over 2', the minimum holding time at temperature shall be 2 hours plus It 
over 2. 0 

Heat Input of 76.1 kilo-joules/inch shall not be violated. To ensure this does n tly your highest amps x 
by your lowest travel speed. This will be your joules/inch.

highest volts x 60 and divide

EXHIB1 7-*



0TS-W-O01.1 Rev. 0 (2-91) 

OWELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION 

1500 West 310. Street, Cleveland, Oh 44113 ASME IX Page 1 of 3 

WPS NO. Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date 

FC/1.8-1 PB 0 9/16/96 N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A 

Supporting POR No. Revision Date Supporting PQR No. Revision Date 

FC11.8-Q1 1 9/25/96 N/A N/A N/A 

Supporting PQR No. Revision Date Supporting PQR No. Revision Date 

NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
WELDING PROCESS (ES) 

O GTAW C SMAW Z FCAW 0 GMAW Short Circuitin Transfer ] Manual Z Semi- Automatic 

O] Other NIA Sr F '///7 -C] Machine C] Automatic 

S ASME Section 1 0 ASME Section III Z ASME Section VIII 0] ANSI B31.1 [] ANSI B31.3 

O3 Other N/A 

_JOINT DESIGN (QW.402) 

0 Groove 0 Compound Angles Dg Open Butt 0 Backing Ring 0 Fillet/Sockets Li Consumable Insert 

C Nonmetallic/Nonfusing Metal Retainers Z] Back Weld C3 Buttering [] Cladding []Other N/ 

[] .BASE METALS (QW-403) 
P-Numberslt8 Group Numbers (when req'd)Al Bac'king MaterialP1oP- Diameter Range Fill• " 1:et ••I-'fg,•I'•• 

OR OR 

Specification Type and Grade N/A Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties N/A 

to Specification Type and Grade to Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties 

THICKNESS ASME I ASME Ill 0,&2S'(' ASME VIii Division 1I ASME IX ANSI B31.1 

.1875' o .750" .1875* to4.o- .1875"to 1.0' t1875io 1.r 1075io .750" 'TiJ 

RANGE ANSI B31.3 Other 
N/A N/A 

__ __ __��__ FILLER METALS (QW-404) i POSITION (QW-405) 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classification No. Size of Filler Position of Groove 

SFA-5.22 6 8 E309LT-1 or E309T-1 .035" thru 1/16" All 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS Classification No. Size of Filler Welding Progression 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A R Up ill I hDownhill 

Insert Spec. Number F-No. A-No. AWS Class. No. of Consum. Insert Group NO. - k~a 1 Size of Insert 

FCWN/AVMaiu N/A I N/A N/A 

PilrMeheat Themperatur MompositintereatsoTemp (Max. Preheat MaIntenanc lee ntMonito er/ng oOthe 

N/A Noneoe 

Flux Composition u oPartim e Sizem R hinsRg Other 

NoA N/A N/A 
• ,• ;•i•-_•---• •1THICKNESS OF DEPOSITED WlELD METAL QUALIFIED (QW-451) 0ý--N--- " .. ---

5=01 PREHEAT (QW-406) 

Prha Temperature Min. Interpass Temp. (Max.) Preheat Maintenance Monitoring Other 

50 Deg. F 350 Deg. F None.- Pyrometer N/A 

•POSTWELD HEAT TREATMENT (QW-407) mom 

Temperature (Min. or Range) TTime at Temperature Range TThickness Range Oher 

None• N/Al N/A NIA 

Fl,-w Rate - __ .- GAS(ES) (QW-408) -

Shielding & % Composition 

Argon (75%) C02 (25%)

Flow Rate (c0h) 

10-50
tBacung and % C;0mposition F mw ate kulh, 

Argon-Welding Grade 3-45 
(if used)

None 'EXH T ý_N/A

ý'4 v
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OTS-W-01-i Rev. 0 J2-S11 

WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION 
1500 West 3,4. Street, Cleveland, Oh 44113 ASME IX PageI of 3 

WPS NO Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date Revision Date 

GM/l. 1-5 PB 0 9/17/96 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Sypporting POR No. Revision Date Supporting POR No. Revision Date 

GM/1.1-Q5 0 8/28/96 N/A N/A N/A 

Supporting PQR No. Revision Date Supporting POR No. Revision Date 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SI WELDING PROCESS (ES) ___" 

[3- GTAW E] SMAW [] FCAW Z] GMAW C] Short Circuiting Transfer [-- Manual [D• Semi- Automatic 

[] Globular Transfer 

10 Other N/A [] Spray Transfer C:] Machine []Automatic 

CD ASME Section I 1 SM Seton11 ( ASME Section VIII []ANSI B31.1 []ANSI B31.3 

C]- Other NIA 

JOINT DESIGN (QW-402) 

[ Groove [ Compound Angles • Open Butt z Backing Ring 9 Fillet/Sockets L] Consumable Insert 

C-] Nonmetallic/Nonfusing Metal Retainers [D Back Weld C] Buttering [ Cladding [ Other N/A 

___ BASE METALS (QW-403) 

P-Numbers Group Numbers (when req'd) Backing Matedal Diameter Range Fillet -ý"1q ,i.  

1 All P-1 R 

OR_________ FLERMTL (W44 OROITO QW4 

Specification Type and Grade N oA Chemical Analysis and Mechanical Properties o N/A Groo 

to Specification Type and Grade - to Chemical Analysis z nd Mechanical ProWerties 

.0625" to .750' ".0625* to R ' .0625" to .750" .0625' to. 750" .0625" to .750" 

RANGE ANSI B31.3 /Other 

NA For use with non-impact applications only.  F_ ._ ~ILLER MET•.ALS (QW..404} -- POSITION (aw-405) J 

Specification Number F-No. A-No. AWS ClassNicatfon No n opNize of Fille Position of Groove 

SFA-S.18 6 1 * ER70S• • ,l .035" thru 1/16' All 

Specification Number iF-No. A-No. AWS Classn-rcatbon NV. •"'"JSize of Filler Welding Progression 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Filler Metal Chemical Composition Electrode Flux Composition ektbl t Ii ler/Powd:er 

N/A N/A . None 

Flux Composition Particle Size ther 

N/A N/A "ER70S-3, 4 or 6 is acceptable for use.  

IMM THICKNESS OF DEPOSITED WELD METAlI QUALIFIED (QW-451) 

Process Max. Per Pass Total Qualified Process Max Per Pass Total Qualified 

GMAW .375" .750" Maximum N/A N/A N/A 

__PREHEAT (QW-406) 

Preheat Temperature Min Interpass Temp. (Max.) Preheat Maintenance Monitoring Other 

50 Deg. F 600 Deg. F None Pyrometer N/A 

ja -_ . POSTWELD HEAT TREATMENT (QW-407) 

Temperature (Min. or Range) Time at Temperature Range Thickness Range Other 

None N/A N/A N/A 

GAS(ES) (QW-408) 29 - r M, 

Shielding & %/ Composition Fiow Rate (clh) Backing a.-4 % Composition Flow Rate (dfh) Traiiing & % Composmon Flow Rate (cfi) 

Argon /95%) C02 (5%) 10-50 Argon-Welding Grade 3-45 None N/A 

(if used)': '1 2 -
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Chicaco Offi.ce- \\.incm ilk .d. ",uIIC ,I R 
The Hartf-ord L-' lil•, (~'• 

Steam Boiler inispcction T,!, " 

u.nd IrsurAnne (Co. Fi\. - '1o 1) RECEt,(IVED 

January 1. 1997 
rJAR 0 6 -1997 

MK-Ferguson Group 
Quality Management Department 

Thomas H Zarges, President & CEO 
Morrison Knudsen Corporation 
1500 West 3rd Street 
Cleveland. Ohio 44113 - 1406 

SUBJECT: 1996 Management Review of the Morrison Knudsen Corporation's Quality Assurance 

Programs.  

Dear Mr. Zarges; 

As requested in your letter dated 16 December 1996, a Management Review of the Morrison Knudsen 

corporate Quality Assurance Programs was conducted on 30 & #1 December 1996. The management 

review took place at your Cleveland office, located at 1500 West 3rd Street, Cleveland. OH 441-13.  

The purpose of this audit was to evaluate the status and effectiveness of the Morrison Knudsen 

Corporation Quality Assurance Manual, 10 CFR50 Appendix B / NQA - 1 manual.  

This audit was conducted on 30 & 31 December 1996 by interviewing management and other personnel 

and selectively examining objective evidence in the form of procedures. instructions and records. The 

scope was limited to the software items relative to corporate some project activities.  

Personnel contacted during this Management Review are as follows: 

Andrew Walcutt, Group Quality Director 
Alain Artayet, Group Welding Engineer 

Bruce Kovacs, Senior Quality Engineer 
Stacey Lambert, Document Control Specialist 

At the conclusion of the Management Review the following findings and observations were noted: 

Findings: 

1. No training matrix was available for 20 August 1996.  

2. Corporate WPS GT - SM 3.3 Q2 limits the heat input for the GTAW process. the Point Beach 

WPS was written exceeding the corporate guidelines.  

3. There was no letter of delegation for the WPS's signed by Paul Evans.  

4. Site specific WPS was generated without a corporate WPS and corporate GQD review and 

approval (WPS GTM 1.1-3PB) 

EXHIBIT 
"92, 
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Observations:

1. WPS GTM 1.1-3 PB. PQR lists the required WPS as GT -SM I I-IPB 
2. The QAM requires at least one audit to be performed annually be each lead assessor 

the records did not show any audit being conducted by Mr. Beckley for the penod of March 
1995 through March 1996.  

The closing meeting was held on 31 December 1996. The results of the audit were discussed with Mr.  

Andrew Walcutt. Group Quality Director and Mr. Alain Artayet. Group Welding Engineer. Overall the 

Quality Assurance Programs as documented and implemented. with the exception of the above findings, 
were found to be adequate and effective.  

If you have any questions or if I can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to call me at 216
521-0508 or fax 216-521-0565.  

"Sainerel yitor 
/Lead Adt~or

EXHIBIT c 
. .PAGE(S)
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W ft 34 ftset* CggssM 0 44113 J QUALTY ASSURIANCE INGTAIUCTION 
F" y1*j O IM!4 -t go-.  

O3~ Form Pagl 1 of 2 

COhIPLIMID 1Y.MK ASSESSOR I INSPECTOR 

Projectl No. 4021- Point Beksh SORPP 

KSwuwaW ARvufrswu@ (teode No-Amr, Psallah pNumber, stv.) 

1. ASME Cection III CA MamaS Parograph 3.2.4 rto.irss thal Project 91580ific WPS's be 
based on Corpoarte POR'9JWPSs., 

2. ASbIL Sacbon Ill GA Manq.,e! Paragra~h 312.3 span'4eo thal Corooft's PORW'sWPS's art appo'vjO ýy tie 
Gioup Weidin-; Engineer.  

3. ASME Sectiot, III GA Marnusi parograprn 3.2.4 roquirse that Pro;,ect weeclfic WPS's be based on Corporate 
Plaws~Wps's. &V~ Paa;regep~l 3.2.3 rqqi,ýrvs Corporate ~a/~' to b*' A~provod by the '2WE/QQD

414111144 Incku4 6g.cMfe ;treq.. .- dnt Vigaita4i 

1. Conuary w ¶he roqulraments specified in rr I ar1 bove, the Point Beach Prc)wc spealf c WPS tWPS No. GT
OSMI3.2P v,%ve.ts Mel he~aT input 9mits aspeified by Coroorset WP3 No. C3T-.VM3.~3- iWunegamirt 
A~ass.rnet firding 2), 

2. Contuairy to the requJIreirents soociflod in tiamn 2 above, there was n:) letter frcrvm the OWE dolegatIng Mr.  
Pauf i'..wte the swixIto~y to sg'n "~f No- OT-SM 'I, 1 -05 Pav. 0 o.n the date thb o VCia ws igned, T'he 
ofign-off indicires d.ut it was mad. for trie Pwli. IMenagarnent Assessment firding 3).  

3. Coitiary to the requiternirtma a~aalfiso in~ Itbm 3 above, Project "C~itic WPS No. GTNJf1-I-3PID was 
gowne~d without a Corporate WFS be~ng acued. I'Meiagamerit Arnie. mort 1lmndng 4).  

Note: As u reautt ot 1hose throe (3) flnchnos a review al' al? Point Poach generated WPS'a and the one 0.) PO.M 
1we b~een Warrmed by MK Corportte Quality. Additional findings were noted. All findings, Imclucing 
ft"tRaed~w above, are Idsntflied In Attachment 1. Roopontes omre to i identified In terrma of the 

Attaclwneni I rwrnberiring mohmine. (Attachmint I conalating of eight (8) pages), 

. -Z 

-. EXHIBIT 7 
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Attschnieon I QFR-No. C.ý6.022.O;i 

REYILW lE ALL WINTI1EACH SgQU3&ESis 

In response to QFR No. 01 issued as rite result of th~e annukl man~agement review No.  
C-96-022, all (WWta of 18) ASME Section III Point Beach SOR? Welding Procedure 
Speciflcatons (WPS's) distributed by thiz project have bten reviewed. Based on this 
review, the followirg WPS's require somne form of ction. This review was performed 
wider %hea scope: of ASME Sacton IX - 1995 edition with no addenda and ASME Section 
III1- 1986 edition wiih w addenda.  

1.0 WPS-NOW FC/1.I.1 PO (Rev. Ns. 0, dated 9/17/96) 

1.1 This WPS is, Tnakled with an~ "V~ to permit its use under the scopc of ASME 
Se4.,don III, bat tho thikknoss =Vv. Himit. as rcquirod b NB/NC-231 1(a), is not 
described, 

AMIOiN. The project is to idcntiff if tris W?S was used under ti~e 'cope of ASMF_ 
Scction III. If used on ASME III work-, con~firn that the thickness riinges of the 
material whcre the WPS wwu3 ii:d (bu.td on the appl~isable ?QR) wcrc within 
Code lim~its.  

1.2 The filler metal AWS Cldss~ficatort No. listcJ on the "IS is E71-TI. E7IT-1 is 
the proper filler Metal designatia dci iscribed in the appeiidix of the SFA-5-20 weld 
Miler rneWa sp~ocilatmions, Msu is ari editorial &misako which. dos not imnpact the 
intogiry of the weld(s).  

A=N I'e project is to coaf=r tlat this WPS is no longer fit use.  

2.4 'WPS-No. FC/1.&. PO (Rev. No. 0, dated 9A416/9) 

The PQR.Rev. No. I is d& 915i6 and the WPS Rev, No. 0 is d=Ad 9/ " 
The revi %ion date of the WPS should either be the same date as the PQR or later, 
This is an editorial midstake which does not impact the integrity of~ the weld(a)

AC11ON- The project is to confir that this WE'S is no longer in use.  

of 8 EXHIBIT 
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Attachmntz I OF R-No- C-96-022-3 1

3.0 WS-No. FC/33-1 PO1 (Rev. No. 0, datod 916/96) 

3.1 As an essentiAl variable, ASNIE Swcimn IX QW-406.1 perrnits at decrease of 1001F 
frora dhe preheat temperatue ussd during procedure qualification. The miaximum 
qualified preheat, as reorded on the PQR.. is 2687.F Therefore, the mirmnim 
preheat pormfted to bo und without rmqialification of thia WI'S i 168"F. Note I 
of the WPS pmtitx the use of a miaimum preheat of 150 07 

AJIQON- The prj tct is to confinm that tWis WPS was not used or, if used, that the 
minimum preheat 'was not lower than~ 168 --F.  

3.2 Thew-e is a co~nflict bet'wtvn ttu co=;*,t r~bc to vAo~ d ibtanot (CT") mmcof 3/8" 
to 3/ {~ esen var ~ia~ble requ~rcd by ASIME Section Dc. QW-41 0.9) un the 

elecrod stckot rngeof 4S o V (no, required by ASME IX) describied in thjis 
WXPS. CTWI) is defined in ASME Sec~tion IX, QW-490 (which references AWS 
3.0). 1-s ihe di~tv=c betwcer. thr crd of the contac, rube (kusu4aly located inside ihe 
Wa nvzzic) to the worpicc~c. Electroda stiokout ia dcfind a4. the distaiac bctwv~a 

the and of' the gas nozzle and the tip of the flux-Cooed -Aime 

An electrode stickoul of I1" exceeds the maximumn CTWVD of 3/4". This is a 
nonessentispi variable in which a change may be ma~de in the WPS without 
MNUa~fclf 0 .  

ACTIis- The project is to cerxfrm that this WPS is n~o longer in use.

~aga 2 of orAr'iocn KnudaanFogs 2 of 8
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Attwehmnen I QF~N.C-96-022-011 

4.0 Wi'S-N.., FC/1.-1- P9 (Rtev. No. 0, datod 9117M9), 
FC/I.8.1 P9 (Rev. No. 0, dated 9/16196), 
GNVI.1-5 PB (Rev. No. 0. dated 9/17196), and 
G.T-SNVI.64. PB (Rev. No. 1, dated W123/9) 

ASME section III NB/NC-231 I(&) requirez notch tou~hms5 testing f'nr carbon aleal 

thicknesses grcatgr than 518", os.a supplenietitary essentitl Variable. The above 

project WPS 's were qualified without notch toughrizas requirements, &s indicated ini 

the repective sapporting PQR(s), One, or a combination of weld joint figures$5 

and 9 are marked with in "V', and thene figu~es permit the use of Lhese WPS'*s on 

heavywali bustt jolsits with thicknesies greater thani 3/4'. WPS-No. FC/1 .8-1 ?B, 

OW~L .5. PB a-id GT-SMlL1 -1 PB !rdct hckesrne of 3l1160- I . 1/16".  

3W4 and 1/16*'- 3,~ rspeotively, fo AS.ME Ssction IMI 

_&MQNi The pmjecet is to confirm~ that the above 4 WVPS's were- not usco on thicknesses 

gsrterr than 5/8', as specified -i NB/NC.231 I1(a), 

5.0 WS-No. GT-SII.1-1 PB (Rev. No. 4, dated 11/29/96) 

$A1 ASME Section~ III T1able N.'5NC-4622. 7(b)-1, exgmpt ?WHT for thicknesses cf I 

Ai" and less. This WP5 was revised to permizt vvelding on cabon steaei with or 

without thb ua~ of PWRT. Tht WPS permits waidina on Nkn&%es of 1/16" to 

0". The VETS fails to indicae that ex~emptionl ftrom PW-IiT o;ly applies for 

thicknesses of I A" and less. By Ccde. PVwiiT fr thickncwt* over 1 141 is an 

esient ia] variable, 

ACM24- Tbrc projo.ot iu to corifimn that this WPS wasn not ww~d on. thlckwks-cs orc'ate tman 

1 1/", without ithe us. of PW"H..  

5.2 Revision 3 and curlier revisionss of tbhis WPS (with no PWIT) required a nuximum 

boat input of 25.8 kJ/In. for the OTAW process for Lhicknesses between 5i/ an 

I A8. The OTAW portion of the WPS for Revision 4 has maximum beat -inputi 

values of 43.2" 44.8 and 47.4 k/in, frotthicknesesO bct%'e 5/8" and I W for 

applications to be used with or without the uaie of PWI4T. When a WPS is to be 

uWe for both PWIIT conditions (each as essential variable), the WPS must describc 

the ItAstiorts of both ?WiT and no PWHT appUcatlona. Revision 4 of this WPS 

fesil to indicate the maximumn hest Input limi~taion of 28.8 U/bn. for the OTAW 

procem wo be used on thicknesS*S etwe~n 5/18" and I W'" without the use 3f ?WI-IT.  

AcnUQNi The Project Is to coa.flri thtit this WPS was not used with heat inputs hi &her 

thanu 28. 0,11'r., on Nbckneebro b'~tWeez 5/s" to I Va without PWHT.  

Page 3 of 8 Morrison Knuduer 
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Aflachnncat I QPR-\e C -46-022 .0i 

4.0 WPS-No. CT-SM/1.8-1 PD (Rev. No, 1ý dated 11/23M.6) 

The filler meta SMAW prooess AWS Cles~ification Nunmber listed on the WPS 
arcE3Oor E309L. E309-1 5 or .16,and F-309L1,5 or -16 are the propet ±fil~r metal 
designoon described in the SFA.5.4 weld filler meta specifications This is an 
editorial mistake which does not imnpact the inteerItY of' the weld(s).  

ACTION, The prcolect i3 Wo WontirM Lh this WP S ia no longvr in use, 

7.0 WPS-Nv. GTMIl.1-2 PD (Rov, No. 1, dated 12/02/fG) 

7.1 ASME Section III Tabie IN NC-OZ-2.7(bfr I C-Xesnpls ?WH-T for thickflese of I 
I/, "n less. This WPS perrmits weldineg o.n =+Z4 ori ýL~et Wi~thQU:t, LtC U54 Of PAN-T.  
The WPSpernmits weldilng on Nhckitsscs in th-emrap cf 1.15" to 8".TeWP 
liii to indicate that exemnptiorn from PWVHT only. app~iwq for ihicknesscs of 11 I/V 
and IJsws PW.HT for thic?,.resstE over 1. Vi" is an c~sýniial vLiAbk,: 

,.CTION~ The projo~t is towafinnimhat hii WPS was not used cn thicknesses graew= than 
I ' V" withL)Uttha use of PWHT.  

7.2 This pipo-ect WPS wss not prepared based on a corpomts WPTS in acoordan"c with 
MXI&' QAM parqmrph 3.2.4. Fru prq~r.rn vumnpl-ian"c pzposcs, conitinucd U30 of 
Wbs NN;PS on -% Project wit', require development of a worporte WrPS and revision of 
this WPS.  

AflQNJ- The project is to conflmi that this WPS is not being used. Corporate is Wo 
gawrwc. a ooepovato WP8.  

U. WPS-No. GTM/'1.1-3 PB (Rev. No. 1. doted 12103M~) 

8.1 The ta~t report no.1 32449 datod Noyombo~r 27. 19~96 for PQP.-No. GT-SW-I .- QS 
indicaits that the welding procedure qualificittiori test spei;mens were tested by 
Bociycote TUuai, Inc. Bodycole Tausuis, Inc. was not on -MK's Approvedi 
Suppller6 List, as nquired by the MIK QAMl pmrgraphs 5.2.1 and 9.2.3.  

ACTIC&.- Cornoraie Is to perfbrrn ani assessmenit 4f Modyce~eIfa rss5iz, Thec. to -'&dfY thaT 
thv, bave oontinued implemeiflatior, of the Taussig's QA progtram.  

Pege 4 -or' Z c'~ Kn~udsen 
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Attachment I QFk.-4o. C-96-022-01 

$.2 Mr. Paul EYnrw certified ?QR-No. OT.SNII . l-Q5 Cur mr. Eugno~ Gordon on 
11127/96. Certification of this PQR was performed before the 12/5/96 
delegatiou IOC-No. M-QM-96-091 that dclegatcd M~r. Evans tho authority by the 
Group Welding Engineer. Thk [OC was requested to be issued by the GQD on 
1215/96, Delegation is pcrnmitted by MK's QAM paragraphs 9.2.4 and Section 0.4 
for "Individual Titics," but cerrjfkvadon of a PQR. vhould be peribmed after 
completion of the written delegation letter. This is a program control Issued and not 
a techical issue.  

ACIN The, project is to confirmn that this WPS is not being used, 

8,3 The test report no. 132449 Nwitten by Bodycotc Tmissig. Inc. indicates that ER7OS..2 
t'liter Ibewi was ustd wltb the Q'1 AW process for welding th* tes! coupon. This is 
commruy to the FR7OS..6 ffille nxetai whi;,ti i's recorded on P(R-No, OT..SM 1l 1 .Q5 
(Rev. 0) for the OTAW process.  

A~CTION- Th1e project np44edsto obtain a corccted tcsi report fromi Bodyco~tt Taussi, hic., 
and submit the corrected ter, respon to the (irovp Quality Diroctor.  

8.4 This projecl WPS was not prepared baied on a corporate WPS in soordrmtie with 
MKC's QAM para~raph 3.2.4. The Group Qualltv Dirctor (GQD) and Group 
Welding Engineer (OWESP) have not ap~oved this combination of "PS and PQR.  

AMlQN- This pwcjet WPS and onigirnal PQR need to bcecsbmitted to the GQD for 
processing. For pro~grmn com~pliance purposes, this V/PS and PQR combination 
will be appreved by L'ig GiQD and GWE- pri or to closure of QFR.OI for 
Management Review No. C-96-022, 

8.5 PQR-Ne. UT-SM/I, - .Q5 reforenme project sptcifla WPS-No. OT-SMiI. 1-1 PB.  
Uflkovm at the time of Vhe 1996 Fnnagernent asmesment performed on I2/30
31/96. WPS..No. (JT-5M/ 1. 1 PB was revised on 11/28/96 to include thii PQR as a 
supporting document for permitting PWH4T (see paragraph 5.3, above). It is not 
r~quIred to h~ave a PQR refererweinS all of tho WPS~x that it Is 3upporting. The PQR 
is ameptable as writtmz 

No action is required on thIs item.  

EXHIBIT 7 
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-;-Z., L JU't 'J$ t i. K LbA XHý

Artahment I QFrk.Nc. C-926-022-01, 

8,.6 A5 lvqlmvtcd in the above IOC-No. M-QM-96-091I and QAI.1l.2 pwu. 4.ý I, the 

proimi has not submiAtted a copy of the project's purchase order and test 
weldroont data sheet, as -applicable, A faxed copy of the independent tes laboratory 
repott ha been received.  

ACIM The pxojzut is tu ýiubint this information w~ th Cruup Quality Director In 
accordance with tX'g ASME QA rnarwal paragraph 3.2.4 aMn QAI.! 1.2.  

9.0 WIPS-No. FC/1.1-1 PB (Rgy. No. 0, dated 9/17/96), 
F C/1.8-1 PB (Rgv. No. 0, tatod 9W16/96), 
GM/1I.145 PB (Rmv No. 0, 9/171/96), 
GT-SMII.1-1 PB (HeY.Mc~. 4) W~4h t.R7US-2 OF3 & no cliarpy-V 
"nOth, 
GT-SM/l.8I! PB (Rev. No. 1, dated 11/13196), and 
G;TM/.1-2 PB (Rcv. No, 1) nmlyprra. 9.2 eippl)kwforflhiuf I-d tbr ~aa 

9.A ASME Section M1 NBINC-23 1.1(&) r;ufres wtzth ztougflfasle3s 1~ifl for PIPC 
diameaters gre~tei thant 6" N?S. "All" pipe diametrs &re permitted to be welded 
vAith these WPS's. These WPS's are qualified %4itboat notch toughaess 
riqukrenerts for carbon eteel. Th~is is a su~pp1trentary eemcniul virjidibe &hat is 

k~pikabL-a iu this inzavxa.  

A~CIQ.J- The project is to con~firm thtt these WIPS's wer- not used oni diameterg greater 
than 6" NI'S.  

9.2 For comrponcrits other than vessels, ASME Section III Table NBINC-4622.7(b)-l 
DprThai~t t3 xpLorS ftrom PWHT for ~cc-, n fillet weld throat thickrimias depan~ndrg 

or. Dorinal thickreAseu (;= NBINC-4622.3), maximum carbon contetat, and 

mkinrizum preheat "All" fillet weld sizes are permitted to bc weldtd with thces 

WPS's. These, WPS'a are qualified wi'thout post'w'eld bow treantmnl (PWHT) for 

carbon sweci. These WPS's permit welding fillet we~d throat thirknsesm ireater 

than that parmaUmd by the table indic~ked abvoe.  

6CT10N- The project is to contian that these WPS's were n~ot used on fillet weld throat 

thicknewse~ aeratr than that permiitted by Table NWNC-4622.7Cb)- 1.  

EXHIBIT_____ 
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Atta~chment IQFR-No. C-96-022-61! 

10.0 WPS-No. GT/8.43-1 PS (Rev, No. 0, dated 9117/96), 
GT-SMl43.43.1 PB (Reov. No. I1I dated I1V23196), and 
GT/43,43.1 PB (Rev. No, 9, dsted 11/22/96) 

In iocordance with ASME Section IX QW-404.5 (lust paragraph), tho A-number 
designadio May 5150 be by referee. to the. AWS clasuific~atiot ('where such ", ti), 
Lhe manufaamucr's ftrde designafion (in this case, moco 52 and 152), or otler 
established pwocutement dc~uments. The PL-number designation for these WPS'5 
shuild be addremaed, Wn not as either 'None" or "NIA". In this case, it Is required 
that the filer mtal nsanufL-urr's trade desiguation of "Inco 52 and 152, us 
app~zablc" be ueed on these WIPS's for A-number dssigrzalion. niis e ror does not 
affect tho intqrity of' welds rrned with thes WS's, but for P-Mg~i~za nd Code 
cotnplisnct purposes, continuetl use or itihtb WP$'s~ osu itprc'j= will rcqlaired 
inodiiicab=. of !b,-4 WP5s~ to tfolly comply With ASME Section IX, 

AC71O.N- The projeot is to crfirn that these WPS's is ino ongtr in Usec.  

11.0 WPS-No. G T.S/. PB (Rev. No. 2p dated I11JI9/96), 
GT-SM/3.32 PB (Rev. No, 2, dated 11/18/96), 4nd 
GT-SM-BUIL/.3-I PH (Rev. No. 1. dated 11/22/M6) 

MvK's QAM, pmpagzph 3.2.4, requires that project specfic WPS's be prepared 
-based oa the c*Vrporie WPS". Therefore, a corpozite "P accom~panied ach cf 
the PQR's that were subrn~tWt to the project. Currently and past NIM PQR forms do 
not~ identify the use of all. combinations of applicable essential and mipplermenta*, 
essential variables established by the PQR. For this remson, since 1989 NM has 
vciupicd WPS's with Cce applicable supportin PQR.  

Whben notch tcughnesa is required, ihe maximum h"a input values establishad by 

the corporat WIS Wn by quuilfication are considered supplemnenway caseritiu 
variabiee. 7The maximum hogt input value described in the corporate V/PS's were 
excccded for *on or a cornbinaxozx of welding processes on eas~h of the above 
pmject WPTS's. Project abnges to essemial variables and supplttnentar essential 
variables5 require reqWalfloadou. Cr 

A) The SMAW heat inputs of 83.7 and 85.1 kJ/In. for WI'S-No. OT-SM/1I- I- PB') 
.aio~d the mwaxmum heat in'put value of 82.9 kJ/in. doscrib~ed in the coporatc 1 

AM31UN_ Thre project is to confirm that this WPS is no longer in use (see Note 1, 

Weow).XA 
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ATtachmnwt I QFR-No, C-96-022-0 1 

B) The OTAWI heat inputs of 67.2 and 73.3 k.Jfin. for WIPS-No, GT.SMI3.3.2 PB 

ancood the iuaxiinu heut input value of 64.7 WJin. descrbed in the corporate 

WI'S-No. (3T.SM13.3-3 (supported by PQR-No. GT.SN1v3.3-Q2).  

&OIiG The ptoIct is tocon tht tUs'%S Is no longer In use (see Note 1, 

below), 

C) Ibe OTAW heat input~s of 57.6, 67.2 and 73.3 l)J/in. and SMAW heat 4npu4 of 

792.2 83.7 and 85.8 kJ/hn exceed the niadmw'n heut input value of 43 .3 Vi/n, for 

GTAW and 54.3 VJia. for SMLAW described in the corporate WI'S-Wo.  

OT-SM-BUY/1.3-1. Intb&s cue, the supporting PQR-No, GT-SM-BU/1.3-Q1 has 

lower hwit input values for both OTAW and SMAW procezses than that described 

eft he prqj=~ WPS.  

ACflIti- The projtct is to ;onflm~ thwt WPS-No. GT-S.M.-U-1.3-1 ?a was not used. on 

the Point beach SGR project, 

Note 1: 'The abo ic p: '"~t VWPS'3 hav'; a 5upporting PQR wiha ii.ýhohr hems ir.~c 

va~ue than tbjat deacnbed by the corporatt WS (cx;ept for WPS-No.  

OT-SM-BU111.3-1 PB).  

Teproj ect WPS 'heaw input va1u~s are below s'~me of the heat input valueS 

listed on the PQR, b.;t arc hilgler U=a the values listed in the corporate VMS.  

Th~e -weon f;or tbis discrepancy is where Qorporvtc selected the heat input vaide 

to be used venruw wh~ere the project selected the valu~e wo be used.  

The coi~rate maximum heat iaput values wmr selected by the OWE in 

accornlarce with' ASME Sectlon 111, NBiNC-4330 using the procedurc 

quailitk-atiefl tot weldment dama shcets., =nd dirctfier provided by Int~erpretation 

No. a~-912-69. Dared on the heal Input in the ircoav&i lovatlons of the welding 

process weld passe tested, the (3WE selected the maximum heat input indicatcd 

an each of the corporate WPS's to be used when geneating project specific 

For ile 1986 Edition =nd cariier Ycrsions of tht Cod-.. it -,=-1d be interpreted tbat ( 

thec Code did not cleirly define whome the MaxMUM heal input value had to be 

seleetwi. As an Kintenl" Inquiry, Inmrpm~ttiofl IX-92-69 does provide the 

requimd clatification and it is good practice to comply with such inquiries.  

However, Code Interpreutilon IX-92-69 is not par of the 1986 Code anid _ L 

complisrC8 with it to not rquired. 
E 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIWoiON 

REGION III 

801 WARRENVILLE ROAD 
LISLE. ILLINOIS 60532-4351 

October 30, 1997

MEMO TO.  

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

R. Paul, 01 RIII 
B. Clayton. EICS Officer 

J. Hopkins, OAC / 1 I, j 

ALJ RECOMMENDED DECISION AND ORDER (Dated 10/28/97) 

AMS File No. RIII-97-A-0035 (Morrison-Knudsen)- 01 Case 3-97-013

On 10/30/97, the Cl's attorney FAXed a copy of the ALJ's decision to RIII (attached) The 

10/28/97 decision is to reinstate the Cl. The respondent (Morrison-Knudsen) has 15 days from 

10/28 to object.  

Attachment: as stated 

cc w/attachment: 
AMS File No. RIII-97-A-0035 (Morrison-Knudsen) 

cc w/o attachment: 
B. Berson

EXHIBIT.( 
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U.S. Department of Labor Office o 
•evpn F

OCT 2. 8 . t, 

CASE NO. 97-ERA-34 

In the Matter of 

ALAIN ARTAYET 

Complainant 

V.  

MORRISON KNU\DSEN CORPORATION 
Respondent

f Administrative Law Judges T 

'arkway Center 
gh. Pennsylvania 15220 

3 DOCUMENT IDENTIFIES 
AN ALLEGER

Appearances: 

Steven D. Bell., Esq 
Lynn R_ Rogozinski, Esq.  

For the Complainant 

Keith A. Ashmus, Esq.  
Heather L Arekiett, Esq

For the Respondent 

BEFORE. DANIEL L. LELAND 
Administrative Law Judge 

RECOXM ENDED DECISION AND ORDER

This case arises under the employee protection provisions of the Energy Reorganization 
Act of 1974 (ERA), 42 U.S.C. § 5851, which prohibits Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Licensees from discharging or otherwise discriminating against an employee who has engaged mi 
activity protected under the Act. Alain Artavet (complainant) filed a complaint under the Act on 
February 18, 1997, which was investigated by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
and found to be without merit. Complainant made a timely request for a hearing before an 
administrative law judge, and a hearing was held before the undersigned in Cleveland, Ohio on 
June II and 12, 1997 Complainant's exhibits (CX) 5, 6, 12, 20, 26, 51, 52, and 53, and 
respondent's exhibits (RX) A-L were admitted into evidence At the close of the hearing the 
parties were given sixty days to submit briefs, and the due date for filing briefs was later extended 
to September 22, 1997 Both parties filed timely briefs-

THIS DOCUMENT IDENTIFIES 
AN ALLEGER
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Summary of the Evidence 

Complainant holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Welding Engineering from Ohio State 
University and began working at Morrison Knudsen Corporation (respondent) in June 1988 as a 
Corporate Welding Engineer, also called Group Welding Engineer (GWE). (TR 33) Respondent 
is an international engineering and construction company which performs work on nuclear power 
plants among others. The GWE is located in respondent's Quality Assurance Department. (JR 
33) The head of the Quality Assurance Department is Tom Zarges, the Division Executive is Lou 
Pardi, and the Group Quality Director is Andrew Walcutt, complainant's immediate superior. (TR 
35; CX 52) The quality assurance program is required by 10 CFR 50. (TR 34) In 1995, 
respondent and Duke Engineering Services formed a company called SGT Ltd- which replaces 
steam generators at nuclear power plants and which has its own quality assurance program (_R 
38; CX 53) The president of SGT Ltd- is Martin Cepkauskas and the Group Quality Director is 
Andrew Walcutt to whom complainant reported- (TR 39) As GWE, complainant was responsible 
for oversight of the activities of Project Welding Engineers (PWE) and qualifying welding 
procedures- (TR 41) 

In 1995, SGT Ltd. was awarded a contract to replace two steam generators at the Point 
Beach Unit Two nuclear power plant in Two Rivers, Wisconsin. (TR 43) The project required a 
large amount of welding- (TR 44) In May 1996, Max Bingham, the project manager, asked 
complainant to help develop the welding procedures to be used at Point Beach- (TR 45-46) 
Bingham wanted complainant to delegate the qualification of the welding procedures at Point 
Beach to the PWE, Eugene "Rusty" Gorden. (•R 46) Qualification of welding procedures was 
the function of the GWE. (TR 60-63) Complainant at first refused because he was unfamiliar 
with Gorden's technical capabilities. (TR 47) Complainant then began the process of qualifying 
the welds at a site in Memphis, Tennessee in May or June 1996- (TR 49) In July 1996, Bingham 
again asked complainant to delegate qualification of the welds at Point Beach to Gorden and 
complainant's refuisal to do so angered Bingham- (TR 50-5 1) Complainant then acquiesced in the 
delegation of the remaining welds which Gorden accomplished in Chicago. (TR 53) 

Complainant emphasizes that the PWE, not the GWE, was responsible for developing the 
site-specific welding procedures to be used at Point Beach. (TR 55, 65-66; see also CX 51; RX 
C I, p. 1; § 9.2.5) The GWE was responsible for submitting generic welding procedures to the 
PWE who tailored them to the needs at Point Beach- (IR 55) Gorden was supposed to send the 
site-specific welding procedures to complainant for review but he failed to do so despite 
complainant's request to see them. (TR 56-57) At the end of October 1996, complainant for the 
f=rst time reviewed the site-specific welding procedures written by Gorden and found five of them 
to be unacceptable. (TR 57) On November 6, 1996, complainant sent a fax to Gorden identifying 
the deficient welding procedures and calling Gorden's attention to the codes of the Amencan 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. (TR 58-60; CX 6) Gorden, however, ignored complainant's 
comments. (TR 62) Complainant stated that he informed Walcutt of the problems in the welding 
procedures for Point Beach but Walcutt felt that as the Hartford Insurance Company audit was 
coming up on December 30-31, 1996, nothing should be done to correct the problems. (YR 70) 
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(Walcutt denies that complainant informed him of the welding deficiencies at Point Beach or that 
Walcutt told him to take no action. (TR 247)). Complainant's offer to work with Gorden to 
remedy the welding problems was also assertedly rejected. (TR 71) 

During the week of December 16, 1996, complainant states that Pardi met with him and 
removed him from nuclear responsibilities for steam generator replacement citing complainant's 
personality conflicts with Cepkauskas and Bingham. (TR 72) (Pardi denied that this meeting ever 
took place or that he removed complainant from his supervision of welding at nuclear power 
plants at this time. (TR 163)) Walcutt asked complainant to prepare for the upcoming Hartford 
audit and complainant informed him that the audit would reveal deficiencies in the welding 
procedures at Point Beach. (TR 75-76) The audit was performed on December 30-31, 1996, and 
on January 6, 1997, Hartford issued a report finding fault with the Point Beach wldindg 
procedures. (T R 76-77, 79-80; RX D 1) Upon reading the audit report Walcutt asked 
complainant to review all the welding procedures for Point Beach. (TR 80) Complainant 
reviewed the Point Beach welding procedures and wrote an eight page report which be gave to 
Walcutt on January 14, 1997 who in turn delivered a copy to Pardi and Bingham. (TR 80-81; see 
CX 12) On the morning of January 15, Walcutt also asked complainant to prepare a report on the 
welding procedures at the D. C. Cook project. (TR 83-84) Complainant informed Walcutt that 
there were deficiencies in the D. C- Cook project which were similar to those at Point Beach- (TR 
85-86) 

Later on the morning of January 15, complainant was summoned to the office of Drew 
Edleman, complainant's administrative superior, who told complainant that he was being removed 
from the GWE position because of personality conflicts with Cepkauskas and Bingham- (TR 86) 
After his removal as GWE complainant continued to work on his report on D. C. Cook and 
submitted a report on the welding deficiencies at that facility on January 22, 1997. (YR 87, 264
267; CX 20) Complainant was transferred to Parkersburg WV on February 7, 1997 as an area 
field engineer on the night shift. (TR 88) Since that date, he has been living away from his family 
in Cleveland and has been unable to participate in his children's school activities. (TIR 88) 
Complainat has incurred approximately $10,000 in attorney fees in connection with this 
litigation. (TR 89) 

Louis E. Pardi, whose title is executive vice president of respondent's Power Division, 
testified that he relied on the complainant to be respondent's welding expert in all matters, 
particularly qualification of welds, development of corporate welding procedures, and solving 
welding problems that arose on specific sites. (TR 156, 159) He recalled being told that there 
was friction between complainant and project personnel at Point Beach regarding qualification of 
welds and specific welding requirements. (TR 159-160) Pardi remembered seeing a memo from 
the complainant that drop weight testing was not required at Point Beach which is contrary to 
what he stated about the D. C. Cook project (TR 161) In his testimony, Cepkauskas also 
mentioned the friction between complainant and site personnel and the memo regarding drop 
weight testing and that he informed Pardi of this- (TR 146, 147) Neither Pardi nor Cepkauskas 
could produce the memo and Pardi admitted that he had not read the memo- (TR 150, 190) After 
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being informed of the welding deficiencies found in the Hartford audit, Pardi decided to remove 
complainant as GWE. (TR 161) As complainant was not in Pardi's chain of command, Pardi told 
Edleman about the findings in the audit, and after rejecting the idea of relieving complainant only 
of his jurisdiction over nuclear facilities, they decided to relieve complainant of his duties as 
GWE. (TR 163-164) The final decision to terminate complainant was made on January 15- (TR 
164; see also TR 204-206) Complainant's memorandum regarding Point Beach was considered 
when the decision was made. (TR 196-197) Pardi averred that the decision to remove the 
complainant was based on his friction with the project personnel, his determination not to use 
drop weip-ht testing, and the Hartford audit. (TB. 165-166) 

Andrew Walcutt is the Group Quality Director for the respondent and was complainant's 
supervisor. (T,. 235-236) He stated that the GVIE is responsible for development of the 
corporate welding program, adherence to the welding codes, providing technical advice to project 
personnel, and qualification of welding procedures- (TR 236) He recalled a meeting complainant 
and he had with Gorden in November or December 1995 where an agreement had been reached 
between complainant and Gorden, but complainant changed his mind the next day- Walcutt told 
complainant that he should not go back on his word- (TR 237-238) Walcutrt also referred to a 
meeting in July 1996 among Bingham, complainant and himself in which Bingham expressed 
dissatisfaction with complainant's performance, particularly his delegation of qualifying welds to 
some one who was not working at Point Beach (TR 241-242) In the Fall of 1996, Pardi told 
Walcutt that he had lost confidence in complainant because he failed to recommend drop weight 
testing. (YR 242-243) Walcbtt later found, however, that complainant had not taken this 
position. (TR 243-244, 281-282) Walcutt also stated that the failure of the welds in Memphis 
was caused by a discrepancy in testing requirements and was not solely complainant's fault. (TR 
244-245) The witness denied that complainant told him that Gorden had failed to respond to his 
criticisms of the site-specific welds at Point Beach, or that he ordered complainant not to remedy 
any deficiencies. (TR 247) 

Following the Hartford audit, Walcutt instructed complainant to review all the site-specific 
welding procedures at Point Beach (TR 250) On January 28, 1995, Walcutt wrote a memo to 
Tom Zarges (RX D) stating in part That the errors found in the audit could have been prevented 
by effective communication between the GWE and the PV-E. (TR 254) Complainant was not 
solely responsible for the problems found by the audit and Gorden also contributed to the 
breakdown in communications. Id. Walcutt recommended that Gorden be replaced as PWE. (TR 
254-255) The witness was told by complainant that D_ C_ Cook had similar problems to those at 
Point Beach, but he did not ask complainant to investigate D. C. Cook. (7R 256) No mention of 
complainant's review of the D. C. Cook project was made to Pardi, Edleman, or Zarges. (TR 
256-257) Walcutt acknowledged that complainant's reassignment to Parkersburg occurred after 
he wrote the memo about D. C. Cook, but he denies that there was any connection. (TR 261, 
265, 266-267) 

Gorden developed the site specific welding procedures for Point Beach and in so doing he 
changed the corporate welding procedures, which was a violation of respondent's quality 
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assurance program. (TR 270-272) Walcutt told Pardi and Cepkauskas that the problems in Point 
Beach's welding procedures identified by complainant were not his fault (TR 274) Complainant 
always performed competently and professionally as a welding engineer, but had problems 
communicating. (TR 275) The only valid reason to remove complainant from his position was his 
failure to communicate with the project team. (TR 294) This problem was not mentioned, 
however, in complainant's evaluation in December 1996. (See RX G-; see also TR 231-232) 

Findin-s of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

42 U.S.C. § 5851 provides that: 

(1) No employer may discharge any employee or otherwise discriminate against 
any employee with respect to hiis compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment because the employee...  

(A) notified his employer of an alleged violation of this chapter or the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954; 

(B) refused to engage in any practice made unlawful by this chapter or the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, if the employee has identified the alleged illegality to the 
employer; 

(C) testified before Congress or at any Federal or State proceeding regarding any 
provision (or proposed provision) of this chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954; 

(D) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is about to commence or cause to be 
commenced a proceeding under this chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
--- or a proceeding for the administration or enforcement of any requirement 
imposed under this chapter or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 

(E) testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or, 

(F) assisted or participated or is about to assist or participate in any maimer in such 
a proceeding or in any other manner in such a proceeding or in any other action 
to carry out the purpose of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.  

To establish a prima facie case of discrimination under § 5g51, the complainant must 
show* (1) his employer is subject to the Act; (2) the complainat engaged in protected activity; 
(3) the complainant was subject to adverse employment action; (4) his employer was aware of the 
protected activity when it took the adverse action, and (5) an inference that the protected activity 
was the likely reason for the adverse employment action. Zinn v. University ofMissovri, 93
ERA- 34 and 36 (Sec'y, January 18, 1996). See also Carroll v. U. S. Dept of Labor, 78 F 3d 
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352 (8"' Cir. 1996). If the complainant proves a prima facie case, the burden of production shifts 
to the employer to articulate a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for the adverse action
Carroll, 78 F. 3d at 356. Where the employer articulates a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason 
for the adverse action, the complainant has the ultimate burden of persuading that the reasons 

articulated by his employer were pretextual, either by showing that the unlawful reason more 

likely motivated the employer or by showing that the proffered explanation is unworthy of 

credence- Nichols v. Bechtel Construction Co., 87-ERA-44 (Sec'y, October 26, 1992), Carroll, 
supra, Kahn v. U S. Sýecretary of Labor, 64 F 3d 271, 278 (7"' Cir. 1995).  

Complainant alleges three separate adverse employment actions taken as a result of his 

protected activity: (1) his removal friom jurisdiction over nuclear power plants in December 1996 

as a result of his finding of welding deficiencies at Point Beach, (2) his removal as GWE on 
January 15, 1997 resulting from his January 14, 1997 report on the Point Beach welding 
problems, and (3) his reassignment to Parkersburg, WV following his report on the flaws in the 
welding procedures at D. C_ Cook. It is necessary to determine if complainant has made a prima 
facie case as to each of these incidents

Respondent concedes that is subject to the Act. Moreover, complainant's performance of 

quality assurance functions constitutes protected activity under the Act. See Mackowiak v.  

University Nuclear Systems, Inc., 735 F. 2d 1159, 1163 (91 Cir. 1984), Bassett v. Niagara 

M•ohacwk Power Co., 96-ERA-2 (Sec'y, July 9, 1986). With regard to the first allegation of 
retaliation, Pardi denied that a meeting with complainant took place in December 1996 in which 
he removed him from his nuclear responsibilities and his version is supported by the testimony of 
Edleman and Walcutt. Assuming that Pardi did remove complainant from jurisdiction over 
nuclear power plants and that this constitutes adverse employment action, the evidence is not 
persuasive that Pardi knew about complainant's protected activity prior to the meeting and that 
his removal was in retaliation for his protected activity. I reach the same conclusion regarding 
complainant's report on the D_ C. Cook project. Walcuu credibly testified that he never told 
Zarges, Pardi, or Edleman of complainant's report on the welding deficiencies at D. C. Cook, and 
therefore, his reassignment to Parkersburg could not have been in retaliation for his report.  
Therefore, complainant has failed to make out a prima facie case with regard to these two 
incidents.  

I reach a different conclusion with regard to complainant's removal as GWE and 
subsequent reassignment to Parkersburg. Respondent argues that Pardi and Edleman had already 
decided to replace complainant as GWE before they were aware that he drafted the report on the 
Point Beach welding deficiencies on January 14, but I do not find Pardi's testimony to be credible 
on this point. Furthermore, the adverse employment action, i.e., complainant's actual removal 

from his position as GWE, did not take place until January 15, one day after Pardi was given the 
report on Point Beach. Therefore, I find that respondent was aware of complainant's protected 
activity when he was replaced as GWE. Respondent also maintains that complainant's removal as 
GWE and reassignment to a different position in Parkersburg was not an adverse employment 
action because he was not discharged and there was no decrease in pay. However, complainant's 
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new position in Parkersburg as an area field engineer does not have the corporate responsil:ities 
involved in his prior position as G-WE and is clearly less prestigious. See DeFord v. Secretary of 
Labor, 700 F. 2d 281, 287 (6h Cir. 1983). See also McMahan v- California Water Quality 
Control Board San Diego Region, 90-WPC-1 (Sec'y, July 16, 1993), in which it was held that a 
transfer was an adverse action in that it prevented the complainant from performing supervisory 
duties and field enforcement which he preferred. Respondent also argues that "relocation is a way 
of life" at Morrison Knudsen and that respondent maintains facilities much further from Cleveland 
than Parkersburg to which complainant could have been reassigned. The fact that complainant 
could have been sent to more remote locations has no significance, however, as complainant's 
reassignment from Cleveland to Parkersburg has dearly inconvenienced him and separated him 
from his home and family in Cleveland- I therefore conclude that complainant's removal as GWE 
and his subsequent reassignment to an inferior job in Parkersburg constitute adverse employment 
action. Finally, complainant's removal from the position as G-WE wvthin twenty four hours after 
he engaged in protected conduct raises the inference as a matter of law that his removal was in 
retaliation for his protected activity- Couty v. Dole, 886 F 2d 147, 148 (8± Cir. 1989).  
Complainant has therefore made out a prima facie case.  

Respondent has cited as the reasons for complainant's removal and reassignment his 
overall performance as GWE, more specifically his recommendation that drop weight testing not 
be used, the deficiencies found in the Hartford audit, and his friction with on-she personnel.  
Complainant therefore has the burden of proving that these reasons are pretextual. Kahn, 64 F.  
3d at 278.  

The drop weight testing excuse clearly lacks credibility. Pardi testified of seeing a memo 
shown to him by Cepkauskas regarding the drop weight testing but could not recall the content of 
the memo- Cepkauskas was unable to produce the memo. Walcutt testified that complainant had 
never recommended that drop weight testing not be used thereby indicating that Pardi's asserted 
loss of confidence in complainant was based on an erroneous premise. Pardi also blamed the 
welding defects noted in the Hartford audit on complainant, but Walcutt, who has far more 
technical knowledge than Pardi regarding the welding requirements, stated that Gorden was 
responsible for these errors as it was his obligation to develop the site-specific welding 
procedures. Gordea acually changed the coToratae welding proedures complain had sent. him 
in violation of the respondent's quality assurance progam. When complainant discovered the 
unacceptable welding specifications devised by Gorden, he informed him of the deficiencies and 
tried without success to have Gorden remedy them. Moreover, Walcutt informed Pardi that the 
deficiencies cited in the audit were not complainant's fault, which indicates that Pardi knew that 
complainant was not to blame and removed him anyway. Walcutt stated that complainant always 
acted in a competent and professional manner as a welding engineer. Thus the first two 
articulated reasons for removing complainant are clearly pretextual.  

Walcutt asserted that the only valid reason for removing complainant as GWE was his 
failure to communicate with project personnel. Initially, I find it difficult to accept that 
complainant would be relieved of his duties for this relatively insignificant reason- There is 
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certainly no evidence in the record that this so called "friction" with on site personnel was so 
persistent or egregious that it affected the effciency of respondent's constructior' work. It would 
also appear that the cause of much of the "friction" was complainant's insistence on not 
delegating the qualification of the welds to Gorden, whose competence he questioned, apparently 
with good reason. Some of the "friction" also resulted from complainant's strict adherence to the 
standards in respondent's quality assurance program and the natural tension that may have taken 
place with the project personnel who were attempting to adhere to precise schedules. As the 
court in Mackawiak observed, "contractors regulated by § 5851 may not discharge quality control 
inspectors because they do their job too well." Mackowiak, 735 F. 2d at 1163. Finally, I note 
that Walcutt did not discuss complainant's communication problems in the performance 
evaluation completed in December 1996 only twenty-three days before he was removed as GWE 
allegedly for this reason- If complainant's failure to communicate had been such a serious 
problem., it would have been cited in his performance appraisal. Therefore, I conclude that this 
purported reason was also pretextual.  

As complainant has made out a prima facie case and proven that respondent's purported 
reasons for the adverse employrnent action were pretextual, I conclude that respondent has 
violated § 5851. Complainant is therefore entitled to reinstatement to his position as GWE and 
reimbursement for attorney fees.  

Recommended Order 

Morrison Knudsen Corporation is ORDERED to.  

(I) Reinstate complainant to the position of Group Welding Engineer at its office ir.  
Cleveland, Ohio and to the same compensation, terms, conditions, and privileges of employment 
he previously had, and 

(2) Reimburse complainant for the reasonable cost of attorney fees he has expended in 
pursuing his complaint

Within thirty (30) days of the date of this decision and order, complainant's counsel shall 
submit a fully supported fee application detailing his hourly fee, the number of hours expended on 
this proceeding, and any associated litigation expenses. Respondent will have fifteen (15) days to 
respond '%with any objections .1 

DANIEL L. LELAIN-D 
Administrative Law Judge 

DLJAab 
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NOTICE: This Recommended Decision and Order and the administrative file in this matter will be forwarded for final decision to the Administrative Review Board, United States Department of Labor, Room S-4309, Frances Perkins Building 200 Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, 
DC 20210. The Administrative Review Board was delegated jurisdiction by Secretary Order dated April 17, 1996, to issue final decisions in employee protection cases adjudicated under the regulations at 29 C.FR_ Parts 24 and 1978. See 61 Fed. Reg. 19978 and 19982 (1996).  
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1 P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S 

2 (9:20 a.m.) 

3 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Today's date is August 

4 7th, 1997 at approximately 9:20 a.m. Central Daylight 

5 Savings time.  

6 For the record this is an interview of Walter 

7 Zimmerman, last name spelled Z-i-m-m-e-r-m-a-n. This 

8 interview is being conducted at the Hartford Steam Boiler 

9 Inspection and Insurance Company, Midwest Regional Office, 

10 located at 2443 Warrenville Road, Lisle, Illinois, 60532.  

11 Present at this interview are Mr. Chuck Lyons, 

12 last name spelled L-y-o-n-s, an attorney with the Hartford 

13 Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company; Mr. Jerry 

14 Schapker, last name spelled S-c-h-a-p-k-e-r, who is a 

15 reactor inspector with the United States Nuclear 

16 Regulatory Commission, Region III office; and Joseph M.  

17 Ulie, last name spelled, U-l-i-e, Special Agent with the 

18 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of 

19 Investigation.  

20 As agreed this interview is being reported by 

21 court reporter Ron LeGrand, Jr. Also present, 

22 accompanying Mr. LeGrand is Mary Fritz who is a court 

23 reporter receiving in service training specific to NRC 01 

24 interviews.  

25 The subject matter of this interview concerns 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS ANDTRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE..N.W.  

(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 (202) 234-4433
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1 an NRC investigation initiated to determine if Mr. Alan 

2 Artayet, last name spelled A-r-t-a-y-e-t was discriminated 

3 against for raising safety concerns.  

4 Mr. Zimmerman, if you would please stand and 

5 raise your right hand.  

6 (Witness sworn.) 

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Please be seated.  

8 WALTER ZIMMERMAN, 

9 was called as a witness herein, having been first duly 

10 sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

11 EXAMINATION 

12 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: First off, Mr. Zimmerman, 

13 do you wish Mr. Lyons to be present during this interview? 

14 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, I do.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Will your testimony be 

16 inhibited by Mr. Lyons' presence? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you feel that you 

19 would suffer any adverse consequences from Hartford Steam 

20 Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company if you would have 

21 elected not to have Mr. Lyons here? 

22 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

23 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Mr. Lyons, if you would 

24 please state for the record your full name, position, 

25 company name and purpose for being here.  

NEALR. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISLANDAVE.,N.W.  
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1 MR. LYONS: Charles M. Lyons. My title is 

2 counsel, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance 

3 Company, Hartford, Connecticut. My purpose in being here 

4 is I always try to be present when an employee is 

5 subpoenaed or his testimony or her testimony is sought by 

6 any government agency or any private party.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you represent the 

8 individual on his behalf as well as the company for 

9 purposes of this interview? 

10 MR. LYONS: I haven't really consulted him as 

11 an attorney/client matter. I really am here in my 

12 capacity as counsel for Hartford Steam Boiler.  

13 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Mr. Zimmerman, for the 

14 record, please provide your full name.  

15 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Walter Charles Zimmerman.  

16 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: I spelled it correctly? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What is your academic 

19 background? Did you have any college? 

20 MR. ZIMMERMAN: High school, vocational 

21 school.  

22 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Special training with 

23 respect to the duties that you perform for Hartford Steam 

24 Boiler Company? 

25 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes. National Board training 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 
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1 and endorsements for the different classifications that we 

2 hold.  

3 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Could you identify what 

4 your certifications or classifications are? 

5 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I hold the N, the S, the IS, 

6 the I and the B endorsement through National Board.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do those individual 

8 letters stand for words or terms? 

9 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, they do. The N is for 

10 nuclear inspections; the S is Nuclear Supervisor; the I is 

11 for In Service Inspector; the IS is for In Service 

12 Supervisor; and the B is for Non-Nuclear Supervisor.  

13 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Are you an employee or 

14 contractor to Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and 

15 Insurance Company? 

16 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I am an employee.  

17 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What are the dates of 

18 your employment? 

19 MR. ZIMMERMAN: May 5th, 1978 to the present.  

20 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What position do you 

21 currently hold? 

22 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Inspector.  

23 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: When you were hired on 

24 with the company have you held other positions since you 

25 began with the company? 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: The main title is inspector.  

2 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: How long have you been in 

3 this current position as inspector? 

4 MR. ZIMMERMAN: 19 and a half years.  

5 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What duties are involved 

6 in your position? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Fabrication inspection, boiler 

8 pressure vessel inspection, nuclear in service inspection, 

9 audits, vendor audits. That's about it.  

10 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What was your 

11 professional association with Morrison Knudsen? 

12 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Morrison Knudsen has a 

13 contract with HSB to provide management audits and I was 

14 performing a management audit on behalf of HSB.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: When you say HSB, that's 

16 an acronym for Hartford Steam Boiler Company? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, it is.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Can you elaborate a 

19 little bit more on why Hartford Steam Boiler Company 

20 conducts reviews at companies such as Morrison Knudsen? 

21 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Mainly we do ANSI 626 Title 

22 audits which are required twice a year. Hartford also, 

23 being a service company, one of our services is that we do 

24 vendor audits and we also do manufacturing audits for 

25 companies that want to contract with us, where they do not 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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1 have the personnel available, and that was the case with 

2 Morrison Knudsen.  

3 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: For purposes of the 

4 interview, since not everyone is familiar with the 

5 acronyms, ANSI, could you identify that? 

6 MR. ZIMMERMAN: A-N-S-I is American National-

7 I can't. I don't know it.  

8 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you know, Jerry? 

9 MR. SCHAPKER: -- Institute.  

10 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Thank you.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What requires the type of 

12 review that you did at Morrison Knudsen? 

13 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Under the quality assurance 

14 program, Morrison Knudsen is required to do an internal 

15 management audit of their program, and that's where 

16 they've come back and contracted with Hartford to provide 

17 that service.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Is it your understanding 

19 that the Morrison Knudsen quality assurance program you 

20 review is the same quality assurance program used by 

21 Morrison Knudsen at their nuclear power plant job sites? 

22 MR. ZIMMERMAN: To the best of my knowledge, 

23 yes.  

24 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you generally provide 

25 copies of your findings and observations to the Nuclear 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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1 Regulatory Commission? 

2 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, we file our letters with 

3 our customer.  

4 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And then would it be the 

5 customer's responsibility, if there was any further 

6 notification for whatever reason, that they would file it 

7 with the agency? 

8 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes. Yes.  

9 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Based on your knowledge 

10 are any findings from your reviews ever required to be 

11 provided to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission directly? 

12 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Not to the best of my 

13 knowledge.  

14 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If you would take a 

15 moment and confirm that the copy of the audit that I was 

16 given as your audit is the complete copy of the report.  

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, it is.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Just for the record let 

19 me identify this. This is a two page document. It's 

20 dated January 1st, 1997. The name listed being from 

21 Walter C. Zimmerman addressed to Thomas Zarges, Z-a-r-g-e

22 s, president and CEO of Morrison Knudsen Corporation.  

23 Feel free to reference that for the next questions I'll be 

24 asking.  

25 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Okay.  

NEAL R. GROSS 
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1 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Is there any reason why 

2 the report is not signed by you? 

3 MR. ZIMMERMAN: This is a copy. The original 

4 is signed and it's in their possession. I do not know 

5 where this came from.  

6 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: You normally do sign it? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, we have to. Yes.  

8 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you know when the 

9 report was actually sent to Morrison Knudsen? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Within a week of the January 

11 1st date.  

12 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Please state for the 

13 record when and where you conducted this particular review 

14 or audit.  

15 MR. ZIMMERMAN: This audit was conducted at 

16 Morrison Knudsen's corporate office which is located at 

17 1500 West 3rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And what were the dates? 

19 MR. ZIMMERMAN, The dates of the audit, it was 

20 conducted on the 30th and 31st of December, 1996.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Is the term management 

22 review, that's talked about there, is that a defined term 

23 for your organization? 

24 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No. The management review, 

25 that's under the QA program, the quality assurance program 
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1 of Morrison Knudsen. They are required to do a management 

2 review or a management audit. Again, they have contracted 

3 with Hartford to provide that.  

4 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Is there any difference 

5 or distinction between the terms management review versus 

6 inspection or audits? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Inspection, yes. But the 

8 management audit is the same as any audit, be it nuclear 

9 or non-nuclear.  

10 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What would be the 

11 difference between an inspection and an audit? 

12 MR. ZIMMERMAN: An inspection is where you 

13 would go in and if the company was fabricating an item or 

14 component you would actually be doing the inspections as 

15 required by the ANSI codes and/or standards. An audit is 

16 where you're looking at the implementation of the quality 

17 assurance program.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Was your review 

19 considered to be routine or special? 

20 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Routine.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Have you conducted this 

22 type of review previously at Morrison Knudsen? 

23 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I've accompanied Lou Dykstra 

24 on this audit before.  

25 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: So the answer is yes? 
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

2 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: On how many occasions? 

3 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Maybe three, four times.  

4 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you recall approximate 

5 time frames? 

6 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Normally it's once a year.  

7 Approximate dates are the end of the year, this time of 

8 the year.  

9 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Was this the first time 

10 that you conducted this type of review on your own at 

11 Morrison Knudsen? 

12 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

13 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: So then you had been 

14 there on three previous years. Were they all 

15 consecutively? 

16 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

17 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do you conduct other 

18 types of reviews relative to the nuclear power industry? 

19 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

20 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If you would, provide a 

21 summary or an overview of what they're called or the types 

22 of reviews? 

23 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I provide ANSI 626 audits.  

24 They're required twice a year on any nuclear facility.  

25 I've conducted those at various nuclear sites and/or 
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1 manufacturers.  

2 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Okay. So there's two 

3 types, that ANSI 626 and this type of review? 

4 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

5 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Was there an ANSI number 

6 you gave this particular review? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: That was ANSI 626.0, which is 

8 now QAI-1. That requires that any nuclear manufacturer N 

9 stamp holder is required to have an audit of their program 

10 twice a year.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Okay. And that's not the 

12 type of audit, though, that you did that's in this report, 

13 right? 

14 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No. This report is a 

15 requirement of the N certificate holder's quality 

16 assurance program.  

17 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Very good. I understand.  

18 This one has an annual frequency where the other one you 

19 talked about had a bi-annual? 

20 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: The report identifies 

22 four individuals by name that you contacted during the 

23 review. If you would, please identify those four 

24 individuals and any others you interface with during the 

25 review.  
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Okay. Andrew Walcott is the 

2 group quality director. He's the one in charge of the 

3 quality program. Alan Artayet is the corporate welding 

4 person. Bruce Kovacs is senior quality engineer and also 

5 Stacey Lambert was just the document control specialist.  

6 Those were the only ones.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Andy Walcott, he's the 

8 one that would have responsibility for the quality 

9 assurance program? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, he has overall 

11 responsibility.  

12 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Beneath him, do you know 

13 who reports to him? 

14 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Alan Artayet, Bruce Kovacs and 

15 Stacey Lambert.  

16 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: They all report to him? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Right.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Do they all have varying 

19 functions or responsibilities as part of that program, do 

20 you know, or are they the same? 

21 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No. Andy, having overall 

22 responsibility; Alan Artayet was mainly with welding; 

23 Bruce Kovacs is mainly with the documentation control as 

24 far as generating and initiating; and Stacey is the clerk 

25 per se as far as filing records, so on and so forth and 
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welding.

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And what about that

SM3.3Q2?

MR. ZIMMERMAN: That is just 

by Morrison Knudsen.  

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And the: 

That's the gas tungsten? 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Gas tungsten 

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And the 
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an identification

n GTAW process?

arc welding.  

n down in finding

(202) 234-4433

updating.  

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Very good. As far as the 

acronyms that are in the report, if you can, the second 

paragraph has a term NQA-1.  

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Okay.  

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Can you identify what NQA 

is? 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: NQA is nuclear quality 

assurance. NQA are the requirements for nuclear quality 

assurance programs.  

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Down in number two of 

your findings, WPS, is that welding procedure 

specifications? 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, it is.  

SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What about GT? 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: GTAW is aas tunasten arc
-- --J .J ......
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1 number four, GQD? 

2 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Group quality director.  

3 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And right after that, 

4 GTM1.I-3B? 

5 MR. ZIMMERMAN: That's their numbering for the 

6 welding, WPSs by Morrison Knudsen.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Okay. Do you know what 

8 that GTM stands for? 

9 MR. ZIMMERMAN: It stands for gas tungsten 

10 welding.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Okay. On the next page, 

12 observations, PQR list? 

13 MR. ZIMMERMAN: That's procedure 

14 qualification.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: And then right at the end 

16 there, GT-SM again? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Again, that is their 

18 nomenclature for their WPSs and PQRs.  

19 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: All right. And then 

20 lastly the number two observation, QAM? 

21 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Quality assurance manual.  

22 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If you would go through 

23 each of the findings and the observations and indicate 

24 what actions if any were expected or required of Morrison 

25 Knudsen.  
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: The findings require them to 

2 respond and them to take corrective action. The 

3 observations are just that. They're observations where 

4 there's a possible or potential or it might be a typo or 

5 something like that. It wasn't really a major or minor 

6 finding in any sense.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If you would go right 

8 down the findings, one through four. Did you receive a 

9 response? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I have seen a response for it, 

11 yes, and it was corrected.  

12 Number one, it says no training matrix was 

13 available for August 20, 1996. Their quality assurance 

14 manual requires them to have a training matrix, and 

15 they'll produce it. If I'm not mistaken it's quarterly 

16 but I'm not 100 percent.  

17 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Let me ask this. Do you 

18 have that copy with you? 

19 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, I do not. I don't have 

20 it.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Mr. Lyons, would you 

22 happen to have the response from Morrison Knudsen? 

23 MR. LYONS: I do not.  

24 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: That would be something 

25 we would like to obtain a copy of.  
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: You would have to go to 

2 Morrison Knudsen to get that because it was their records 

3 and it was just their response that they have and they 

4 showed me how they corrected it.  

5 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: They showed it but they 

6 didn't provide you a copy? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I didn't require a copy. I 

8 didn't ask for a copy.  

9 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Let me just be clear.  

10 You don't have a copy in your possession? 

11 MR. ZIMMERMAN: I do not have a copy of it in 

12 my possession.  

13 MR. LYONS: I have asked for all documents 

14 related to this.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Fine. I understand.  

16 Go ahead. To the best of your knowledge -

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: To the best of my recollection 

18 they did not have a matrix. It was a requirement of the 

19 manual, so what they had to do was come back and issue the 

20 matrix or issue a non-conformance report.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: All right. Number two? 

22 MR. ZIMMERMAN: On number two the corporate 

23 WPS limits the heat input for the GTAW process, and what 

24 this was, is again under the corporate manual, the 

25 corporate manual has addenda into it and they're using the 
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1 corporate with the site specific addenda and the site 

2 specific addenda requires all WPSs to be written off of 

3 the corporate WPSs and within the guidelines of the 

4 corporate WPS.  

5 When we did a review of these WPSs, this one 

6 WPS, the heat inputs used by the Point Beach were outside 

7 the guidelines of the corporate WPS.  

8 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Would this finding have 

9 required Morrison Knudsen to requalify the procedure? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, it would not.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Why? 

12 MR. ZIMMERMAN: The heat input was a non

13 essential variable, did not require it. But it did 

14 require a revision to the corporate WPS, which had taken 

15 place and expanded on the heat input ranges.  

16 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: All right. Move onto 

17 number three.  

18 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Number three, there was no 

19 letter of delegation for the WPS signed by Paul Evans.  

20 Again, this was Point Beach WPS. By their quality manual 

21 they have to designate or delegate certain persons or 

22 certain individuals as welding personnel. There was no 

23 letter on file for Mr. Evans, and that has been rectified.  

24 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Number four? 

25 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Number four, the site specific 
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1 WPS was generated without the corporate WPS. What this 

2 is, again under the quality assurance manual, because the 

3 site is working under the corporate manual, it's specific 

4 in that they can write WPSs but they can only be written 

5 off of corporate WPSs. With this one, there was no 

6 corporate WPS for that process.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Were any of these 

8 findings considered code violations? 

9 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Basically they were manual 

10 violations. With the heat input, the heat input on number 

11 two would be a code violation only in the sense that it is 

12 a non-essential. The code says put it down and more by 

13 their manual, but the code requires the manual.  

14 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: You used that term 

15 before, non-essential. What was the last word that you 

16 said? 

17 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Variable.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Non-essential variable.  

19 Thanks.  

20 Is there any binding agreement on Morrison 

21 Knudsen with anyone else that you're aware of requiring 

22 corrective action on any of these findings? 

23 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Not to my knowledge.  

24 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If I understood your 

25 definition on the observations, none of those would be 
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1 considered code violations, is that correct? 

2 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Let me take a look at them.  

3 Again they were manual. Number one was just a typo.  

4 Number two was the records, the files had not been update 

5 to reflect Mr. Beckley's assessments.  

6 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: So had the work actually 

7 been done for number two but the paper didn't catch up to 

8 his work? 

9 MR. ZIMMERMAN: That's true.  

10 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: I think you mentioned it 

11 before, but if you would say it one more time. What's the 

12 distinction between a finding and an observation? 

13 MR. ZIMMERMAN: First off, any audit that we 

14 do, anything that we see we have to report. A finding is 

15 where there is a deficiency in the quality program or a 

16 code violation. An observation is an area where when we 

17 look at the documentation, it may be a typo, it may be 

18 something where they have back up documentation, but the 

19 files, in this case, they're just not up to date. It's a 

20 place for improvement.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Anq I correct in saying 

22 that an observation would have less safety significance 

23 than a finding? 

24 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

25 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Who did you meet with to 
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1 discuss your findings? 

2 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Mr. Artayet and Mr. Walcott.  

3 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: If you would, to the best 

4 of your recollection, go through what was said, how you 

5 conduct your meetings, how that particular meeting went.  

6 MR. ZIMMERMAN: As with any other audit, the 

7 first thing we do is we have our opening meeting. We go 

8 through, we have a check list that we utilize for doing 

9 these audits. The check list utilized is the Morrison 

10 Knudsen corporate check list because this audit is being 

11 performed for them.  

12 At the end of the meeting, we sit down and we 

13 discuss the findings, have a closing meeting. And that in 

14 turn is followed by generating the letter and sending it 

15 to the customer.  

16 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: During your audit did you 

17 meet privately with anyone else? 

18 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

19 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: What kind of feedback and 

20 remarks were discussed as a result of your findings? 

21 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Positive feedback in that they 

22 saw where the problems were, said yes they would take care 

23 of them and they would look into them and see if they 

24 could get them corrected.  

25 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Who did you receive that 
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1 positive feedback from? 

2 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Both Andrew Walcott and Alan 

3 Artayet.  

4 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: As a result of your 

5 findings was any Morrison Knudsen staff assigned to take 

6 action? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: That I really don't know.  

8 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: In your presence I meant.  

9 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, not in my presence. No, 

10 no.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: In your own opinion how 

12 significant were your findings? 

13 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Minor. I did not feel that 

14 they were of a major consequence.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: With respect to the 

16 number two finding relevant to Point Beach, if you would-

17 I think you talked about it a little bit, but if you would 

18 just reiterate the significance.  

19 How would that affect the plant or work that 

20 was already done at the plant? 

21 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Again, I really don't know 

22 because I'm only looking at the manual from the corporate 

23 end of it and what they have as far as corporate 

24 guidelines. All I was seeing is what was being done or 

25 what was not done per the manual.  
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1 How it affects the site, I really don't know.  

2 I'm not involved with it.  

3 MR. SCHAPKER: Did the PQR cover the WPS? Was 

4 that included in your review? 

5 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, it was. Yes, it was.  

6 MR. SCHAPKER: So the PQR was actually 

7 performed included the variables that were in the WPS? 

8 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes.  

9 MR. SCHAPKER: Okay. It was just that the 

10 corporate portion of the manual required them to -- in 

11 other words, they didn't follow the guidelines included in 

12 their corporate manual? 

13 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Right.  

14 MR. SCHAPKER: That was the finding.  

15 MR. ZIMMERMAN: On the corporate WPS, yes.  

16 MR. SCHAPKER: Okay.  

17 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: In your opinion were any 

18 of the findings reportable to the Nuclear Regulatory 

19 Commission? 

20 MR. ZIMMERMAN: At the time of my audit, I did 

21 not feel that they were.  

22 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Did you notice anything 

23 out of the ordinary among the Morrison Knudsen staff 

24 during your review? That's basically an open-ended 

25 question.  
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1 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, I did not.  
4 

2 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Were any comments made 

3 regarding Mr. Artayet that you recall? 

4 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

5 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Or Mr. Walcott? 

6 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

7 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Did you meet with any 

8 senior level managers above Mr. Walcott's level or have 

9 any conversations with them, maybe not a formal meeting? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Not that I can remember.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Did you have any 

12 involvement in Mr. Artayet's job position change, through 

13 discussions or otherwise that you know of? 

14 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No.  

15 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Jerry, do you have any 

16 further questions? 

17 MR. SCHAPKER: No.  

18 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Mr. Lyons, anything you'd 

19 like to add? 

20 MR. LYONS: No.  

21 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Okay. Mr. Zimmerman, 

22 I'll o/pen it up to you. Is there any comment that you 

23 would like to make relevant to what the NRC is looking 

24 into in this? 

25 THE WITNESS; No, none at all.  
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1 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Then I just have two 

2 closing questions.  

3 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Okay.  

4 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Have I threatened you in 

5 any manner or have we threatened you in any manner or 

6 offered you any rewards in return for this statement? 

7 MR. ZIMMERMAN: No, you have not.  

8 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Have you give your 

9 statement freely and voluntarily? 

10 MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, I 'have.  

11 SPECIAL AGENT ULIE: Then this interview is 

12 concluded at approximately 9:50 a.m. Thank you.  

13 (Whereupon, the interview was 

14 concluded at 9:50 a.m.) 
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1 P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S 

2 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Today's date is September 

3 16, 1997 at approximately 1:10 p.m., Eastern Daylight 

4 Time.  

5 For the record, this is an interview of Mr.  

6 Charles Ballaro, last name spelled B-a-l-l-a-r-o, who was 

7 formerly employed by Morris Knudson Corporation.  

8 This interview is being conducted at the 

9 Hampton Inn Hotel located at 2111 Tabor Drive. Street 

10 name is spelled T-a-b-o-r. Rock Hill, South Carolina.  

11 The zip code is 29730, in room number 523.  

12 Present at this interview is Joseph Ulie, last 

13 name spelled U-l-i-e, Special Agent with the United States 

14 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Investigations.  

15 As agreed, this interview is being recorded by Joseph Ulie 

16 and will be transcribed at a later date.  

17 The subject matter of this interview concerns 

18 an NRC investigation initiated to determine if Mr. Alan 

19 Artayet, last name spelled A-r-t-a-y-e-t, was 

20 discriminated against for raising a safety concern.  

21 Would you please stand and raise your right 

22 hand? 

23 Do you swear that the information that you are 

24 about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 

25 but the truth, so help you God? 
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MR. BALLARO: I do.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Please be seated.  

And since we're recording this, if you could 

we go just to make sure the tape's picking it

The first question, if you would, provide your 

full name.  

MR. BALLARO: It's Charles W. Ballaro.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. And are you 

currently employed? 

MR. BALLARO: No, sir.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: What were your dates of 

employment with Morris Knudson Corporation? 

MR. BALLARO: I believe it was around the 6th 

of September to the 14th of December of 1996.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And what was your position 

that you held?

MR. BALLARO: 

INVESTIGATOR

Welding Engineer.  

ULIE: And where were you

stationed?

MR. BA 

INVEST 

Nuclear Plant, cor 

MR. BP 

Wisconsin. Two Ri

LLARO: 

'IGATOR 

rect?

At Point Beach.  

ULIE: And that's Point Beach

LLLARO: Point Beach Nuclear Plant in 

.vers I think.  
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1 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And can you provide a 

2 summary or just an overview of what your duties entailed? 

3 MR. BALLARO: Okay, sure. When I got there, 

4 what I did was test welders on both day shift and night 

5 shift. And then we got through with the testing. I was 

6 put permanently on the night shift and monitored the 

7 welding activities.  

8 My primary job was the girth welds for the 

9 steam generators and the main steam piping, and also 

10 whatever needed -- I'd oversee the welding on the loop 

11 pipe and on the rest of the welds.  

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Go ahead, continue on.  

13 Anything else to add or was that pretty much what you did? 

14 MR. BALLARO: Also reviewed the welder 

15 certifications and the well requisition to make sure 

16 welders were qualified for the job. And that's basically 

17 probably what it was. And then we did the work packages 

18 to make sure the weld procedures were put in there, and 

19 just basically that was about it.  

20 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: It sounds like there was a 

21 lot of work assignments you were -

22 MR. BALLARO: Yeah, it was. There was only 

23 really -- for a long time, there was just two of us on the 

24 night shift for that whole project. And then, later on, a 

25 third party was put on, Paul Evans was put on and he 
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1 helped us out.  

2 At times, I guess, MK's policy is that every 

3 fourth week -- you're entitled to a trip home. So when 

4 the other person, he goes on leave, I had the whole thing 

5 by myself. So it got pretty busy a lot of times.  

6 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Now Paul Evans, is his 

7 last name spelled E-v-a-n-s? 

8 MR. BALLARO: Yes.  

9 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And can you spell Barry's 

10 last name? 

11 MR. BALLARO: I think it's D-i-p-z-l-e-r.  

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay, good.  

13 MR. BALLARO: D-i-p-z-l-e-r.  

14 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And since you were there 

15 from September to December of '96 and you had all these 

16 assignments, had you worked in the welding area prior to 

17 working at Morris Knudson? 

18 MR. BALLARO: Yes sir, I've been -

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Why don't you give a 

20 little background on your -- ? 

21 MR. BALLARO: Well, I've been a superintendent 

22 with Fluor Daniels for, probably out of the last 18 years, 

23 ten years out of that, other times I've just been Piping 

24 and Welding Superintendent. I've been a welding engineer 

25 on two different times at -- one time at Wolf Creek. Did 
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1 a lot of welding instruction, instructing, test 

2 supervisor, test shop supervisor. So within the last 18 

3 years.  

4 And then prior to that, I served a welding 

5 apprenticeship. And the last 40 years has basically been 

6 welding.  

7 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: So as far as total number 

8 of years that you said you have welding experience, how 

9 many years would that be approximately? 

10 MR. BALLARO: I started welding in 1957. Say 

11 40 years.  

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: All right.  

13 MR. BALLARO: And mostly it's been nuclear.  

14 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: For the Point Beach job, 

15 who was your supervisor? 

16 MR. BALLARO: It's a hard thing to say because 

17 when I got there, Rusty Gordon was my supervisor. When I 

18 went on night shift, Barry Dipzler was sort of our lead.  

19 He was my lead and I took directions from him. During the 

20 course of that time, I actually worked more directly with 

21 -- oh, I can't think of his name now, but I'll think of 

22 it.  

23 I can't think of it right this minute.  

24 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Can you spell Rusty's last 

25 name? 
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1 MR. BALLARO: I think it's G-o-r-d-o-n.  

2 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: What title did Rusty have? 

3 MR. BALLARO: I think Rusty was the Project 

4 Welding Engineer. That was his title.  

5 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And what was your title? 

6 MR. BALLARO: Welding engineer.  

7 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Welding engineer.  

8 All right, and then who does Rusty report to? 

9 MR. BALLARO: That's a hard question. I would 

10 think Rusty was supposed to report to Chris McDonald.  

11 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: How do you spell Chris's 

12 name? 

13 MR. BALLARO: I think it's M -- I think it's a 

14 little small c -- D-o-n-a-l-d.  

15 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: McDonald. And what was 

16 Chris McDonald -

17 MR. BALLARO: Chris was the project -- let's 

18 see, I wouldn't know, construction engineer or something 

19 like that. He was over all the engineers anyhow.  

20 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. And who did Chris 

21 report to? 

22 MR. BALLARO: I would say Chris would have to 

23 report to Max -

24 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Max Bingham? 

25 MR. BALLARO: Max Bingham; yes, sir.  

NEAL R. GROSS 
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1 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. And is Mr.  

2 Bingham's last name spelled B-i-n-g-h-a-m? 

3 MR. BALLARO: Uh-huh.  

4 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay, all right. And then 

5 do you know his title or what -

6 MR. BALLARO: I believe he was the project 

7 manager. He was the head man on the job.  

8 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. Was there a Marty 

9 Cepkauskas, or I believe Cepkauska -- was he on the 

10 project at that time? 

11 MR. BALLARO: Let me see if I can make it out.  

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: That's just my handwriting 

13 spelling of it.  

14 MR. BALLARO: Oh, I'm not familiar with that 

15 person.  

16 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: That's fine.  

17 MR. BALLARO: He probably was there. Like I 

18 say, I didn't go in the office that much.  

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Sure, okay.  

20 And as far as other workers that you worked 

21 with, were there -- you mentioned a Paul Evans. Was he a 

22 welding engineer also? 

23 MR. BALLARO: Yes, Paul was the -- the way I 

24 understand it, he was supposed to be the welding engineer, 

25 the head welding engineer out there. That's the way it 
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1 was explained to me. But it seemed like Rusty resumed 

2 those responsibilities and Paul was never given that full 

3 responsibility of that job.  

4 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And was there anyone else 

5 that -- was there a Bruce Kovacs at all? 

6 MR. BALLARO: Don't really know him, no.  

7 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. All right, well as 

8 far as your association with Alan Artayet, what was that 

9 association? 

10 MR. BALLARO: Well, I met Alan met back in '93 

11 and we was doing a demonstration with Block Technical 

12 Services in Shaw, North Carolina. And Alan came into the 

13 demo, demonstration, and I met him there and we kind of 

14 kept in touch. And I said if you ever need any -- you 

15 know, good people, let me know -- you know, keep me in 

16 mind.  

17 So we just kept that relationship going and 

18 then he -- I did work for him at a job in Pennsylvania.  

19 But it wasn't a nuclear job. It was a piping job though, 

20 and I sort of liked welding engineer. Now, Alan, now this 

21 is where a lot of this came in. And Alan -- I don't have 

22 an education, formal education. I'm not a graduate 

23 welding engineer.  

24 Okay, so Alan never would really -- and I 

25 agree with him consent that I was a Welding Engineer.  
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1 But, I have to give -- we worked it out. But in his mind, 

2 in his opinion, which I agree, he's a graduate Welding 

3 Engineer. That's his education. And he felt that -- if 

4 he didn't have that education, he surely shouldn't be 

5 considered someone that has bottom line signature 

6 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: He felt that you shouldn't 

7 be approved it or -

8 MR. BALLARO: Right, right, in other words.  

9 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay.  

10 MR. BALLARO: So anyway, he couldn't stay on 

11 this job at Penn State. He couldn't be there all the 

12 time. So he said you go out there and you oversee the 

13 job. If you have any questions or on codes and 

14 interpretations you get back to me, and I agreed. I said 

15 I think that's the way it should be.  

16 Right? He's got to interpret the code better 

17 than I can.  

18 I worked that job from about -- I don't know, 

19 about six weeks or from the end of May until about the 4th 

20 of July.  

21 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay.  

22 MR. BALLARO: The job went real well. And I 

23 worked real well with Alan. I found him really to be 

24 cooperative and a real gentleman to work with.  

25 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Was he knowledgeable? 
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MR. BALLARO: Very knowledgeable. The people 

-- I met other people, and there was -- Roger Bowens. I 

worked with him out there. And they were there all the 

time. And they thought highly of Alan. And the person 

for the company that hired Alan also thought highly of 

Alan and these were all engineers. So -

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And these were all 

engineers? 

MR. BALLARD: They spoke on the same level. I 

don't have no education, but in 40 years, I've been around 

a lot of people. And I kind of know who knows what and 

who doesn't know what.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Who's trying to pull the 

wool over your eyes? 

MR. BALLARO: Right. There's a lot of people 

that think they know what they're doing, but -- now 

another thing about Alan -- I'll say this about him, I 

think he's got a lot of -- high integrity for a person.  

He's overly conservative on some things but I 

believe if you followed him -- you might spend a few extra 

dollars but I'd say he'd keep you out of trouble.  

INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay, while you were 

working at Point Beach, were you involved in discussions 

then with others that regarded Alan? 

MR. BALLARO: Yes, I sure have. And I'll tell 
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1 you the truth. Everybody in that trailer, to be honest 

2 with you, didn't have a kind word for Alan. It was a 

3 pretty bad situation there, that whole trailer. Actually, 

4 they had nothing to say about his character, but they did 

5 not agree with his welding.  

6 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And everybody that's in 

7 the trailer? 

8 MR. BALLARO: Okay, the name's you want; Paul 

9 Evans, which -- Alan was the reason he was there. He 

10 helped me get that job. There was Dan Shapiro. He was in 

11 that trailer. Barry Dipzler was in the trailer. Don 

12 Huckster or Hopper, and also a Jackie Barrett, and also -

13 of course, there was Alan or Rusty.  

14 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And was Max? 

15 MR. BALLARO: No, Max was over with the -- I 

16 don't know what you'd call it, but the head trailer with 

17 all the construction managers and construction engineers.  

18 It had to be managers.  

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: So they were in a separate 

20 trailer? 

21 MR. BALLARO: Separate trailer, yes.  

22 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Upper level management.  

23 Okay, go ahead then. What kind of discussions 

24 or comments were being made about Alan? 

25 MR. BALLARO: Well, when I got there, I was 
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1 kind of surprised to hear comments about Alan. It was 

2 just -- it was really a lot over the PQR's (Procedure 

3 Qualification Requests). And that Alan had run some and 

4 they failed, which I don't know, I'm not sure if that's 

5 his fault or not, but there were some that failed.  

6 They said the ones he run weren't suitable for 

7 the job and that they had to rerun a lot of those PQR's 

8 over again and that it cost thousands and thousands of 

9 dollars errors were his mistakes, the PQR's. For some 

10 reason, they thought they weren't feasible for that job.  

11 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: So generally, they were 

12 bad mouthing him? 

13 MR. BALLARO: Yes, that was my thing was that 

14 they were and I'm not. For me, I'm not going to get into 

15 it with those people because, like I say, I'm not really a 

16 qualified Welding Engineer.  

17 If they want to call me that for what I do in 

18 the field. I'll go out and oversee the welding -- see 

19 that it's done right and that the procedures were 

20 followed.  

21 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Do you know, was he 

22 someone that had a degree in welding engineering? 

23 MR. BALLARO: I don't think so because that 

24 was another. Comments were made once or twice about Alan 

25 thinking he knew it all because he was a graduate Welding 
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1 Engineer from Ohio State. I think he went to Ohio State.  

2 And that he was always saying that if you didn't graduate 

3 from Ohio State, you didn't know nothing about Welding 

4 Engineer.  

5 I want to get back to what I said originally 

6 about him when I first worked with Alan. Alan felt that 

7 way about it. If you didn't -- if you weren't a graduate 

8 of Welding Engineer. And I was -- I'm thinking he would 

9 never really recognize Rusty as a Welding Engineer, and I 

10 think that's where a lot of the hard feelings came in.  

11 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Did you get the impression 

12 that these kinds of comments had been occurring before you 

13 had even gotten there? 

14 MR. BALLARO: Oh, definitely, because they 

15 referred back to the PQR's, and this was before I got 

16 there. They talked about previous PQR's. It was a bad, 

17 bad situation.  

18 I want to remark to you on this thing 

19 here, while all of this was occurring I felt like I would 

20 have liked to call Alan and tell him, but on the other 

21 hand, I didn't want to be a rat. I didn't want it to get 

22 back in stories. I didn't want the guys I worked with 

23 thinking I'm going back to Alan and telling.  

24 As a matter of fact, I think I've only spoken 

25 to Alan one time since I was on that job, and he was 
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1 talking to Paul Evans at the time. And I said Paul, is 

2 that Alan on the phone? I said let me talk to home. So I 

3 spoke right there in front of Paul Evans so he could hear 

4 what I was saying to the guy.  

5 And I can honestly say that I never called 

6 Alan until I was through with that job.  

7 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. And as far as why 

8 these guys were bad mouthing Alan, what would be a reason 

9 that you would surmise? 

10 MR. BALLARO: Sometimes it's just professional 

11 jealousy. And a lot of times welding is not a black and 

12 white world. There's a lot of gray areas in there. And I 

13 might say I interpret the code one way and Alan might 

14 interpret it the other way. It's not always the same way.  

15 And as far as the other guys, I mean, they're 

16 basically what I am, you know what I mean. They came up 

17 the same way I did and I don't know. I just find it kind 

18 of hard -- difficult to challenge someone who has a degree 

19 and intelligence.  

20 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Did you feel that type of 

21 discussion -- was it going up the chain or was it coming 

22 down from the top down to the bottom of the chain? 

23 MR. BALLARO: Well, I at first -- I just 

24 thought it was just a typical construction bitching, you 

25 know, I mean about different things. You know, because I 
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1 had been through this before. I've been through it with 

2 other companies, with other engineers.  

3 And corporate -- and actually, the corporate 

4 man and the person on-site don't get along that good 

5 because they're in two different worlds. And the guy on 

6 the construction job, he's got to make that job work.  

7 Sometimes it's kind of hard really to critique your 

8 procedures, but it always gets worked out.  

9 You call the guy in and you show the guy what 

10 the problem is, why you can't work on these things, let's 

11 try to find another way, you know? 

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Yes.  

13 MR. BALLARO: That never took place. But to 

14 my knowledge, Alan never ever went on that job. So in my 

15 opinion, if I was Rusty or Max, if I had that problem, I 

16 would have had Alan on that job. This is what we got.  

17 You've got to figure out a way per code to work this job.  

18 But it was never done that way.  

19 Bad mouth Alan, and then eventually like I 

20 said at first it probably stayed in that trailer, but it 

21 finally leaked out and to Max on up the chain.  

22 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. But basically it 

23 was going from the trailer back -

24 MR. BALLARO: It started through the trailer 

25 upwards. It didn't come down.  
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1 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay, I got you. All 

2 right.  

3 MR. BALLARO: Because here's a guy Max 

4 Bingham, he's a pretty nice guy. He treated people very 

5 good. The men, the craft. I thought a lot of the guy the 

6 way he treated people. A nice guy. He tried to be fair 

7 with everybody. If there was a conflict he bent over 

8 backwards for the people but I don't think he knew that 

9 much about welding. He might have been a welding engineer 

10 himself but I don't think so.  

ii So he going to take what Rusty tells him.  

12 Chris is also a good guy, but I think he's going to listen 

13 to Rusty. That's my honest opinion.  

14 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Do you know if these 

15 remarks were conveyed to the MK Office in anyway? 

16 MR. BALLARO: I would have no way of knowing.  

17 The only thing that I could tell you about that would be 

18 that I know.  

19 Well. I'll tell you the truth, Paul Evans 

20 mentioned that he was, well I'm not going to say he was 

21 offered the job but that there was a possibility of a 

22 Corporate Welding Engineer's position and becoming free 

23 and becoming available. I remember even telling Paul, 

24 I've been around this business a long time, I've never 

25 seen anyone take down a corporate guy. Putting yourself 
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1 out like that you know what I mean. I was even shocked 

2 that that guy even considered taking the job. But he did 

3 say that they were working on that.  

4 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Who did Paul say he talked 

5 to or told him that he had a problem? 

6 MR. BALLARO: Rusty. I'd say he talked to 

7 Rusty.  

8 Also, I'm not going to say this for sure, but 

9 I think Max also was in on it. But I shouldn't use that 

10 term but he may have been involved in it anyway.  

11 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: What time frame was this 

12 discussion with Paul telling you this? 

13 MR. BALLARO: Okay, this was way towards the 

14 end of the job. I'm going to say this had to be -- I want 

15 to say like the last week in November to the middle of 

16 November, to the end of the job. It was towards the end 

17 of the job though. Within the last three weeks of the job 

18 that this started coming around.  

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Were you and Paul at the 

20 trailer or were you out on -

21 MR. BALLARO: Oh, no; we were in the trailer.  

22 We talked about it in the trailer, because this was toward 

23 the end of the job. I said, Paul, what are you going to 

24 do? He said he wanted to get some place where he wasn't 

25 traveling, he didn't want to run here and there. And he 
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1 said yes, there is a possibility I might get the -

2 talking about the Corporate Welding Engineer's -- job. I 

3 said, you're talking about Alan's job. He said yes. I 

4 said they're not going to get rid of Alan. There's no way 

5 they're going to get rid of Alan. I said why would they 

6 get rid of Alan? 

7 And that's how it went. That was toward the 

8 end of the job. That was in the trailer, because Paul 

9 came out on nights with us.  

10 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: And Paul said it was Rusty 

11 who was the guy he got this from, he was talking to -

12 MR. BALLARO: Right.  

13 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: All right, anything else 

14 along those same lines that, other than that one time, was 

15 there any sort of continuing -- even though it was toward 

16 the end of the job? 

17 MR. BALLARO: No, that was about it. You 

18 know, that's what -

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Did Paul -- was he still 

20 on the job when you left? 

21 MR. BALLARO: I think -- no, I'm thinking me 

22 and Paul left the same day. Yes, I think it was like 

23 December 14th was our last day.  

24 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Are you sure? 

25 MR. BALLARO: Oh, something happened there.  
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1 I'll tell you this. And then I did find out it was toward 

2 the end of the job. And then I found out it was within 

3 the last week. I said Paul, what's the deal? What's 

4 going on? Are you going to stay with MK or what's the 

5 deal? He said well, it doesn't look like I'm going to get 

6 that job, they have someone else in mind for that job. I 

7 shouldn't say that, but he said he wasn't going to get 

8 that job.  

9 I can't remember what he said but he said he 

10 wasn't going to get that job. I don't know if he said 

11 they have someone else in mind or what. But he said he 

12 wasn't going to get that job.  

13 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Was he a degree'd welding 

14 engineer? 

15 MR. BALLARO: No, no. Paul's a pretty sharp 

16 guy, but no, he wasn't. He kind of remarked about Alan, 

17 you know what I mean? But he tried to ridicule the gut, I 

18 mean I just don't know.  

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay. Along these same 

20 lines, were there any reasons that were mentioned on why 

21 there was the potential that Alan's position was going to 

22 change or that his job was in jeopardy? Anything from 

23 Paul or anything? 

24 MR. BALLARO: No, sure wasn't. That was 

25 about, basically it was over the PQR's and the money that 
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1 Alan cost them, but I say that the conversation Rusty 

2 might have had with Alan and there was something or Alan 

3 wasn't cooperating with them. I don't know anything about 

4 that. That was basically all I heard. I remember 

5 thinking, no way, no way.  

6 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: I'll make the next one the 

7 same kind of question in a different way, but let me just 

8 ask it accordingly. Did you ever overhear anyone remark 

9 the reason for Alan's position change realizing it didn't 

10 (inaudible) -- you had actually left before it actually 

11 happened.  

12 MR. BALLARO: So I don't know. Like I said, I 

13 don't know. And as I said, the only thing I would know 

14 about would be the PQR's that they just complained over 

15 and over again about the PQR's. You know, they just 

16 weren't suitable for Point Beach and that they cost them 

17 just thousands and thousands of dollars.  

18 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Was there any sort of 

19 discussion because of the conflict that was -- that the 

20 project people were having at least from their standpoint 

21 with Alan that because of that, they were going to try, 

22 you know, to make a decision on? 

23 MR. BALLARO: I don't know of anything on that 

24 level. Like I said, the only level I know of was in that 

25 trailer. Other than that -- outside that trailer, I 
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1 couldn't say anything about any discussions. I never even 

2 overheard anything like Max said this or Max said that. I 

3 have no idea what Max said.  

4 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: With regard to any of the 

5 project people and in particular Rusty seems to be the one 

6 because he was the Site Project Welding Engineer, did you 

7 know -- what he was saying, was he passing on 

8 misinformation to his supervisors in any way from your 

9 standpoint, from where you sat? 

10 MR. BALLARO: Well, the only thing I could say 

11 about that is only my opinion and it's easy to see Rusty's 

12 opinion was different from Alan's. He might have regarded 

13 what Alan was doing as wrong. With regard to the PQR's 

14 that's basically what it was, I'm sure he must have told 

15 Max that Alan's full of shit. He doesn't know what he's 

16 talking about. You know what I mean? 

17 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Were there any of these 

18 PQR's that were current ones that you were involved in? I 

19 was just wondering of your opinion.  

20 MR. BALLARO: Oh, nothing that Alan was 

21 involved with. There were other PQR's and I asked why do 

22 we need these PQR's, we already got them. I said we even 

23 got corporate welding procedures. Why are we running, not 

24 welding procedures, but we already got corporate welding 

25 procedures. MK's already got the quality program why 
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1 can't we just use the existing quality procedures. I 

2 don't know.  

3 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: All right, is there 

4 anything I haven't asked you related to this subject of 

5 Mr. Artayet's discrimination complaint that you feel is 

6 relevant or you would just like to offer, any other 

7 comments, anything that I haven't asked of you? 

8 MR. BALLARO: No, I -- just the only thing I 

9 would say is that when I was through with the job, I 

10 called Alan just to thank him for helping me get out 

11 there. This was just a week or two later.  

12 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: After you had left? 

13 MR. BALLARO: After I had left. And Alan said 

14 well, you know, I don't have -- I'm not the corporate 

15 welding engineer anymore. I said what. He said, yes, 

16 they fired me for that stuff out there. Alan said they 

17 fired me for this and that.  

18 He said he was really hurt by it. I said Alan 

19 I didn't know this was going to happen, I'm sorry, but 

20 that's the way Rusty badmouthed you so much. He said 

21 would you make a deposition or whatever? He said would 

22 you talk to my lawyers? I said, I would be glad to do 

23 what I could, but I can only tell the truth. He said, 

24 that's all I want you to do is tell the truth.  

25 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Do you remember if that 
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1 was before Christmas or after Christmas? 

2 MR. BALLARO: That would only be 11 days after 

3 I got through, so it would have to be -- I'd say it was 

4 more -- I can't honestly say. That's too close to call 

5 that.  

6 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Okay.  

7 MR. BALLARO: I can get my phone bill and 

8 find out.  

9 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Could you say if it was 

10 before New Years or after the New Year? 

11 MR. BALLARO: I would say it would have to be 

12 probably before New Years.  

13 Oh, wait; I'll tell you when it was. I 

14 remember sending those guys I worked with, in PA a card.  

15 It might have been just after Christmas, New Year's, 

16 somewhere in there.  

17 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: All right. Anything else? 

18 That's real good. Anything else that -

19 MR. BALLARO: No, not that I can recall 

20 clearly. Like I said, I think Alan got a bad deal here.  

21 This thing could have been settled, in my opinion, if they 

22 would have called Alan out on the job and talked to him.  

23 But i just think it was a witch hunt for Alan. A witch 

24 hunt to get Alan. That's my honest opinion Joe. Let's 

25 face it Joe, me and you got a problem wouldn't you just 
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1 say, Charlie, come on in here, let's talk about this.  

2 That wasn't really done.  

3 All it was, was Alan this is what I want you 

4 to do and Alan being overly conservative said no, we're 

5 not going to do that. he probably said here's what we're 

6 going to do.  

7 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: In any of your discussions 

8 with Alan, were there any other projects that he was 

9 having problems with; or in your discussions at the site, 

10 had they made any comments like he has some trouble at 

11 some other sites? 

12 MR. BALLARO: No, sure didn't.  

13 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: That was it? 

14 MR. BALLARO: I worked with Alan out in PA.  

15 God, I wish I could -- Alan could give you the name of the 

16 guy we worked for. They were very pleased with the job 

17 and they had some big problems with the pipe and the welds 

18 were cracking. Well, it was another subject.  

19 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Rusty would he talk to -

20 was his normal chain of command -- heading up to -

21 MR. BALLARO: His normal chain of command was 

22 Chris McDonald; but to my -- I honestly believe that he 

23 never bothered with Chris. He went right to Max. Because 

24 I know this for a fact, that he made remarks about Chris 

25 McDonald. And Chris wanted me to do this, but I went to 
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1 Max, I didn't know. And there was also one time when I 

2 looked at his log to look at the work for that day and on 

3 nights. And there was also something in there that Chris 

4 wanted him to do, work with people but I felt they needed 

5 time off so I just gave them time off.  

6 This guy, in my opinion, you can get so big 

7 and Max would be in his pocket. You know what I'm saying? 

8 This guy's not just going to just report to his 

9 supervisor. You get so high, he just jumps over him and 

10 goes to the next guy.  

11 That's just the way I feel about it. Rusty, 

12 in my opinion, really -- he did things around the trailer 

13 I thought were wrong. There was no smoking allowed.  

14 Rusty smoked on the job all of the time. We had girls in 

15 that office. Rusty was supposed to be setting an example 

16 for everyone.  

17 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: All right, I just have two 

18 closing questions. Have I threatened you in any manner or 

19 offered you any rewards in return for this statement? 

20 MR. BALLARO: No, sir.  

21 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Have you given your 

22 statement freely and voluntarily? 

23 MR. BALLARO: Yes, sir.  

24 INVESTIGATOR ULIE: Then this interview is 

25 concluded at approximately 1:55 p.m.  
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Thank you.  

Off the record.  

(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at

:55 p.m.)
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1 P RO C E E D I NG S 

2 [2:15 p.m.] 

3 MR. ULIE: Today's date is December 3rd, 1997, at 

4 approximately 2:15 p.m. Eastern Time.  

5 For the record, this is an interview of Mr. Gene 

6 Gorden, last name spelled G-o-r-d-e-n. This interview is 

7 being conducted at the St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant located 

8 at Hutchinson Isle in Florida in a building outside the 

9 protected area referred to as the Boathouse.  

10 Present at this interview are Mr. Dick Edmister, 

11 last name spelled E-d-m-i-s-t-e-r, an attorney with Morrison 

12 Knutson Corporation, and Joseph M. Ulie, last name spelled 

13 U-l-i-e, special agent with the United States Nuclear 

14 Regulatory Commission Office of Investigations.  

15 As agreed, this interview is being recorded by 

16 Joseph Ulie and will be transcribed at a later date.  

17 The subject matter of this interview concerns an 

18 employment discrimination complaint filed with the Nuclear 

19 Regulatory Commission by Mr. Allan Artayet, last name 

20 spelled A-r-t-a-y-e-t.  

21 Mr. Gorden, if you would please stand and raise 

22 your right hand.  

23 Whereupon, 

24 EUGENE GORDEN, 

25 an Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been 

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.  
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1 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

2 MR. ULIE: Please be seated.  

3 Mr. Gorden, do you wish Mr. Edmister to be present 

4 during this interviews? 

5 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I do.  

6 MR. ULIE: And do you feel that you would suffer 

7 any adverse consequences from your employer if you would 

8 have elected not to have Mr. Edmister here? 

9 THE INTERVIEWEE: None whatsoever.  

10 MR. ULIE: Will your testimony be inhibited by Mr.  

11 Edmister's presence? 

12 THE INTERVIEWEE: None whatsoever.  

13 MR. ULIE: And do you understand that Mr. Edmister 

14 also represents Morrison Knutson Corporation? 

15 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I do.  

16 MR. ULIE: And Mr. Edmister, if you would please 

17 state your full name, title, company name and purpose for 

18 your presence here today loud enough so that the recorder 

19 can pick it up.  

20 MR. EDMISTER: My name is Richard R. Edmister, 

21 E-d-m-i-s-t-e-r. My title is associate general counsel.  

22 I'm employed by Morrison Knutson. I represent the company 

23 and Gorden -- I'm sorry -- Rusty Gorden, and it's understood 

24 that there is no conflict of interest between Rusty Gorden 

25 and the company, and if any should develop, that I would 
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1 continue to represent the company in the event of a company 

2 and we will break and discuss it.  

3 MR. ULIE: Very good.  

4 MR. EDMISTER: Thank you.  

5 EXAMINATION 

6 BY MR. ULIE: 

7 Q Mr. Gorden, for the record, if you would please 

8 provide your full name.  

9 A Eugene Carroll Gorden, nickname Rusty.  

10 Q And who are you employed by? 

11 A Morrison Knutson.  

12 Q And are you also employed by SGT? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q And is SGT an acronym? 

15 A Yes, for Steam Generating Team.  

16 Q Okay. And can you explain to the best of your 

17 understanding the relationship between Morrison Knutson and 

18 SGT? 

19 A We're 50 percent partner in a joint venture.  

20 Q And can you be a little more -- elaborate just a 

21 little bit more as far as the joint venture. Is it 

22 specifically the steam generator replacement type activities 

23 or is there other -

24 A To the best of my knowledge, so far, all the work 

25 has been around steam generator replacement projects, but it 
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is not solely in that area. We can do other work and are 

actively seeking other types of work, if that's sufficient.  

Q The steam generator work is nuclear related; is 

that correct? 

A Yes.  

Q Okay. And for purposes of this interview, if I 

use the term SGT or an acronym MK for Morrison Knutson, do 

you foresee any problem with that? 

A No.  

Q Okay. You understand what I'm talking about? 

A Yes.  

Q And if for whatever reason you think there should 

be a distinction between MK or SGT, if you would, just -

A Sure.  

Q -- identify it.  

And prior to MK, where were you employed? 

A I worked for Portland General Electric at Trojan 

Nuclear Plant in Ranier, Oregon, and I also did some 

consulting work under my own name.  

Q And other than MK, where else did you gain your 

welding experience? 

A Growing up on a farm, learning how to weld, 

college, and other odd jobs before I got into heavy 

construction working in welding.  

Q Do you have any specific certifications or 
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1 qualifications in the welding area that you could identify? 

2 A Certified AWSQC1 welding inspector. It's been 

3 expired for several years. I never sought to reinstate it.  

4 I've not done much inspection in years. But other than 

5 that, no.  

6 Q As far as the college you referenced, is there a 

7 degree or was that just -

8 A A degree in industrial management from Morgan 

9 Institute of Technology that I got two years ago. Most of 

10 my experience and education has been working in the nuclear 

11 field.  

12 Q Okay. Were any of the college courses -- did they 

13 involve welding activities at all or -

14 A Yes. In -- I'm going to go back a few years here 

15 -- approximately '75, '76, the course of study I was in was 

16 industrial processes which was in welding technologies, and 

17 I went through a two-year course in that.  

18 Q Okay. Very good.  

19 What are the dates of your employment with MK or 

20 SGT? 

21 A There's been two periods of employment with them, 

22 one dating from early 1980 to 1989 and then I rejoined the 

23 company -

24 [Pause.] 

25 Q Approximate if you don't know exactly.  
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1 A Approximately August of '95 to the present time.  

2 Q What projects have you worked at -- for MK and the 

3 approximate time frame that you worked those projects? 

4 A I worked at Wipps Nuclear Plant in Satsa, 

5 Washington, 1980 and '81; at Point Beach Unit 1 steam 

6 generator replacement in '82; was assigned to Browns Ferry 

7 BWR pipe replacement in '83; went to Vermont Yankee, BWR 

8 pipe replacement, in '84 and '85, Vermont Yankee; went to DC 

9 Cooke in Michigan '86, '87; then Point Beach Unit 2, the 

10 most recent, in '86.  

11 Q '96? 

12 A I mean '96. And now here at St. Lucie.  

13 Q What position do you currently hold? 

14 A Instruction engineering manager.  

15 Q And what position did you hold prior to your 

16 current position? 

17 A Welding engineering positions. My most recent 

18 prior to this job was project welding engineer at Point 

19 Beach Nuclear Plant.  

20 Q And how long were you in the project welding 

21 engineer position? 

22 A I've held that position for two different 

23 projects, Donald C. Cooke and Point Beach Unit 2.  

24 Q So the D.C. Cooke was the '86-'87 time frame -

25 A Yes.  
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1 Q -- approximately, and Point Beach was the 1996 

2 time frame? 

3 A Yes.  

4 Q And what duties are involved in the project 

5 welding engineer position? 

6 A Primary responsibilities are for administration of 

7 the welding program on site, all aspects of the welding 

8 program, procurement of filler materials, qualification of 

9 procedures, qualification of the welders, generation of all 

10 welding regulated documentation, answering any Code-related 

11 questions involved with welding, monitoring field welding 

12 activities.  

13 Q Okay. And does that include, then, the site 

14 specific welding procedure specifications and the supporting 

15 procedure qualification records? 

16 A Yes.  

17 Q And if I use the term -- acronyms, again WPS or 

18 PQRs, -

19 A Yes, that's -

20 Q -- understand that I'll be talking -

21 A Very much so.  

22 Q -- about those. And if I talk just WPS, I'm 

23 really relating not only to the welding procedure 

24 specifications, but also to the procedure qualification 

25 records that support them. So if we get into real detail -
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1 A Sure.  

2 Q -- where you believe they should be separated, let 

3 me know.  

4 A To a certain extent, they will need to be, -

5 Q Okay.  

6 A -- depending on what the question is -

7 Q Okay.  

8 A -- because there is a clear line of distinction 

9 between the two.  

10 Q Okay. You let me know. Right now, I'm going -

11 my line of questioning will be encompassing both.  

12 A Okay.  

13 Q All right. But if you feel it's necessary to 

14 separate them -

15 A Sure.  

16 Q -- just please identify that. Thank you.  

17 Who was your supervisor and his position during 

18 the Point Beach project? 

19 A Chris MacDonald. He was the construction 

20 engineering manager for the Point Beach project.  

21 Q And who was his supervisor, if you know? 

22 A Max Bingham.  

23 Q Do you know what Max' position was during the -

24 A He was project manager.  

25 Q What group or position employees reported to you? 
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A Welding engineers. I also functioned as the 

project engineer, so I had direct responsibility for normal 

construction engineers, also.  

Q Okay. Separate from welding engineering? 

A Yes.  

Q What was your association with Mr. Artayet? 

A I'm not sure I understand.  

Q If the -- being that he was the corporate welding 

engineer, did you have a business association with him like 

A Oh. Yes. Most assuredly.  

Q Okay.  

A His responsibility was the generation 

qualification of the procedure qualification records, PQRs, 

and providing them to the site for utilization at the site, 

and from there, we developed the site-specific WPSes for 

implementation at the site

Q Had you worked with him prior to the Point Beach 

project? 

A I had some minor association with Mr. Artayet at 

the very end of the DC Cooke project. I believe that's when 

Mr. Artayet first went to work for MK. There was very 

little. Mainly it was questions asked by him about certain 

code questions and his getting familiar with Morrison 

Knutson Company.  
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1 Q If you would, just describe your involvement in 

2 the process to qualify the site specific welding procedure 

3 specifications and the supporting PQRs for the Point Beach 

4 project.  

5 A I didn't have direct responsibility for the 

6 qualification of the procedures. That was under the purview 

7 of Mr. Artayet. We took the corporate PQRs and developed 

8 our site-specific WPSes.  

9 Q Okay. If you would, start out kind of like in a 

10 time line, if you could go with what occurred first when you 

11 were first involved in the Point Beach project.  

12 A Okay.  

13 Q Do you recall the time frame and what your 

14 involvement -

15 A August of '95 is approximately when I came on 

16 board, and from there, it was basically getting familiar 

17 with the project, determining what the project needs were 

18 for welding procedures and then corresponding with Mr 

19 Artayet for providing the procedure qualifications for 

20 those.  

21 Q Was the contract already awarded at that time? 

22 A Yes, it was.  

23 Q Okay. And had the project received the corporate 

24 WPSes and PQRs at that point? 

25 A There may have been one or two there, but the bulk 
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1 of them, no.  

2 Q Okay. When was your first time you were actually 

3 on site or did you -- when you started in August '95, you 

4 actually started at Point Beach? 

5 A Yes. I started at the site in August.  

6 Q In your own words -- I've got specific questions 

7 that I'll ask of you.  

8 A Uh-huh.  

9 Q I just thought I would ask you in your own words 

10 if you could just talk me through, then, the process that -

11 for August of '95, the process with respect to qualifying 

12 the site-specific welding procedure specifications and the 

13 supporting PQRs that went with that.  

14 A Okay. Just a basic overview of how the process 

15 works? 

16 Q Right. Like you were saying in August of '95, and 

17 not just how it works, but actually what actually occurred, 

18 and if there's differences between how it's supposed to work 

19 versus how it did work, please point that out.  

20 A Okay.  

21 Q Starting with where you got involved in the 

22 project and you were getting yourself up to speed, I guess.  

23 A Yes. Basically, I spent the latter part of '95 

24 going through the contract and site-specific requirements 

25 and just getting general knowledge of the project. Around 
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1 the first of the year is when I really started getting into 

2 what welding procedures would be required on the job.  

3 Q And this is 1996 we're talking, the first of the 

4 year. Okay.  

5 A And then having conversations with Mr. Artayet on 

6 what our job requirements were and, because I had not dealt 

7 with him before, going through the corporate welding manual 

8 and what the requirements were, basically getting re-trained 

9 again on what all the requirements were.  

10 At that time, we started identifying what 

11 procedures would be required and requesting if there was 

12 previously qualified PQRs at the project -- or corporate 

13 level that would support us, getting those sent in and being 

14 able to develop the site-specific WPSes first that we were 

15 really interested in was for supporting the ASME survey, and 

16 we ended up having a PQR that was not used on the site for 

17 any site welding, but it -- because it didn't support the 

18 site requirements and Westinghouse requirements that we had 

19 to deal with, but it was a good demonstration of our 

20 corporate welding program and site development.  

21 After that, we went into the requesting and 

22 getting the normal PQRs from corporate. We generated a 

23 list, and I -- I don't remember the specific time frame that 

24 we generated the list of the required WPSes, but we -- it 

25 was-- and I'm trying to rely on memory here -- approximately 
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1 a dozen anticipated needs we had identified to Allan to be 

2 able to support the site.  

3 From there, we were informed by Allan that a 

4 majority of them would have to be qualified and I recognized 

5 at that time that corporate really didn't have the resources 

6 in house to be able to do that at the corporate level, so I 

7 tried to convince him to let us do it at the site level 

8 because we had the resources available to be able to run the 

9 welded coupon and have it tested and then have Mr. Artayet 

10 complete the PQR at the corporate level and certify it and 

11 send it to us -- more of I guess a convenience and being 

12 able to actually control our destiny somewhat and get them 

13 in a timely manner.  

14 Q Can you explain for my benefit, as far as the test 

15 coupon, I'm under the impression that test coupon ends up 

16 being a procedure qualification, right? 

17 A Yes, it does. Basically what you take is two 

18 pieces of metal and weld them together under a controlled 

19 and documented environment. It's then sent out to a test 

20 lab for destructive testing to code requirements and client 

21 requirements, if you will, and that's the basis of a 

22 procedure qualification.  

23 Q Okay. And then once that procedure qualification 

24 record is written, that's an actual document? 

25 A Yes, it is.  
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1 Q And then how does it become a welding procedure 

2 specification? 

3 A Actually, at that point, there was disagreement 

4 between Mr. Artayet and myself. His view was that a PQR was 

5 supported by a WPS and I had always learned throughout my 

6 experience in the industry that a WPS was supported by PQRs.  

7 We had a difference of opinion there.  

8 But the PQR, once it's certified by him, then it 

9 was sent to the site and we developed site-specific WPSes, 

10 wrote them to the client's satisfaction and our -- and to 

11 meet our requirements.  

12 Q I didn't mean to interrupt you then. You were 

13 continuing on, and I'm not sure where you were in that 

14 process, but -

15 A I think we were discussing the -- trying to get 

16 the delegation for us to be able to weld the procedures at 

17 the site, because we had access to craft and equipment and 

18 filling materials and everything required to do it, and 

19 there was a lot of hesitancy on Allan's part and I think the 

20 statement that Allan had made to me at that time was that -

21 he says, I don't know that you are qualified to be able to 

22 perform this function, and he said, until I satisfy myself 

23 that you are, I can't delegate it to the site level.  

24 Q What time frame are we talking here? 

25 A This was early -- early in the year, probably 
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1 March, April time frame.  

2 Q Of '96? 

3 A Yes, of '96.  

4 Q And was this in person or was this over the phone? 

5 A No, it was over the phone.  

6 Q Okay.  

7 A Most of the correspondence we had was either 

8 through the mail or over the phone.  

9 Q All right.  

10 A From there, like I say, we generated a list of 

11 what we foresaw as our requirements early on in the project 

12 and sent them to Allan for supplying PQRs and/or doing the 

13 qualifications.  

14 In one correspondence I had with him over the 

15 phone, I was trying to tie him down to a time frame of when 

16 I could anticipate getting the PQRs so I could schedule 

17 around that to make sure I could support developing the 

18 WPSes in a timely manner, and he made the statement that 

19 because of job demands of other projects, that it was going 

20 to take longer than anticipated.  

21 And I had a problem with that in that I needed to 

22 get them developed, written and approved and implemented so 

23 that we could get welders trained, go through our mock-ups 

24 so that they were well versed in them well before the 

25 project started, so I didn't have people out there that 
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1 weren't real knowledgeable of the procedures and making 

2 mistakes, and that was very important to us, that mistakes 

3 not be made.  

4 In talking with Allan, he said he had made 

5 arrangements to -- I believe it was go to Memphis. There 

6 was a project that was being run down there that he was 

7 familiar with and there were some people that he was 

8 familiar with down there to run procedures, which I told him 

9 as long as it supports our schedule, I have no problem with 

10 that.  

11 Q How critical was it to meet the project schedule? 

12 A This was more my own schedule. It's always 

13 critical to meet a project schedule as far as being able to 

14 have your procedures in place to do the work, but it was 

15 equally important to me to have them in place and reviewed 

16 and approved and -- so that I could use them for training 

17 and everybody was familiar with them. It just makes good 

18 sense ALARA-wise to have them in place and everybody 

19 familiar. So the soonest I could get them, that gives me a 

20 time frame to be able to get people used to them and ask 

21 questions, make changes as people -- because I've never gone 

22 into a project where we haven't made some small 

23 modifications to site requirements.  

24 Q What do you recall is your schedule versus his 

25 schedule on that particular subject? 
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1 A I needed a quick turnaround, and I think the -

2 and here, I'm going on memory again. What was written down 

3 was approximately a month, I believe, to be able to get -

4 once a procedure was identified, to be able to do the 

5 welding and all the testing and certification, the PQR and 

6 get it back to the site level.  

7 With twelve of them, I was concerned that -- with 

8 the timely manner of being able to turn them around.  

9 Q Now, was that back in the March-April of '96 time 

10 frame -

11 A Yes, sir.  

12 Q -- that you're talking? That was during that 

13 conversation -

14 A Yes.  

15 Q -- time period? 

16 Okay. You were looking to have a month or 

17 thereabout turnaround and he was saying he wouldn't be able 

18 to meet that time schedule? Is that -

19 A No. I think the month was the approximate 

20 turnaround time that he had specified normal. Of course, 

21 now, that was based on, if you will, requesting a PQR.  

22 Q Okay. For one PQR -

23 A Right.  

24 Q -- he was estimating that one month's time would 

25 be needed to -
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1 A Right.  

2 Q -- qualify it? 

3 A Yes.  

4 Q I see.  

5 A I understand -- I became concerned because we were 

6 requesting far more than one.  

7 Q For twelve, right, 

8 A And my concern was him having the resources to be 

9 able to do that.  

10 Q When was the work actually going to start that it 

11 was anticipated that you were going to have to physically 

12 have these procedures completed for the project? 

13 A My mind's a blank. August, end of August for 

14 actual implementation and use in the field.  

15 Q Okay.  

16 A I was trying to get them at least three months 

17 ahead of that to have them in place.  

18 Q Did you ask your management for corporate or for 

19 Mr. Artayet to support or to lead the site-specific WPS 

20 qualification process? 

21 A I'm not sure I understand the question.  

22 Q Okay.  

23 A Did I ask my management to have him -

24 Q Yes. Would you have asked either Mr. MacDonald or 

25 Mr. Bingham -
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1 A Most of the time, I dealt directly with Allan at 

2 corporate.  

3 Q Okay.  

4 A That was a direct line of communication. I didn't 

5 have to go through my boss or the project manager; I dealt 

6 directly with Mr. Artayet. And a lot of times, if I 

7 couldn't get a hold of him, I talked directly to Andy 

8 Walcott, his boss, who is the corporate quality manager.  

9 Q Do you know if your management, whether it be Mr.  

10 Bingham or Mr. MacDonald, had requested Mr. Artayet be 

11 involved in the qualification process for the WPSes -

12 A Specific conversations, no. I always kept them 

13 abreast. They were aware, and i know they shared my 

14 concern. And what exact conversations they had at the 

15 corporate level, I really couldn't comment on, so I'm not 

16 real sure what transpired.  

17 Q Were you delegated responsibility to qualify the 

18 site-specific WPSes and PQRs? 

19 A Eventually.  

20 Q And what time was that? Both orally and in 

21 writing time frame.  

22 A Myself, I don't believe there was ever a 

23 delegation for me personally to perform that. The welding 

24 engineers I had working for me at the site level were 

25 delegated the authority to perform the qualifications.  
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1 Well, let me take that back. I think -- no, that 

2 was -- that was for here that I was never given that 

3 delegation.  

4 Q My understanding was that there was an August Ist 

5 letter that you did receive from -

6 A Yes, I believe there was one that delegated me.  

7 I'm trying to remember if there -- if there was other 

8 delegations on that. I know I was specifically delegated, 

9 but I don't remember the other names, if any. I know there 

10 was one instance where one of my engineers signed a 

11 document, but it was not a delegation [inaudible.] 

12 Q Okay. Well, here, let me show you -- this is an 

13 August 1st, '96 document addressed to you from Mr. Artayet, 

14 and what's the subject or the title on that? 

15 A Delegation of Authority for Point Beach 

16 [Inaudible].  

17 Q Okay. And take a moment to read that over. Tell 

18 me when you feel that I can ask you questions about it.  

19 A Right. Yeah, I remember this letter.  

20 Q Okay. So were you -- based on this letter, were 

21 you delegated the responsibility to qualify the 

22 site-specific PQRs? 

23 A Yes.  

24 Q Okay. And was there any other letter during the 

25 project that you were given, specifically for the Point 
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1 Beach project, relative to the site-specific qualification 

2 process? 

3 A Specifically, I couldn't say that I remember any 

4 other, and I boned up for this by going back through letters 

5 and stuff, but I can't say that I remember any that are 

6 specifically addressing delegation.  

7 Q Okay. Now, even though this letter is dated 

8 August 1st, what was actually the time frame or the 

9 conversation that took place that led up to this August ist? 

10 Were you actually given authority, you know, over the phone 

11 or in person or anything like that prior to the August 1st 

12 time frame? 

13 A I can't say specifically I remember a verbal -

14 it's possible that Allan and I had talked and that he had 

15 said that he -- or Telecon authorized me to do certain 

16 activities.  

17 Q Okay. But you don't remember? 

18 A No, I don't remember specifically.  

19 Q Okay. What was the responsibility of corporate or 

20 Mr. Artayet based on this memo to you? 

21 A His specific responsibility? Based on his memo to 

22 me, what I was doing was actually performing the welding of 

23 the coupons and supplying him with all of the supporting 

24 documentation for him to be able to put together the 

25 procedure qualification record and certify it and supply it 
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1 back to me for writing site-specific WPSes.  

2 Q Was corporate required to get a copy of all that 

3 documentation for review purposes or for filing purposes or 

4 -

5 A Review and filing, 

6 Q Okay. And did you do that, then, at some point, 

7 actually submit in a package or did you -

8 A Yes.  

9 Q -- piecemeal it? 

10 A Yes. Well, it was -- it was piecemealed. I 

11 wouldn't say everything was put together in a neat package.  

12 Because of the time frame, it was assumed that we would get 

13 something.  

14 I seem to recall that there was a purchase order 

15 for testing that we weren't real timely on. Other than 

16 that, I don't specifically remember anything. But it was 

17 -- as we got information, it was sent to Allan.  

18 Q Where did you do the testing that you did for the 

19 PQRs, the test coupons? 

20 A On the site. Now, that was the welding portion of 

21 it. The testing, we ended up sending out to a test lab.  

22 Q So prior -- you said as you would complete work, 

23 you would send it off, the documentation? 

24 A The coupons, we would -- we would ship off to test 

25 lab, and I believe we waited for the test results to come 
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1 back and then we would send a form that Allan had generated, 

2 a procedure qualification test data form I think it was 

3 called, and the test lab results, and -

4 Q How many time did you send packages, if you will, 

5 to corporate or to Mr Artayet? 

6 A Boy, I couldn't give you a specific number.  

7 Q Was it more than once? 

8 A Oh, yes. Yeah. I mean, each time when we would 

9 run one, and we didn't -- we didn't run all twelve at once; 

10 it was -- they pretty much followed. We would run one or 

11 two at the same time, and so that documentation would 

12 follow, and then as we would complete, then we would forward 

13 on more.  

14 Q And how many groups, then, were there that you 

15 would -

16 A I'm going to guess somewhere around eight.  

17 Q All right. And how often did you speak with 

18 Allan? You said you spoke directly with him? During the 

19 Point Beach project.  

20 A During the Point Beach project -- earlier on, I 

21 spoke -- I was probably the principal person that spoke with 

22 Allan and then as I brought welding engineers on that took 

23 over some of that responsibility, I let them deal directly 

24 with Allan, and -- because I had other responsibilities that 

25 also took my time.  
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1 Q All right. Would you identify who some of these 

2 other welding engineers were? 

3 A I had a gentleman by the name of Barry Ditzler, 

4 was a welding engineer who worked for me; Don Huffstodt, 

5 who's project welding engineer here; Paul Evans, that was a 

6 welding engineer that worked for me. Those were the main 

7 individuals that dealt with Allan at the project there.  

8 Q Okay. And could you spell their last name if you 

9 -

10 A Evans, E-v-a-n-s; Huffstodt is H-u-f-f-s-t-o-d-t; 

11 Ditzler is D-i-t-z-l-e-r.  

12 Q Okay. And did you have concerns with Mr. Artayet 

13 specifically during the Point Beach project? 

14 A Yes. Specific concerns about procedure 

15 qualification testing requirements. One particular concern 

16 was testing requirements of a procedure qualification 

17 coupon. We had a difference of opinion in what the 

18 requirements were for testing a base material prior to 

19 welding on it.  

20 I believe his opinion was and he had stated that 

21 the test lab had told him that nobody performs this type of 

22 test, but it's a drop weight test that's required by ASME 

23 Code. And he wanted to test the base material before we 

24 welded on it, and in my experience, it was always done after 

25 you had done the welding, and I had a tough time convincing 
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1 him that that was the appropriate way to perform the 

2 testing, and I had to get the -- have correspondence with 

3 Westinghouse and other individuals because if we had a 

4 debate over an issue, it was usually if I didn't have 

5 support from someone other than myself, then it didn't have 

6 much weight with him.  

7 Q Now, was it during the Point Beach project that 

8 was the first time you had concerns or did you have concerns 

9 prior to Point Beach based on -

10 A I never had any dealings with him other than minor 

11 conversations and questions only at Cooke. So Point Beach 

12 was my first real dealings with Allan.  

13 Q Okay. And that's why I asked. You mentioned at 

14 the end of the Cooke project, you -

15 A Right.  

16 Q -- had some involvement, and -

17 A That was just purely more conversational, getting 

18 acquainted over the phone, asking minor questions. It 

19 really had no bearing on the job that I was aware of at that 

20 time.  

21 Q All right. And then during the Point Beach 

22 project other than this one specific example, are there 

23 other issues that were brought up during that time period? 

24 A I had one other issue with procedures being 

25 qualified in Memphis. I called and asked -- or I didn't 
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1 call specifically; I think I had one of my guys call and ask 

2 a question about a temper bead procedure that was being 

3 qualified there and making sure that they had covered the 

4 code requirement for making of electrodes prior to welding 

5 on the coupon. There are very specific requirements in ASME 

6 Section 3. And the feedback that I got was that they had 

7 not performed the making of electrodes and had to go back 

8 and redo the coupon, and I had a very specific concern with 

9 delegation to someone that I was not familiar with and their 

10 qualifications and I expressed that to Allan, but he was 

11 comfortable with them so I pretty much had to rely on his 

12 comfort level with them because I needed them done.  

13 And the timeliness of the qualifications became a 

14 concern. I think that's what eventually led to this August 

15 ist delegation, being able to do them at the site level.  

16 Q So a third issue was the time line aspect of 

17 qualifying the PQRs? 

18 A Yes. Because that's never a quick process once 

19 the site specifics are developed for them to go through the 

20 code review and approval process. It always takes some 

21 time.  

22 Q Okay. I'm on -- I believe this first concern, I 

23 had a couple of questions I wanted to ask. Did Mr. Artayet 

24 ever in writing or orally inform you that the SHARPY V-notch 

25 impact testing or drop weight testing was not required? 
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1 A Yes. Verbally on the drop weight testing, the 

2 weld metal in a procedure qualification, yes, and that was 

3 what led to our disagreement in that area.  

4 Q Okay. And what was -- give me the circumstances 

5 that surrounding it and the time period.  

6 A Well, all of the -- and I'm sorry I can't be real 

7 specific, time period, it was all in that, and we juggled 

8 with several, so I can't draw a specific time period, but it 

9 was all just prior to this -- this letter and it was dealing 

10 with code requirements.  

11 Q So it was prior to August of '96 time frame? 

12 A Yes.  

13 Q Okay.  

14 A And it had to do with the actual testing of the 

15 procedure qualification for welding on the generators and 

16 how the coupons were actually testing and how a drop weight 

17 test applied to it, and then what the SHARPY requirements 

18 were on that, and I had gotten a copy of the purchase order 

19 that was written by Allan to -- I think it was Triangle 

20 Engineering, was the ASL, approved suppliers list test lab 

21 that was used by corporate. And I saw on there that they 

22 were doing post-weld heat treatment and drop weight testing 

23 of unwelded coupons, and I asked why we were doing that, and 

24 I was told that was the requirement, is that you test -- you 

25 post-weld heat treat the coupon, do your drop weights on 
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1 that, and that's what you use for your SHARPYs in testing 

2 the procedure, and I disagreed with that approach and my 

3 understanding was that you welded the coupon, did your 

4 post-weld heat treat, then did your drop weight testing and 

5 your SHARPYs, and I felt that was the way -- and that's what 

6 we had done on previous projects to meet code requirements.  

7 Q Now, separate from -- this was a phone 

8 conversation that you had -

9 A Yes.  

10 Q -- discussed this with Mr. Artayet? 

11 A Several times.  

12 Q Okay. And was there ever documentation that you 

13 actually were sent or given from him? 

14 A I don't remember specific documents that were sent 

15 back and forth. Typically I deal verbally and I like to 

16 have a relationship with people where I don't have to write 

17 everything down and send letters, so I didn't write a lot of 

18 things down as far as correspondence went.  

19 Q I didn't know, though, if this was a significant 

20 enough, contrary to what had been done in past practice, 

21 based on your experience, that, you know, you would have 

22 asked for some back-up documentation to support what he was 

23 telling you or -

24 A No, other than -- I mean, because pretty much he 

25 was the one that controlled the corporate PQR development, 
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what the requirements were, so, I mean, I couldn't override 

that, but I just kept expressing my concern over it and I 

ended up calling some individuals at Westinghouse and giving 

him their names so that he would deal with them.  

To me, the correspondence route wasn't effective 

because of the time line involved with sending 

correspondence back and forth and I wasn't concerned about 

documenting anything; it was more, get the job done, get the 

qualifications so they met code.  

Q Did you inform anyone in your chain of command -

A Yes, I -

Q -- about this? 

A -- definitely kept my boss and project manager 

well aware of what was going on 

Q Okay. So that would be Chris MacDonald being your 

boss -

A Yes.  

Q -- and -

A And Max.  

Q -- the project manager being Max Bingham? 

A Yes.  

Q Okay. And that was relative to the -- what you 

just explained with respect to drop weight testing -

A Yes.  

Q -- concerns and the SHARPY V-notch testing and so 
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1 forth. Okay.  

2 But you don't remember actually seeing a piece of 

3 paper that discussed or that said what Mr. Artayet had 

4 described to you? 

5 A I know Allan -- there was a question about where 

6 actually SHARPY impact specimens were taken out of coupons, 

7 and Allan had sent a copy of an interpretation, an ASME Code 

8 interpretation to me to justify his position on it. We had 

9 some discussions about that and the relevancy of an 

10 interpretation. Other than that specific document, I don't 

11 really recall.  

12 Q Okay. And just so we're clear, for the record, 

13 ASME is A-S-M-E? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q The acronym? 

16 A Yes.  

17 Q And that's American Society of Mechanical 

18 Engineers? 

19 A Mechanical Engineers, yes.  

20 Q Okay. During the project, at least initially, did 

21 confusion exist as to what welding rod tensile strength was 

22 needed for the project? Do you recall that? 

23 A There was -- yes, there was some issues that we 

24 had with Westinghouse, and when we originally wrote up the 

25 requirements for site welding, it was based purely on what 
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1 we saw as code requirements, and then as we dealt deeper 

2 with Westinghouse, they had some very specific requirements 

3 dealing with tensile strengths of filler materials. There 

4 were several filler materials that they requested a far 

5 higher tensile strength other than what we had actually 

6 requested of Allan, so we made some -- we had to make some 

7 changes to meet the Westinghouse requirements.  

8 So there were changes that were given to Allan 

9 based on what Westinghouse requirements were, and we had 

10 quite a lengthy negotiation with Westinghouse going back and 

11 forth on what the actual requirements were and being able to 

12 get filler materials tested that met their requirements.  

13 We ended up making several changes because what we 

14 thought would meet wouldn't meet, so then we had to -- now 

15 we have to use a different filler material, so we actually 

16 had manufacturers testing filler material until we'd find 

17 one that would meet Westinghouse requirements.  

18 Q Do you remember what time frame this was when all 

19 this discussion was ongoing about this? 

20 A Actually, it started before the August time frame 

21 and actually ran into when we were doing the testing on site 

22 ourselves. It affected both Allan's ability to qualify the 

23 procedures and ours.  

24 Q I see. So this issue did have an impact somewhat 

25 on the -
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1 A Sure.  

2 Q -- PQRs that Allan had initially tried to qualify? 

3 A Yes. Now, that -- that was ones that dealt 

4 principally with welding of P3 base materials associated 

5 with the generator which -- I'm trying to think -- I think 

6 there were approximately four PQRs that dealt in that area 

7 where we had P1 to P3 qualifications and P3 to P3 multiple 

8 processes, and it pretty much affected all of those, which 

9 was like say about four, There was other stainless to 

10 stainless procedures, the normal P1 to P1 procedures that 

11 were not really affected by that.  

12 Q Okay. Are high tensile strength materials 

13 considered an essential variable? 

14 A High tensile strength materials.  

15 Q And this is my lack of understanding in the 

16 welding area, so this is for information, I'm asking if -

17 A I would have to say, just based on the statement 

18 high tensile strength materials an essential variable, I'd 

19 say no.  

20 Q Okay.  

21 A But I rarely rely on my memory; I always go back 

22 and look at the code book. But it doesn't ring familiar to 

23 me.  

24 Q I was wondering, did a problem also exist in 

25 qualifying the Point Beach site-specific WPSes and PQRs 
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1 because certain essential variables changed? Disregard that 

2 about the high tensile strength, but just -

3 A No. The biggest -

4 Q -- the fact of this -

5 A The biggest effect was the filler material itself.  

6 Q Okay.  

7 A And we had actually run several coupons that were 

8 no longer good anymore because the filler material didn't 

9 meet the -- not code requirements, but the specification 

10 requirements from the manufacturer.  

11 Q Okay. Now, was the filler material a separate 

12 item from the high -

13 A High tensile strength materials? 

14 Q Yes.  

15 A Actually, I think for this conversation, that's -

16 they're one in the same because -

17 Q Okay.  

18 A -- we were looking at high tensile strength filler 

19 materials. The base material was the base material. I 

20 mean, we knew what we had to qualify, we knew what they 

21 were, so that never changed, that was always the same.  

22 Q All right. So with regard to what would have had 

23 an effect on qualifying the Point Beach site-specific PQRs, 

24 it was this high tensile strength/filler material? 

25 A Yes.  
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1 Q That's all part of it. Okay. Understood.  

2 All right. During the project, what was said 

3 about the corporate welding engineer position becoming 

4 available? What do you recall? 

5 A I actually didn't know that it was becoming 

6 available until we were done with the project and in close 

7 out aspects of it.  

8 Q What time frame are you -- are you referring to? 

9 A Christmas time. I mean, just prior to me leaving.  

10 Q You don't remember any conversations prior to that 

11 on this very specific subject? 

12 A On the corporate welding engineer position being 

13 available? 

14 Q Yes, sir. Back to the October time frame? 

15 November? 

16 A I would have to say the first that I was familiar 

17 with it was -- it was in December.  

18 Q Okay.  

19 A Specifically when in December, I'm not sure.  

20 Q Okay.  

21 A But I don't recall knowing October, November time 

22 frame.  

23 Q Go ahead, then, if you would, just describe best 

24 you can what you recall about what was said about that, 

25 about it -- the position becoming available. Who brought it 
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1 up to you? What was the -

2 A I couldn't tell you specifically who brought it up 

3 to me. All I knew of it is a rumor. I mean, nobody in a 

4 position of authority over me said hey, did you know. It 

5 was a rumor in the trailer that that position may become 

6 available.  

7 Q Were you offered the corporate welding engineer 

8 position or asked about that possibility? 

9 A No.  

10 Q Who was it that you recall first mentioning that 

11 the corporate welding engineer position might become 

12 available? 

13 A I would have to say one of the guys in my trailer.  

14 I don't remember a specific individual.  

15 Q All right. Now, let me understand. I mean, you 

16 were the project welding engineer, so basically you were the 

17 lead welding engineer, correct? 

18 A Yes.  

19 Q So were they hearing it from you or were you 

20 hearing it from them, talking about welding -

21 A No, I was actually hearing it from the guys in the 

22 trailer.  

23 Q And these are all -

24 A The welding engineers.  

25 Q -- welding engineers that would actually be below 
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you? 

A There were actually a couple quality individuals 

that were in the trailer also, but it was mainly from the 

welding engineers.  

Q Where did they hear it, then? I mean, where was 

this all --
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A To be quite honest, I don't know for sure where 

the rumor started at.  

Q Hang on one second.  

[Pause.] 

Q Go ahead. You don't know where the rumor started? 

A My understanding -

[END OF SIDE A] 

[SIDE B] 

Q [In progress] -- that I have is that they were 

hearing -- it was rumors and they were hearing it from you.  

A Well, I know I did not start the rumor. I know we 

discussed it because of our -

Q Who did you discuss it with? 

A It would have been Paul Evans, Barry Ditzler, 

[inaudible], and I know we did discuss it with them, and I 

know -- I remember thinking at that time that we did have an 

individual there well suited for that position -- Mr. Evans.  

[Inaudible.] 

Q Well, why was it being said that the position was
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1 potentially going to become available? 

2 A Specifics, I don't -- I couldn't tell you 

3 specifics of why it was going to become available.  

4 Q Did you have any discussions on this particular 

5 subject with any of your supervisors, whether it be Mr.  

6 MacDonald or Mr. Bingham? 

7 A I'm sure I must have, but I don't recall a 

8 specific instance, but I'm sure I had to have had.  

9 Q But you weren't offered the position yourself? 

10 A That's my recollection. I think maybe in gest, 

11 somebody might have mentioned me and my return was that I 

12 was not interested.  

13 Q Did you request your management to stop Mr.  

14 Artayet from working on the Point Beach project or to reduce 

15 his influence on the project at any time during the project? 

16 A [Inaudible.] 

17 Q Yes, sir. Did you request your management to stop 

18 Mr. Artayet from working on the Point Beach project or to 

19 reduce his influence on the project at any time during the 

20 project? 

21 A Specifically to stop his participation on that 

22 project, no. I know I expressed concerns with my management 

23 over the effects of his influence on the project, but to 

24 stop it, no. There was no one else to perform that 

25 function.  
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1 Q If you would repeat for me -- I'm sorry, I missed 

2 what you said -- you talked to your management, and what was 

3 it you said to them? 

4 A Expressing my concerns with the ability to meet 

5 the project requirements in the time frame associated with 

6 the qualifications.  

7 Q Had you discussed with Mr. Bingham, Mr. Cepkauskas 

8 or Mr. Pardi the possibility of removing Mr. Artayet from 

9 the corporate welding engineer position? 

10 A Me? 

11 Q Yes, sir.  

12 A No. [Inaudible.] 

13 Q Do you recall receiving a fax from Mr. Artayet in 

14 November -- I believe it was November 6th -- with welding 

15 procedure specification sheets? 

16 A Marked-up with comments? 

17 Q Yes, sir. Here, let me show you a copy. Take 

18 your time and take a look. It's five sheets with a -- five 

19 WPS sheets with a fax cover sheet. Take your time and look 

20 that over. Is there a date? 

21 A 11/6/96.  

22 Do I remember receiving this? Yes.  

23 Q Okay. If you would, just generally characterize 

24 the content of those five WPS sheets. What are they telling 

25 you? 
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1 A Comments that Allan had on site-specific WPSes.  

2 Q Okay. Comments being he had concerns with those 

3 WPSes? 

4 A Yes.  

5 Q And what action was taken as a result? 

6 A What action? I do remember writina up a response 

7 to -- I believe I responded to all of his comments.  

8 Q Okay. And who did you respond to? 

9 A [Inaudible.] 

10 Q Directly? 

11 A I believe -- I believe so. I know we had some 

12 lengthy discussions -- I wouldn't say discussions, but some 

13 debate on the issue of the six-inch diameter [inaudible].  

14 Q Was the response in writing or was that verbal, 

15 oral? 

16 A I know I discussed some of these. Let me back up 

17 for just a minute here.  

18 Q Sure.  

19 A I believe the response to these, I had Mr. Evans 

20 [inaudible] response [inaudible] faxed to Allan, but I know 

21 I was involved in the discussions on some of the comments.  

22 [Inaudible].  

23 Q How did it end up? What was the conclusion on 

24 these? Did you agree with his comments or disagree -

25 A Not on all of them, no, I did not agree with them.  
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1 Q But on certain of them, you did? 

2 A I would have to say certain of them, I did, but 

3 the majority of them, I did not agree.  

4 Q Okay. And when Mr Evans responded, did Mr.  

5 Artayet respond back? Do you recall what ended up 

6 happening? 

7 A It sure would be unlike Allan not to respond back.  

8 He was very good about documenting and making responses. I 

9 think on several of the issues, we agreed to disagree with 

10 what the requirements were. None of the disagreements, in 

11 my opinion, were even remotely associated with code 

12 violations. They were more philosophy type questions on 

13 what should be on a WPS versus actual code requirements.  

14 Q That's fine. Is there anything else you care to 

15 add about these sheets? 

16 A No, not really.  

17 Q Okay. Is there anything else that you care to add 

18 on this subject that we've been discussing all along with 

19 respect to the Point Beach project and Mr. Artayet? 

20 A No. [Inaudible.] 

21 MR. ULIE: Mr. Edmister, is there anything you 

22 would like to add on the record.  

23 MR. EDMISTER: [Inaudible.] 

24 MR. ULIE: Okay. I just have two closing 

25 questions.  
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Have I threatened you in any manner or offered you 

any rewards in return for this statement? 

THE INTERVIEWEE: No, sir.  

MR. ULIE: Have you given your statement freely 

and voluntarily? 

THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.  

MR. ULIE: Then the interview is concluded at 

approximately 3:15 p.m.  

[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the interview was 

concluded.]
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1 PROCEEDINGS 

2 [3:35 p.m.] 

3 MR. ULIE: Today's date is December 3rd, 1997, at 

4 approximately 3:35 p.m. Eastern Time.  

5 For the record, this is an interview of Mr. Max 

6 Bingham, last name spelled B-i-n-g-h-a-m. This interview is 

7 being conducted at the St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant located 

8 at Hutchinson Isle in Florida in a building outside the 

9 protected area referred to as the Boathouse.  

10 Present at this interview are Mr. Dick Edmister, 

11 last name spelled E-d-m-i-s-t-e-r, an attorney with Morrison 

12 Knutson Corporation, and Joseph M. Ulie, last name spelled 

13 U-l-i-e, Special Agent with the United States Nuclear 

14 Regulatory Commission Office of Investigations.  

15 As agreed, this interview is being recorded by 

16 Joseph Ulie and will be transcribed at a later date. The 

17 subject matter of this interview concerns an employment 

18 discrimination complaint filed with the Nuclear Regulatory 

19 Commission by Mr. Allan Artayet, last name spelled 

20 A-r-t-a-y-e-t.  

21 Mr. Bingham, would you please stand and administer 

22 the oath.  

23 Whereupon, 

24 MAX BINGHAM, 

25 an Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been 
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1 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

2 MR. ULIE: Please be seated. And if you could 

3 speak up. You did acknowledge -

4 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.  

5 MR. ULIE: -- say yes? 

6 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.  

7 EXAMINATION 

8 BY MR. ULIE: 

9 Q If you would, let me first ask, do you wish Mr.  

10 Edmister to be present during this interview? 

11 A Yes, I do.  

12 Q And do you feel that you would suffer any adverse 

13 consequences from your employer if you would have elected 

14 not to have Mr. Edmister here? 

15 A No, I don't.  

16 Q And will your testimony be inhibited by Mr.  

17 Edmister's presence? 

18 A No, it will not.  

19 Q And do you understand that Mr. Edmister also 

20 represents Morrison Knutson? 

21 A Yes, I do.  

22 MR. ULIE: And Mr. Edmister, if you would please 

23 state your full name, title, company name and purpose for 

24 your presence here today.  

25 MR. EDMISTER: My name is Richard R. Edmister, 
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1 E-d-m-i-s-t-e-r, associate general counsel for Morrison 

2 Knutson Company. I represent the company and Max Bingham 

3 here. Mr. Bingham understands that I primarily represent 

4 the company as a personal allegiance, and in the event of a 

5 conflict, that we will break and discuss it and that I will 

6 continue to represent the company.  

7 MR. ULIE: Very good.  

8 BY MR. ULIE: 

9 Q Mr. Bingham, for the record, if you would just 

10 provide your full name? 

11 A It's Max J. Bingham, B-i-n-g-h-a-m.  

12 Q And are you employed by SGT? 

13 A I am employed by Morrison Knutson. SGT is a 

14 partnership between ourselves and Duke Engineering & 

15 Services Company.  

16 Q Very good. For purposes of our discussion, we use 

17 -- can I use the terms MK, that you understand that to be 

18 Morrison Knutson, -

19 A Right.  

20 Q -- and SGT -

21 A Yes.  

22 Q -- interchangeably? 

23 A Yes. Yes.  

24 Q If for whatever reason you feel we should make a 

25 distinction, you just -
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1 A All right.  

2 Q -- state that.  

3 And what are your dates of employment that you've 

4 been employed with MK? 

5 A Oh, I first went to work for them in January of 

6 1970. I had about a six-week break in service in '71, and 

7 then I went back in April of '71 and continuous since then.  

8 Q And what was your position during the Point Beach 

9 project? 

10 A I was the site project manager.  

11 Q And is that your current position here at St.  

12 Lucie? 

13 A Project director here.  

14 Q And during the Point Beach project, who was your 

15 supervisor and his.title? 

16 A Martin -- Martin Cepkauskas.  

17 Q Can you spell his last name? 

18 A C-e-p-k-a-u-s-k-a-s.  

19 Q Okay.  

20 A He was project director, and he's also president 

21 of SGT.  

22 Q And who reported to you in their position during 

23 the Point Beach project? By position -

24 A Basically, it was all of the site staff, which 

25 included the construction engineering organization, the 
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business office, project controls, planning and scheduling 

types of training, [inaudible] and safety.  

Q What was your association with Mr. Artayet? 

A Well, he was at that point in time, and I guess 

still is, a corporate welding engineer.  

Q And with respect -- when did you first become 

acquainted with him professionally? 

A I actually -- probably along about 1988, I had a 

phone call or two with him. I'm trying to think. I think I 

actually met him in person probably in early 1989, probably 

the January time frame, maybe December of '88.  

Q And was that related to any specific MK project? 

A Actually, I've been transferred into the Cleveland 

office, so that's -- but my discussions with him -

[inaudible] was at DC Cooke, and he had just -- I think he 

had just came on board as a corporate welding engineer about 

then.
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1 specifications and the supporting procedure qualification 

2 records? 

3 A Oh, at Point Beach, I know Allan did some of them.  

4 I know that some of them, he delegated to the site. I 

5 couldn't tell you which ones.  

6 Q And when you say delegated to the site -

7 A He delegated for actually running the PQR to the 

8 site, but then it still had to go back through corporate for 

9 his final review and approval.  

10 Q The person that he would have delegated it to, 

11 would that have been Rusty Gorden? 

12 A Yes.  

13 Q Or Gene Gorden? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q Do you remember the time frame at all on when Mr.  

16 Artayet was involved versus when Mr. Gorden was involved? 

17 A Well, I think Mr. Artayet was involved the whole 

18 duration, but I believe that delegation came probably -- I'm 

19 trying to think -- it's probably either June or July time 

20 frame.  

21 Q Yes. I don't mean to make it a guessing game 

22 here. I have a document that's dated August 1st of '96 -

23 A Okay.  

24 Q -- from Mr. Artayet to Mr. Gorden. Would this be 

25 -
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1 A That -- yes. Yes.  

2 Q Do you know if -- verbally, were there any 

3 directions given prior to August 1st that related to this 

4 delegation, you know, that the -- the written document was 

5 coming later, but that -

6 A I do know that there was discussions about that 

7 fairly early in July, but exactly whether there was verbal 

8 delegation, I couldn't say for sure, but I do know that 

9 there were discussions about that in late June, early July 

10 time frame.  

11 Q Okay. But the August 1st, '96 document that you 

12 just looked at that -- its subject is delegation of 

13 authority for the Point Beach -

14 A Right.  

15 Q -- steam generator replacement project -- that did 

16 formalize that delegation? 

17 A That's correct.  

18 Q Okay. And how did Allan or Mr. Artayet become 

19 involved in the Point Beach project, to the best of your 

20 recollection? 

21 A Well, any time we have one of these projects, of 

22 course, your corporate welding engineer becomes involved.  

23 Any time you have any welding, you have to go back to the 

24 corporation to get your procedure qualifications, WPSes. So 

25 at that time, what you do is you go back to corporation, you 
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1 tell them the types of -- what you need, and find out if 

2 they've got it or they're going to have to qualify your 

3 procedures.  

4 Q Did anyone from the site, including yourself, 

5 request Mr. Artayet to be involved at any particular phase 

7 A The first time I think Allan came to the site was 

8 sometime in the fall of '95. We had actually mobilized to 

9 the site just a couple months before that, and I'm trying to 

10 think -- it would probably be along about the October time 

11 frame maybe, it could be in the November -- I just don't 

12 recall -- of '95, about a year before the outage.  

13 Q I didn't ask before, but how long -- when did you 

14 actually go on site yourself at Point Beach? 

15 A I made a few trips probably about June, started to 

16 -- well, I had actually come in to some meetings prior to 

17 that even when we were going back proposing on the work.  

18 But I had become full time pretty much up there in July of 

19 195. I actually commuted back and forth and then I believe 

20 I rented a place about September, around the first of 

21 September, so I didn't do much commuting after that.  

22 Q Were you ever given any direction from Mr.  

23 Cepkauskas on who should qualify the Point Beach site 

24 specific welding procedure specifications -

25 A No.  
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1 Q -- and the PQRs? 

2 A No. It was always my understanding that that's a 

3 corporate responsibility, so -

4 Q Did you wish Mr. Artayet to delegate to Mr. Gorden 

5 to qualify the Point Beach site-specific welding procedure 

6 specs and the PQRs? 

7 A If you're asking me in the time frame that he 

8 actually delegated it, yes, I did.  

9 Q Okay. Prior to that? 

10 A Prior to that, I really just -- all I wanted was 

11 the welding procedures.  

12 Q You wanted the bottom line -

13 A Yeah. I just wanted to get the welding 

14 procedures.  

15 Q Whatever would work for the project is what you 

16 were looking for? 

17 A Right. What I -- when I wanted them was as early 

18 as we could get them so I could go through all of the 

19 training of the craft and everything. It's been my 

20 experience the earlier you can get them on the site, the 

21 better off you are, because there are several approvals that 

22 have to occur after we get them on site.  

23 Q Did you ever meet with Mr. Artayet to discuss the 

24 qualification of the Point Beach site-specific WPSes and 

25 PQRs? 
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1 A I know we had -- I know we had some discussion in 

2 October of '95, and I know we had some further discussion, 

3 but I'm trying to think when that would have occurred. I 

4 don't remember whether he came back in the spring or whether 

5 it was in the summer of 196.  

6 Q And if you would, what happened in October '95 -

7 A Well, in October of '95, we were, of course, 

8 developing our quality execution procedures, and so Allan 

9 came up and him and Rusty sat down, tried to write -- have 

10 some input into the procedures so we could get all those 

11 written. Now, these are not the welding procedures; these 

12 are the quality execution procedures. So I know he was 

13 there then, and, of course, we went through the procedure 

14 qualification. I believe, although I couldn't swear to it, 

15 I think he actually had input into or actually reviewed and 

16 approved those procedures, but I wouldn't dare say for sure.  

17 Q Okay. I'm not familiar with the term quality 

18 execution procedures, so -- I'm familiar with PQRs being the 

19 procedure -

20 A The real difference between that is your quality 

21 execution procedures is the governing -- they're the 

22 motherhood type document, they govern how you do -- how 

23 you're actually going to control your welding, how you're 

24 going to develop PQRs. In our case, it would be WPSes.  

25 Q Okay.  
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1 A It's -- it's your site welding procedures that are 

2 -- what type of welding history card you're going to use, 

3 those sort of things. It's more of a paper thing than an 

4 actual procedure qualification like a weld procedure.  

5 Q All right. You clarify for me -- my understanding 

6 is the PQRs support the WPSes.  

7 A That's correct.  

8 Q All right. And then this document that you're 

9 referring to, the quality execution -

10 A They're -- they're the required procedures under 

11 10 CFR 50.  

12 Q Okay.  

13 A And our ASME manual.  

14 Q Okay. And ASME being A-S-M-E -

15 A Correct.  

16 Q -- for purposes of the record. And where would it 

17 fit? Where would these quality execution records fit with 

18 relation to the -

19 A They're -

20 Q -- to the PQRs and the WPSes? 

21 A The PQRs are developed under a corporate ASME or 

22 10 CFR 50 auspices.  

23 Q Okay.  

24 A Our procedures just -- they're the ones that tell 

25 you how to write a work instruction, how to put it in, what 
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1 your weld history card should look like, what type of 

2 information has to be on them. They do take the information 

3 out of the corporate manuals and put them in the site 

4 procedure. They're really a site procedure.  

5 Q Okay. The quality execution record is more -

6 would be correlated to the WPSes? 

7 A Correct.  

8 Q Okay. All right. I understand what you're 

9 saying. My thinking coming into this -

10 A Right.  

11 Q -- was that there was, if you will, corporate 

12 WPSes and corporate PQRs, and then once a project got 

13 started, there was a development of site-specific WPSes and 

14 PQRs.  

15 A No. No.  

16 Q Okay.  

17 A There's really only one PQR.  

18 Q Okay.  

19 A They all have to be developed under the corporate 

20 program, now, whether you do it through delegation on the 

21 site or whether the corporation actually does the actual 

22 running of the coupons to perform that test. Now, you will 

23 have a site-specific WPS that takes the information on that, 

24 but that still has to be approved by the corporation. Then 

25 you have the governing quality program, the programmatic 
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type procedures is what these QEPs are.  

Q And the acronym is QEB? 

A Quality execution procedures, yes.  

Q Oh, P. QEP.  

A Right.  

Q Okay. That's fine. Just so I can follow along as 

we go.  

So I explained my understanding, so as I ask you 

questions, that's -

A I could actually look at -- find some here and let 

you look at them so you could get a better understanding for 

that.  

Q That's fine. Just for purposes of our discussion 

here, so we each understand -

A Right.  

Q -- where we're coming from, so when I ask you 

questions, I'm actually -- if I say site specific, I'm 

talking -

A WPS or PQR.  

Q -- WPS or PQR, but you can translate that into 

your terminology, the QEP.  

A Well, actually, the WPS or the PQR, it's pretty 

clear to me what they are.  

Q Okay.  

A The QEP is just another document --
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1 Q Okay.  

2 A -- that also has input on the welding.  

3 Q All right. Now, if I understood you correctly, 

4 you said that although there is a corporate WPS and a 

5 site-specific WPS, and the QEP is considered to correlate to 

6 WPS for the site purpose, you said that there was only one 

7 PQR, and is there a name for the -- and the PQR is a 

8 corporate document? 

9 A PQR is what they call a procedure qualification 

10 record. That is a corporate document, yes.  

11 Q Okay. What do you consider then to be an 

12 equivalent to a -- what would be the site-specific for the 

13 corporate PQR? That's what I'm trying to understand.  

14 A I'm not sure that -- in my own mind, I'm not sure 

15 that there is a site equivalent because I think there -- a 

16 PQR all has to be blessed by the corporation.  

17 Q Okay.  

18 A A WPS, which takes the information off the PQR, 

19 that's generated at the site level or could be generated, 

20 but it still has to be approved by the corporate.  

21 Q Okay.  

22 MR. EDMISTER: Excuse me. Don't bang the table 

23 because -

24 THE INTERVIEWEE: Oh, I'm sorry. I was -

25 MR. ULIE: That's okay.  
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1 THE INTERVIEWEE: I talk with my hands.  

2 MR. EDMISTER: It's probably going to muffle your 

3 

4 THE INTERVIEWEE: I'm sorry.  

5 MR. ULIE: That's fine.  

6 Was there anything else you wanted to -

7 MR. EDMISTER: No.  

8 MR. ULIE: Okay. No problem. No problem.  

9 THE INTERVIEWEE: You know how it is when you -

10 MR. ULIE: Right.  

11 BY MR. ULIE: 

12 Q With respect to the PQR -- my question was going 

13 to be, with respect to the test coupons -

14 A Right.  

15 Q -- when you actually -

16 A That is the PQR.  

17 Q That is the PQR. Okay.  

18 A That's the specimen that you develop the PQR from, 

19 yes.  

20 Q Okay. But if you're on a project and you have 

21 corporate PQRs but you don't have -- you find at a 

22 particular project that you need to do some additional 

23 testing because you don't have it all, all of the proper 

24 documents in your corporate PQR, you would run these 

25 additional test coupons, correct, to come up with additional 
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1 

2 A Normally what you would do is go back to the 

3 corporation and have that happen through the corporation or 

4 through a delegated -- a delegation authority.  

5 Q Okay. All right.  

6 A And that's my understanding of how that works.  

7 Q That's fine. But it is a PQR, and that eventually 

8 then gets worked into a WPS, right? 

9 A That's correct.  

10 Q Okay. All right. All right.  

11 We were talking about -- you had met in October 

12 '95 and in July of -- approximately July or summer of '96.  

13 A Yes. I know Allan was on site a couple of times.  

14 I can't recall whether was there three times or twice. I 

15 just can't remember.  

16 Q All right. And you summarized the October '95 

17 visit.  

18 A Right.  

19 Q Now, if you would, the summer '96 time frame when 

20 he came out here? 

21 A I just don't really remember much about that.  

22 Q Who came at that time, do you remember? Was it 

23 Allan by itself or -

24 A I don't know if he came -- in the summer, we were 

25 going through what we call an ASME audit. You know, that's 
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where they take our stamps and take that down to the site 

level.  

Q Okay.  

A And I know Andy Walcott came and -- or ANI came.  

I'm not sure if Allan was there at that time.  

Q And let's -- just for the record, Andy Walcott, 

that was Mr. Artayet's supervisor -

A Correct.  

Q -- at that time? 

A And also our corporate quality director.  

Q Okay. And then the ANI, that would be the -

A Authorized nuclear inspector, [inaudible].  

Q Okay. And do you recall who that was? 

A Yeah, I know his name, but I -- I know his name as 

well as I'm sitting here, but I can't think of it.  

Q Walter Zimmerman? 

A No.  

Q No? I can't help you, either. I think I've seen 

it, but I can't -

A I know who it is; I just can't think of his name.  

Q All right. That's fine.  

But with respect, then, to the discussion that 

took place -- or what was the purpose of his visit, do you 

recall? 

A Well, actually, when you have N stamps in the
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1 corporation and then you're going to do a job that requires 

2 the use of those N stamps, they have an outside -- they have 

3 -- you go through an extensive audit of your program to see 

4 that your program works, and that occurred I believe in 

5 July, probably of '95.  

6 Q '95 or '96? 

7 A '96. I'm sorry.  

8 Q Okay.  

9 A And there were several team members that came with 

10 them. There's -- there's five or six people that normally 

11 show up on one of those audits, and they watch you implement 

12 your program.  

13 Q So that was the purpose that -

14 A Right.  

15 Q -- Mr. Walcott and Mr. Artayet -

16 A Yeah.  

17 Q -- were here for, then? 

18 A I'm not -- I really am not sure whether Allan was 

19 there at that time or not. I just -- it seems like he was, 

20 but he may not have been.  

21 Q All right. Well, my question that led in there, 

22 what I'm really trying to understand, were there -- other 

23 than the October '95 time frame meeting that you held with 

24 Mr. Artayet, were there any other meetings that he was 

25 involved in related to the procedure qualification process? 
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1 A There could have been, but I -- I don't recall 

2 any. I don't think Allan came to the site an awful lot.  

3 Q And was that by accident or is that common? Can 

4 you give me any perspective on that? 

5 A I don't know that it's uncommon or -

6 Q Okay. Since you left it kind of open, I thought I 

7 would ask.  

8 All right. With respect to SHARPY BNOCH impact 

9 testing or drop weight testing -

10 A Uh-huh.  

11 Q -- did Mr. Artayet ever in writing or orally 

12 inform you that this type SHARPY BNOCH impact testing or the 

13 drop weight testing was not required? 

14 A Yes. In fact, there was a memo that he put out, 

15 and I -- I don't have that memo anymore. I don't know -

16 that was one -- I don't even recall exactly what PQR it was 

17 against, but that was one that we felt that, yes, SHARPY 

18 impact -- or drop weight testing was required, and, in fact, 

19 it was.  

20 Q Now, is it common knowledge, if you will, within 

21 the welding industry that a person that's knowledgeable or, 

22 you know, that has general experience in the welding area 

23 would know that? 

24 A I would certainly think -

25 Q In your opinion.  
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1 A In my opinion, a corporate welding engineer 

2 certainly would know that 

3 Q So did that seem odd or unusual? 

4 A Yes, it did.  

5 Q You actually remember seeing, though, a memo -

6 A I actually had a copy of it, and I don't -- I 

7 don't know what I did with it. I thought -- because once in 

8 a while, what I do is I just stick things and you kind of 

9 hang onto them until you say, well, I don't need that 

10 anymore and you get rid of it.  

11 Q Do you remember who it was -- was it from Mr.  

12 Artayet or was it from someone else? Do you remember the to 

13 and the from and the date, the time frame, that sort of 

14 thing? 

15 A I don't remember -- I definitely remember it was 

16 from Allan. I don't remember whether it came to Rusty or 

17 whether it was to someone else I just don't recall that.  

18 But I would say timing wise, probably -- it would have had 

19 to have been when we were developing the PQRs and the bulk 

20 of them were developed in the August time frame. So my 

21 guess it's probably August, September time frame of '96.  

22 Q Let me ask of you the task to do a search and see 

23 if you can come up with that document.  

24 A Yeah, I will. I've moved -- you know, what's 

25 happened to me, I've moved so many times, I've got stuff 
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1 from Tennessee and Idaho and here in Florida in storage, and 

2 I -- I'm sure someplace I've got it. I'm going to find it 

3 and I'd love to send that to you.  

4 Q Okay. What would be -- obviously I would like to 

5 get it as soon as possible. What's the time frame that you 

6 think you would be able to do such a search? 

7 A Oh, I can go over to my storage here in -- first 

8 day off I get, and I'll -- and I'll do that. I'm not going 

9 back -

10 Q Within 30 days, do you think you could -

11 A I'm not going back to Idaho probably until 

12 February, so -- and I really hadn't planned on going to 

13 Tennessee until about that time.  

14 Q At this point, though, you don't know if you have 

15 it.  

16 A No.  

17 Q You would search your records -

18 A But i can tell you, I can definitely tell you that 

19 letter does exist, and there are several people that've seen 

20 that because there was several people shocked by the letter, 

21 including Marty.  

22 Q Okay. During the Point Beach project, what do you 

23 recall hearing about the corporate welding engineer position 

24 becoming available? 

25 A I don't -- I -- if there was anything like that, 
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1 the only discussion I ever heard about that was one time, 

2 Andy Walcott mentioned that Allan was awful busy, and I 

3 think at that time, there was some discussion about maybe he 

4 needed more resources. But I don't -- I mean, that's the 

5 extent of that discussion.  

6 Q In what time frame was that? 

7 A Oh, I don't know. That's probably -- probably was 

8 pushing to get them PQRs developed; probably spring of '95.  

9 And we was talking about, hey, we need to get somebody doing 

10 that, and Andy was telling me that Allan was spread pretty 

11 thin.  

12 Q So tell me, in the manner in which you recall, you 

13 know, what was said about that subject, how was it said to 

14 you rather than -

15 A I don't think it was anything like they was going 

16 to -- that the position was coming available more -- more 

17 than, hey, we've got a lot to do, we've got to have more 

18 resources, maybe we have to bring more welding engineers in.  

19 Q Okay.  

20 A I mean, it was more of a discussion along those 

21 lines.  

22 Q So what you remember is, it was going back to at 

23 least the '95 time frame, possibly spring time frame -

24 A Probably more spring '96.  

25 Q Oh, spring of '96? 
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1 A Right.  

2 Q Okay.  

3 A And it was about the time that we was wanting to 

4 get the procedures developed, and I was saying, hey, we need 

5 to get these procedures developed, we've got to get them to 

6 the site, it's time to move on, We've just got to do 

7 something.  

8 Q Were you pursuing with either your management or 

9 Mr. Artayet's management that the project was going to be 

10 delayed or we're getting behind schedule and we need to get 

11 more -

12 A I was very concerned about welding procedures, and 

13 they weren't coming as fast as I thought they -- could 

14 reasonably expect them to. I mean, if you start thinking of 

15 a job the size of a generator replacement and you're still 

16 developing weld procedures 60 days before the project, 

17 that's late by any stretch of the imagination. They should 

18 have been developed, in my opinion, by -- the target date 

19 that I wanted them all developed was April of -- no later 

20 than April.  

21 Q Of '96.  

22 A Of '96. Which gives you time to make sure you've 

23 got all your weld rod bought and it's delivered on site, and 

24 -- and that just didn't happen.  

25 Q When did they actually get completed the 
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1 qualifications? 

2 A To give you an exact date, I couldn't, but it was 

3 relatively short before the outage before they was all 

4 approved.  

5 Q Was it October time frame when the actual project 

6 started or -

7 A The plant went off line October 5th, as I recall.  

8 Q And about how much before that, then, are we 

9 talking? 

10 A We have different procedures. I think there were 

11 13 or 14 procedures. There may have been more than that.  

12 So you had some of them developed earlier, but the last of 

13 them were developed real late. I'm thinking literally on 

14 the -- knocking on the door of the outage.  

15 Q So the latter part of September or -

16 A Yes. Right. Before the rest of them was 

17 approved.  

18 Q Okay. Separate, though, from those discussions 

19 that you remember about the -- in the spring of '96 time 

20 frame as far as talking to Mr. Walcott that additional 

21 resources needed to take place, you don't remember anything 

22 in the fall of '96 time frame that -

23 A Yes. Allan was on site, yes. He was.  

24 Q Okay. As far as discussions about that position, 

25 though, his position or the corporate welding engineer's 
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1 position becoming available -

2 A No. There wasn't any discussion about that, 

3 certainly not with him, and I hadn't -- there wasn't any 

4 rumors out there that I had heard of.  

5 Q Did you personally have any discussions with any 

6 of the welding engineers on this subject? 

7 A The only thing I did is, to be real honest with 

8 you, I was wanting to get some additional resources in 

9 there, and I did talk to one guy because I thought the best 

10 thing we could do is get some more resources in there and 

11 ask him if he would be interested.  

12 Q And who was that? 

13 A Paul Evans probably.  

14 Q Okay. So it was from the perspective of adding 

15 onto the current corporate welding engineer -

16 A Right.  

17 Q -- versus in place of the corporate welding 

18 engineer? 

19 A At that point in time, what I was trying to do was 

20 convince the corporation to either -- we had to do something 

21 to develop procedures faster. If we had to get more 

22 resources in there, then maybe, you know, the group needed 

23 to add some people.  

24 Q And who in your management chain were you 

25 discussing this with? 
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A Oh, I was actually talking to, on site, with 

Marty.  

Q Okay. And Marty being Mr. Cepkauskas? 

A Cepkauskas, right 

Q And he was the project director, I believe you 

said? 

A Correct. Now, whether that ever went anyplace or 

not, I don't know.  

Q Okay. Did you have any conversations yourself 

personally with corporate, anyone from corporate directly? 

A On that particular subject, I don't recall ever 

having one.  

Q Were you ever present when Marty was speaking to 

anyone from corporate? 

A No. Not about that -

Q For this subject? 

A No.  

Q Did you request from your management to have Mr.  

Artayet stopped from working on the Point Beach project or 

to reduce his influence on the project at any time during 

the project? 

A No, I don't recall ever saying that. I -- what I 

was very concerned about is the procedures wasn't getting 

completed, and I needed somebody to do something. As far as 

him coming up there, he could come up any time he wanted.
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1 It's pretty tough for a project person to stop a corporate 

2 guy, so I don't even attempt.  

3 Q Had you discussed with Mr. Cepkauskas or Mr. Pardy 

4 the possibility of removing Mr. Artayet from the corporate 

5 welding engineer position? 

6 A Not in those exact terms, no.  

7 Q All right. In what terms? 

8 A I don't recall ever saying we ought to remove him 

9 from corporate welding engineer; I said, we've got to do 

10 something different to get procedures out of corporate 

11 office in a lot more timely fashion if we're going to 

12 support the work.  

13 Q And this is referring back to when you were having 

14 discussions about adding additional welding engineers -

15 A Well, yeah, and then even -- even after that, 

16 because once we got it to the site, it put is in a real -

17 we're just -- I mean, we're 60 days, 60, 90 days away from 

18 shutdown, and I had to divert now at this point in time site 

19 resources to concentrate on something that I felt should 

20 have been done, and I wasn't happy about it. I really 

21 wasn't.  

22 Q And who did you have these discussions with? 

23 A Oh, I don't know. We had several. You know, when 

24 you've got different people at the site, they ask you how 

25 it's going; you -- you -- I couldn't exactly say who that 
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1 would be.  

2 Q Are you referring -- I mean -

3 A It may have been -

4 Q -- from a corporate standpoint or -

5 A It could have been. I can tell you, I did let Lou 

6 know that I wasn't happy with not getting the procedures out 

7 in a timely fashion. I'm sure I did because we had a 

8 project readiness review out there and that was one of the 

9 things that I was most concerned about, as well as our 

10 people that came in and did the project readiness review 

11 -- hey, you're way behind on your procedures. And it was -

12 it was obvious to anybody that those procedures were way 

13 behind the curve.  

14 Q And when was that project readiness status 

15 meeting? 

16 A It probably would have been the August, September 

17 time frame.  

18 Q Of '96? 

19 A Correct. But I -- I -- it's no secret, I was not 

20 happy about it.  

21 Q All right. Anything else along those lines that 

22 you want to add? 

23 A I can't think of anything other than just when 

24 you're a field person, you depend on the corporation and the 

25 people at the corporate office to support the field with all 
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1 the necessary paperwork, PQRs and things like that. When 

2 that doesn't occur, you certainly voice your discontent back 

3 up through the corporation, and I would do the same again.  

4 Q I'll show you a document, it's a fax memo. The 

5 coversheet is dated January 14th, '97. It's from Mr.  

6 Walcott to you, and the subject is draft of open issues, 

7 open item issues, is that correct? What's the subject 

8 there? Why don't you just read off -

9 A Attached current draft of the issues raised as a 

10 result of our review of the Point Beach WPSes. Anything 

11 with an E to the left is an editorial issue. I see no 

12 benefit in -- this is '97. Right.  

13 Q Why don't you take a moment. There's one -- I 

14 believe there's seven pages attached to the cover page, so 

15 there's a total of eight pages with it. Take a moment, look 

16 that over.  

17 A Right.  

18 Q Tell me when you feel that I can ask you some 

19 questions that you think you will be able to respond to.  

20 A If you ask me technical questions, I'm probably in 

21 trouble, but yeah, I -- I don't know if this is the exact 

22 copy, but it looks like it probably is.  

23 Q All right. Well, that's my first question. Do 

24 you recall receiving this fax? 

25 A Yeah, I do. I recall seeing it, because I had 
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-- it wasn't took long after I came down here. I think I got 

here like on the 6th of January.  

Q And do you recall if it was sent on the date that 

it's dated or -

A I -- I couldn't recall that. If it's a draft, I 

don't know.  

Q Not to get into a real depth of technical 

question, but generally speaking, does the information 

contain potential ASME Code issues? Is that what's in 

general being discussed for some -

A I know that there were a number of questions that 

were raised, and I do know that our corporation did a very 

thorough, thorough review of all those issues, and it was my 

understanding that, from the site down here, I got very 

little involvement in that. That was handled pretty much at 

the corporate level, and it's my understanding that all 

those issues have been visited and everything has been 

resolved, and -

Q Understanding -- and I see from the cover letter 

it talks about some of these are considered to be editorial.  

A Editorial, right.  

Q But the others that aren't really talked about in 

the cover letter, that's why I was asking, are those more of 

a technical or the Code issues? 

A To be honest with you, where I'm not a welding 
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1 expert or a Code expert, I'm leery of -

2 Q That's fine. If you don't know, then you can so 

3 state it. But let me ask, was it your understanding the 

4 reason that these open issues were being sent to the site 

5 was for follow-up because it had some effect, technical -

6 there were technical concerns? 

7 A Well, there were certainly questions. I don't 

8 know that it was technical concerns. I don't know that I'd 

9 say that. I do know that there were some questions that was 

10 raised, and at that point in time, because we were just 

11 going through project close-out up there, we had -- I think 

12 in some cases we had some of the documents being transferred 

13 to Cleveland and probably maybe had some copies of -- maybe 

14 individuals had copies of some of the PQRs and WPSes they 

15 had brought with them. I didn't bring any of that stuff 

16 with me. We normally have a turnover at the end of the 

17 project, and that's the last I'd see it.  

18 Q What action occurred as a result of your receiving 

19 this document? 

20 A As far as I know, the action occurred -- Andy 

21 Walcott kind of took the leadership role in that or the head 

22 role in trying to resolve all of those issues to the 

23 satisfaction of everybody involved, and that's pretty much 

24 -- I didn't spend a lot of time on that, but it was my 

25 understanding that those issues had been resolved. I 
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1 understand there was a thorough, in-depth review of 

2 everything and we're satisfied -- we're satisfied that those 

3 welds are quality welds and meet the Code.  

4 Q Okay. And my question is actually more for the 

5 project. What did you do here on site as far as receiving 

6 this document? Did you inform your management? Did you do 

7 

8 A My management already knew that. About the same 

9 time as that memo came to me, there is no doubt in my mind 

10 it probably went to maybe others.  

11 Q Okay.  

12 A Because -

13 Q And how do you know that? Who are you referring 

14 to? You know, give me a little more specifics.  

15 A Well, I certainly know when you have welding 

16 issues like that, that probably reverberates out through the 

17 company, because Andy doesn't report to me and I don't know 

18 who all he distributed that because that's a draft, and I -

19 I don't know if I've even got the original back here. I 

20 may, but I don't know if I do or not.  

21 Q I understand what you're saying, but I want you to 

22 be very specific as far as your -- your specific actions is 

23 what I'm asking, okay, not who else Andy may have contacted.  

24 A Oh, I certainly notified Marty. Marty was made 

25 aware of that, Marty being who I report to.  
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1 Q All right. And what happened when you informed 

2 him? What did he say, you know, what was going to happen? 

3 A Well, I knew what -- what he wanted to do was get 

4 to the bottom of it, and I know they had some people look at 

5 that. I don't know if Rusty went up to Cleveland or not. I 

6 don't recall, but he may have, I just don't remember. But I 

7 do know that there was a lot of people came in and looked at 

8 that and they took it very seriously.  

9 Q And first I'm working my way up the chain and I 

10 was going to go -- my latter questions go back down the 

11 chain of command. But I -- so when you talked to Marty -

12 A I have to -- I'm sure Marty talked to his 

13 superiors. There isn't any doubt -- the problem I've got is 

14 I don't know what the time frame was.  

15 Q Right

16 A And around the 14th of -- January 14th, I don't 

17 know if I got that memo on that date, but I certainly know 

18 at some point in time, all of our management was made aware 

19 of this. You know, whether it was on the 14th of January or 

20 if that memo was actually sent to me a week later, I don't 

21 know, or two weeks later. But when that memo came, we 

22 certainly made the right people aware of it.  

23 Q Okay. And as far as any specific action that you 

24 remember being taken here, based on your discussions with 

25 your supervisor, can you elaborate or specify -
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1 A Well, what we wanted to do was see what the 

2 results of this was, and I -- and the corporation kind of 

3 take -- took the lead Andy took the lead of trying to go 

4 down through all of these Code issues and make sure that he 

5 had everything resolved. And I do know that I did get 

6 follow up correspondence where those issues was resolved. I 

7 wouldn't be surprised -- he probably had some discussions 

8 with Hartford Steam Boiler and others. So -

9 Q Do you know specifically -- you had mentioned 

10 Rusty. Did Mr. Cepkauskas request or direct Mr. Gorden to 

11 get involved in reviewing what these issues were to provide 

12 input to Mr. Walcott or -- you know -

13 A I don't -

14 Q -- I'm still crying to understand -

15 A I don't remember exactly how that happened, but I 

16 do know at that point in time, Rusty had the on-site 

17 procedures, or copies of them. He did not have the original 

18 ones here. And he -- no doubt that he probably got involved 

19 in that.  

20 Q Okay. You say here. Was January 14th -- were the 

21 Point Beach group already -

22 A A lot -- a lot of the people was.  

23 Q I see. Okay.  

24 A We kind of finished -- my last day there -- I left 

25 Point Beach on the 26th of December.  
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1 Q Okay.  

2 A And I think that's probably about the time that 

3 Rusty left and came down here. It was probably about that 

4 same time frame. There were others that stayed behind for 

5 another month or so, and I do remember that it was probably 

6 January or February time frame when this thing came about, 

7 and I do know that, yeah, Rusty certainly had a copy of 

8 that, if that's the one that -- I'm sure that -- I'm sure we 

9 got -- I'm sure that somebody's got the actual memo that was 

10 sent. A draft, I'm always leery, if that is a draft, on 

11 whether I got that draft or not.  

12 Q When your fax sheets come in, do you actually get 

13 a printout, if you will, a date and a time when it's 

14 received? Can I add that to my list as a second document, 

15 would be that fax coversheet or -

16 A Yeah, I can -- I -- if I've got a copy of that, 

17 I'll certainly give it to you.  

18 Q All right.  

19 A What is that? What number is that? MAW97007.  

20 Q Okay. Do you have anything else that you care to 

21 add? I'm just opening it up to you based on our discussion 

22 of the Point Beach project and its relevance to Mr. Artayet 

23 and -

24 A No. I -- the only thing I wanted to say is I -- I 

25 really felt very strongly that we had to get -- the PQRs was 
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A 

Q

All right.  

So -

So that was the source, was -- of your concern
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not delivered in a timely fashion. I could never understand 

exactly why not. I felt the corporation could have done 

better. I was surprised when I seen a letter talking about 

drop weight testing not being required on the PQR. That's 

certainly a Code requirement and I would have expected that 

Mr. Artayet would have known that. And I was not very happy 

with his performance, I can honestly tell you that. That's 

all I've got.  

Q Okay. Why don't you just recap your unhappiness.  

A Primarily, it was because he was not getting the 

PQRs developed in a timely fashion. I didn't feel our site 

was getting the proper attention.  

Q Now, were you getting input from anyone else other 

than what you, you know, yourself had contact with corporate 

or with -

A Well, I talked to -- I talked to Andy Walcott on 

several occasions, telling him that I was very concerned 

about these procedures, we needed to do something. They 

wasn't coming very rapidly and we needed to do something, 

get somebody -- either bring them to the site and we do them 

down there or do something, that we just couldn't not do 

them.
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with -

A 

Q 

procedure 

A 

Q 

A 

Q

asked you to look for -- that's that memo on the drop weigh 

testing -

A Right.  

Q -- that you believe you received. You don't know 

who it was from, though, or -

A I know Allan Artayet originated it. I don't 

recall exactly whether it was to -- who it was to.  

Q Whether he sent it, though, to the project or -

A I -- I don't recall.  

Q Okay.  

A I just don't recall. But I do know I seen it -

Q All right.  

A -- because I know that Marty wrote a little note 

across the darn thing and said that he was surprised that 

our corporate welding engineer wouldn't know that -

Q Would say that.  
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t

Yes.  

-- Mr. Artayet had to do with those -- the 

s and the delay -

Right.  

-- that that was causing you at the site -

That's correct.  

-- on the project. Okay. All right.  

Let me just recap the two documents that I've
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Walcott 

A

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

faxed docu 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q

I may still have that one.

Q -- to you. Okay.  

MR. EDMISTER: And the number? 

MR. ULIE: The number on it is M-AW-97-007.  

BY MR. ULIE: 

Q Okay. I just have two closing questions.  

A Okay.  

MR. ULIE: Mr. Edmister, do you have anything you 

would like to put on the record? 

MR. EDMISTER: No.  

MR. ULIE: Okay.  

BY MR. ULIE: 

Q Two questions for you, Mr. Bingham. Have I
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Yeah.  

Okay.  

Very explicitly.  

All right. The second document is the actual 

Lment.  

Right.  

If you have the original, that's -

This MAW97007? 

Yes. And that -

Right.  

-- correlates to the January 14th memo from Mr.
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threatened you in any manner or offered you any reward in 

return for this statement? 

A No, you haven't.  

Q Have you given your statement freely and 

voluntarily? 

A Yes, I have.  

MR. ULIE: Okay. Then this interview is concluded 

at approximately 4:20 p.m. Eastern Time. Thank you.  

We're off the record.  

[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the interview was 

concluded.] 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 

2 [1:00 p.m.] 

3 MR. ULIE: Today's date is January 8, 1998 at 

4 approximately 1:00 p.m. Eastern time. For the record this 

5 is an interview of Mr. Thomas Zarges, last name spelled 

6 Z-A-R-G-E-S. This interview is being conducted at the 

7 Morrison Knudsen Corporation Offices located at the MK 

8 Ferguson Plaza, 1500 West 3rd Street in Cleveland, Ohio.  

9 Present at this interview are Ms. Heather Areklett, last 

10 name spelled A-R-E-K-L-E-T-T, an attorney and Joseph M.  

11 Ulie, last name spelled U-L-I-E, Special Agent with the 

12 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of 

13 Investigations. As agreed, this interview is being recorded 

14 by court reporter Ms. Miranda Miller. The subject matter of 

15 this interview concerns an employment discrimination 

16 complaint filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission by 

17 Mr. Alan Artayet, last name spelled A-R-T-A-Y-E-T.  

18 Mr. Zarges if you would please stand and raise 

19 your right hand while I administer the oath.  

20 Whereupon, 

21 THOMAS ZARGES, 

22 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been 

23 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

24 And Mr. Zarges, if you -- do you wish Ms. Areklett 

25 to be present during this interview? 
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1 MR. ZARGES: Yes, thank you.  

2 MR. ULIE: And will your testimony be inhibited 

3 for any reason by Ms. Areklett's presence? 

4 MR. ZARGES: No.  

5 MR. ULIE: And Ms. Areklett, if you would please 

6 state your full name, title, law firm and purpose for your 

7 presence here today.  

8 MS. AREKLETT: My name is Heather Areklett. I am 

9 an associate attorney at Thompson, Hine & Flory, Cleveland, 

10 Ohio. My purpose is to represent Mr. Zarges and MK.  

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

12 BY MR. ULIE: 

13 Q Okay, Mr. Zarges, for the record if you'd provide 

14 your full name? 

15 A My name is Thomas H. Zarges. I'm the President 

16 and CEO of the engineering construction group here at MK.  

17 Q Okay. And what's your academic background with 

18 respect to any college degrees? 

19 A I have a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from 

20 the Virginia Military Institute.  

21 Q And your position, you said, is president? 

22 A Yes.  

23 Q And how long have you held that position? 

24 A Six years.  

25 Q And what business association exists between 
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1 Morrison Knudsen and the Steam Generator Team? 

2 A We're a joint venture. It's a 50/50 venture 

3 company established with Duke Engineering Services.  

4 Q For purposes of the names Morrison Knudsen and the 

5 Steam Generator Team or their acronyms MK and SGT, I'm gonna 

6 use those names interchangeably but if you, for what ever 

7 reason, believe that you should call particular attention to 

8 one of the companies feel free to do so.  

9 A All right.  

10 Q If you would provide an overview of the types of 

11 services that MK provides at nuclear power plants.  

12 A Our services really have been in two types over 

13 the six years that I've been here. One is deconvent 

14 contamination and decommissioning. And these are for plants 

15 that have been removed from service. We have had several 

16 assignments in doing that, the largest of them at Fort Saint 

17 Vrain in Colorado for public service of Colorado. And that 

18 job completed about a year and a half ago. And in addition 

19 to that we do steam generator replacements. We've done 

20 several of those prior to my tenure here, six years hence.  

21 And since I've been here we've done two of them. One of 

22 them at WEPCO and one just completed at Saint Lucie, for 

23 Florida Power and Light. Both of those were done with SGT.  

24 The D and D work is not done with SGT.  

25 Q And WEPCO that's an acronym? 
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1 A Wisconsin Electric Power Company.  

2 Q Okay. That would be Point Beach Nuclear Plant? 

3 A Yes. Mm-hmm.  

4 Q Okay. And other than Saint Lucie Nuclear Power 

5 Plant, is MK currently contracted at any of the other 

6 nuclear facilities? 

7 A No. We have negotiations in progress for future 

8 work but we have no other contracts pending right now.  

9 Q Okay. What are the plans for future that you are 

10 aware of currently? 

11 A We, working as SGT with Duke, are going to 

12 continue to bid steam generator replacements as they come up 

13 from the utility industry. Those generally are competitive 

14 procurements and so it's unknown how many of those we'll 

15 win, but we assume that we'll bid on one or two a year. We 

16 have a pending negotiation with Baltimore Gas and Electric 

17 for Calvert Cliffs.  

18 Q Calvert Cliffs? 

19 A That will involve two units if the utility decides 

20 to replace both. Those negotiations have been underway for 

21 several months and we hope that they'll complete sometime 

22 here in the first quarter of '98. We also have some D and 

23 D, decontamination and decommissioning programs that are 

24 being bid or are underway, I guess the largest of those 

25 being bid now is Big Rock Point for Consumer's Energy.  
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1 We've been doing other nuclear work in a D and D arena as a 

2 subcontractor, one at Humboldt Bay and then for 

3 Westinghouse, at Walt's Mill, one of their test reactors 

4 that's inactive.  

5 Q Okay. What association does MK have with the 

6 Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company? 

7 A They're are independent assessor and inspector of 

8 our quality programs.  

9 Q Why did Hartford Company personnel conduct an 

10 audit at MK during December 1996 time frame? 

11 A We, and I guess, I specifically, request them to 

12 come in at regular intervals generally yearly, and to review 

13 our program and let us know if they see any significant 

14 findings that we need to address.  

15 Q On that specific December 1996 audit, did you have 

16 any involvement during that audit yourself? 

17 A I wasn't interviewed during the audit. I 

18 typically am there for the exit interview and then receive 

19 the results of the audit.  

20 Q Were you briefed on the audit findings and 

21 observations? 

22 A I was briefed during the exit interview, I 

23 believe, and I got a written record of their audit findings.  

24 Q From your perspective, knowing that you don't have 

25 it in front of you, how significant did you find the 
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1 findings and the observations from that audit? 

2 A Well, I saw them as mostly procedural violations.  

3 As I looked at them and was briefed on them, I didn't see 

4 any technical issues or execution issues but I did see a 

5 series of procedural issues that we needed to address.  

6 Q The term execution, I'm familiar with technical 

7 and -

8 A Work in the field -

9 Q Okay.  

10 A -- that might have been a problem or noncompliant 

11 in one way or another. And by work, I mean physical work.  

12 Q Do you know if the Hartford Company did perform an 

13 audit during 1997 here at MK? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q When did you first become aware of concerns that 

16 involved Mr. Artayet that led to his removal as the 

17 corporate welding engineer? 

18 A I think as we were doing Point Beach, although it 

19 wasn't a concern, there was some concern about the welding 

20 procedures being delivered on time so that training could be 

21 done and so that the program could get underway. But that 

22 sometimes happens. Not all of our programs are run entirely 

23 on schedule and often there are issues regarding schedule 

24 and delivery of procedures. So I didn't see it at the 

25 moment as a particular huge problem but it was a concern.  
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1 Q Can you give me a general time frame of when those 

2 discussions took place or when you became aware? 

3 A I guess that would have been summer of last year.  

4 Q Summer of '97? 

5 A '96, I'm sorry.  

6 Q '96. Yeah, okay. Right, we're in a new year.  

7 A We got another year to think about.  

8 Q Right. And let me try to focus to, for your 

9 benefit, the time frame that I'm looking would be about the 

10 January '97 time frame and prior to that time frame.  

11 A Okay.  

12 Q Whatever would be.  

13 A Mm-hmm.  

14 Q Versus any time since January 1997.  

15 A Right.  

16 Q Okay. I'll be specific as we go along if I'm 

17 going to talk about another time frame.  

18 A Okay.  

19 Q I'll call that out. But right now that's the time 

20 frame that I'm talking about so your time period from when 

21 you started on up, if you will, till January '97. So, the 

22 summer '96 time frame -- and who do you remember having a 

23 discussion -

24 A I remember it in a general project review. You 

25 know, we were reviewing where we stood with some of the 
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1 preoutage activities and whether we were or had been 

2 correctly prepared. I can't honestly remember at the moment 

3 whether that was a prior issue or a current issue, but I 

4 knew that among several things that we were thinking about 

5 for preoutage and being prepared to do the work, that that 

6 was one of them on the list.  

7 Q Okay. And again, how was it characterized to you 

8 as far as, relate that back to me then, the importance of 

9 that coming to you when I asked the question of when did you 

10 first become aware of concerns that involved Mr. Artayet 

11 that led to -

12 A Simply an action item regarding scheduling. It 

13 wasn't something that I had to fix, it was something that 

14 the project and the operations staff seemed to be dealing 

15 with.  

16 Q Okay. And the action item being that there were 

17 problems as far as scheduling or getting the welding 

18 procedures done for Point Beach; did I understand it right? 

19 A Right.  

20 Q All right. And then what other conversations 

21 subsequently do you remember having on this subject? 

22 A I don't think I had any other conversations until 

23 the results of the audit by Hartford came to my attention 

24 and several of the findings that they brought to our 

25 attention were about welding procedures.  
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1 Q And do you recall the time frame of that? 

2 A It was in December or January -

3 Q Okay.  

4 A -- of '97.  

5 Q December of '96, January '97? 

6 A Right. Mm-hmm.  

7 Q All right. And if you would then, the best to 

8 your recollection just describe what you recall of what 

9 those discussions were, who was involved? 

10 A Well, I think there were several findings. Some 

11 of them were I guess modest procedural findings about 

12 training matrices and whether or not some of the training 

13 that our personnel received were recorded correctly. But 

14 others were about inconsistencies between some of the 

15 welding procedures between corporate welding procedures, 

16 project welding procedures, and how they were either 

17 resolved or how those inconsistencies were found during the 

18 audit.  

19 Q And who was having this discussion with you or 

20 briefing you on this? 

21 A I think the exit interview, and I can't remember 

22 if I spoke to him directly, was Len Dykstra, if I remember 

23 right, from Hartford. He's our representative and then I 

24 had these discussions with Andy Walcott as well.  

25 Q Were you the individual who made the decision to 
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1 remove Mr. Artayet from the corporate welding engineer 

2 position? 

3 A No, I had the recommendation given to me that he 

4 be removed. I think that was provided to me by Drew 

5 Edelman, who administratively was in charge of the quality 

6 group at that time.  

7 Q Okay. So he would have been Andy Walcott's boss 

8 or supervisor? 

9 A Right. Mm-hmm.  

10 Q And do you remember the approximate time frame 

11 again of that discussion with Mr. Edelman? 

12 A I think it was in January.  

13 Q Of '97? 

14 A I think so, yeah.  

15 Q And it would have been subsequent to the audit? 

16 To the Hartford audit? 

17 A Yes.  

18 Q Was Mr. Artayet's supervisor, Mr. Walcott, 

19 involved in the decision-making process? 

20 A I assume he was, yes. Though I don't know that 

21 for a fact.  

22 Q And when you say that Mr. Edelman came to you for 

23 a recommendation, could you elaborate a little bit, the best 

24 you can, what you recall from the conversation? 

25 A Well, he told me that he had planned to take him 
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1 out of that job and told me the reasons for coming to that 

2 conclusion and I guess I could have overturned it at that 

3 time if I felt compelled to do so but I certainly was 

4 prepared to go with his judgment.  

5 Q Okay. And that -- to follow a question that I 

6 have, did he come to you to inform you that a decision had 

7 made, or did he come to tell you that to get your approval? 

8 From -

9 A I think he told me what he had decided to do. It 

10 was clear that if I wanted to reverse it I could have.  

11 Q And did he identify that anyone else was involved 

12 in this process, this decision-making process? 

13 A I don't recall.  

14 Q Do you recall anyone else involved in the 

15 decision-making process yourself? 

16 A- No.  

17 Q Do you remember if Mr. Artayet was removed as the 

18 corporate welding engineer on the same date that you had the 

19 discussion with Mr. Edelman? 

20 A I don't know if he was informed on the same day or 

21 not.  

22 Q Was there any specific plan of action with regard 

23 to when or how Mr. Artayet would be removed as the corporate 

24 welding engineer that was discussed with you? 

25 A No, except that he would be told by Drew. I'm 
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1 sure that that was to be the case. Other than that, no.  

2 Q What were the reasons given at that time, when Mr.  

3 Edelman came to you with the recommendation for Mr.  

4 Artayet's removal, that he provided? 

5 A Well, I think there were several. You know, among 

6 them was kind of a general observation that there was a lot 

7 of dysfunction in putting the welding program together 

8 between Alan and a series of project people. And that it 

9 was apparent that the working relationship was a tough one.  

10 And I think the other instance was that the one area of 

11 responsibility that we look to make sure he was handling was 

12 in the welding procedures and if there was an area that was 

13 highlighted in the Hartford audit it was certainly that.  

14 And I think the combination of those two areas, the obvious 

15 difficulties in the working relationship that he had formed 

16 with the people that he needed to work with continuously and 

17 then the problems with the welding procedures, you know, 

18 were probably the two piled on one another that drove him to 

19 the conclusion that he ought to take him out of that 

20 position.  

21 Q Those Hartford audit findings, I didn't ask, but 

22 those were related to Point Beach; is that correct? 

23 A Yes. That was the only nuclear job that we had 

24 underway and I guess the -- what got me a little bit as well 

25 was the fact that we don't have that large a book of work in 
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1 the nuclear industry going on concurrently that we should 

2 have let the single project that we were doing have any 

3 holes in it at all as far as coordinating the procedures are 

4 concerned. It should have been airtight. The work load 

5 wasn't -- shouldn't have been a factor.  

6 Q Okay. And as part of -- and I'm trying to use 

7 your words, the general dysfunction between -- within the 

8 procedures or between the site personnel, MK site personnel 

9 and Mr. Artayet, or the quality group and the Hartford 

10 audit, did the deficiencies include the Point Beach welding 

11 procedures that were raised by Mr. Artayet? Was that all 

12 part of the Hartford audit results that you were just 

13 referring to? 

14 A I believe they were, yeah. Mm-hmm.  

15 Q And did you personally have any problems with Mr.  

16 Artayet's performance prior to Mr. Edelman making that 

17 recommendation to you in January? 

18 A Only that I knew that there was a degree of 

19 fiction and the -- it was a tough working relationship for 

20 everybody involved.  

21 Q Prior to Mr. Edelman coming to you? 

22 A Yeah, I was aware of that, but not directly. Not 

23 firsthand aware of it, just through rumblings and second and 

24 thirdhand information.  

25 Q Okay. And separate from that summer of '96 
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status-type meeting or general review meeting you talked 

about?

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25

No.  

That would be the meeting you're referring to 

heard some rumblings and -

Yeah.  

-- secondhand information? 

Yes. Mm-hmm.  

Okay. Do you remember specifically, though, who 

that type of information with you? Or was 

at the meeting and maybe not discussed directly to

A It would have been a broad meeting, yeah, with 

project -- well, with the whole project team was there and 

the operation staff so I don't remember exactly who brought 

it up and how we discussed it.  

Q This may be somewhat of a repeat question, but if 

you would either repeat or try to answer it the best you can 

for me. As far as your specific involvement in Mr.  

Artayet's removal as the corporate welding engineer, would 

you just summarize what involvement, if any or to what 

extent, you had? 

A Sure. I wasn't part of any of the specific 

deliberations about whether he should stay or go, but when 

Drew brought to me what he had concluded, that he ought to 
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1 replace him and put him somewhere else and told me his 

2 rationale for it, it all seemed to me to be objective, it 

3 seemed to align with some of the general things that I had 

4 heard and I thought that he was in the best position to 

5 judge how to handle the situation. And I saw him looking 

6 for an improvement in the situation and concluded that it 

7 was a good recommendation. It was a sound recommendation.  

8 Q Did you approve of that decision then? 

9 A I acknowledged it. I don't know that he came to 

10 me for approval.  

11 Q Okay. Again, he came to you with the 

12 recommendation and you had the opportunity since you were 

13 senior, if you will, to Mr. Edelman, but you felt 

14 comfortable with that decision -

15 A Yes.  

16 Q -- or you didn't feel there was need to reverse 

17 that decision? 

18 A That's right.  

19 Q And at the time, did you offer an opinion one way 

20 or the other to Mr. Edelman on this specific subject? 

21 A I don't think so, except that, you know, his 

22 general description of how he came to the conclusion to 

23 remove him and his description of the events and the issues 

24 that he thought he needed to solve all sounded to me 

25 objective and correct.  
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1 Q Okay. And did Mr. Edelman identify to you any of 

2 the site personnel or the site personnel's management, being 

3 people such as Mr. Pardee that had any involvement and input 

4 to him for making that decision? 

5 A No, I think he pretty much presented it as his 

6 conclusion.  

7 Q All right. Now, the time frame I'm moving on to 

8 the latter part of '97.  

9 A Mm-hmm.  

10 Q Why was Mr. Artayet laid off from MK when he was 

11 working at the DuPont Washington Works facility? 

12 A Well, I wasn't involved in that and I only heard 

13 about it after the fact and, you know, in asking the 

14 question I was told that he was being offered another 

15 assignment but refused any other assignment except to return 

16 to his job prior to being sent down to Parkersburg, which 

17 was group welding engineer back in Cleveland.  

18 Q So you weren't -

19 A After refusing any other job, we didn't reoffer 

20 him that same job and he chose not to work.  

21 Q But the decision had already been made to 

22 terminate him prior to your -- to anyone coming to you 

23 A Right.  

24 Q -- with that; is that correct? 

25 A That's correct. Now, when I asked about it, I 
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1 mean, it was phrased to me as nobody decided to terminate 

2 him, he just refused to take any other assignment and we 

3 weren't in a position to offer him his old job again.  

4 Q Okay. I understand what you're saying. I asked 

5 the question just because of knowing that there was an 

6 employment discrimination complaint that had been filed with 

7 Department of Labor, I didn't know where in the chain of 

8 command that you may or may not have been asked -

9 A Oh.  

10 Q -- and that's why I asked -

11 A Yeah.  

12 Q -- if you were, because of that. What's Mr.  

13 Artayet's current status with MK? 

14 A He's back performing as a welding engineer.  

15 Q And when you say as a welding engineer, is it as a 

16 corporate welding engineer or separate -

17 A Well, we call them a group welding engineer but, 

18 you know, we're reorganizing our quality department in the 

19 wake of Andy Walcott taking on a new assignment. We're 

20 replacing him and we've put the welding people now into the 

21 power division, fundamentally, because that's where most of 

22 their work winds up. It's in our power programs and in 

23 nuclear power programs, to be specific. But also spread 

24 throughout other divisions and we talked about that quite a 

25 bit since Lou Pardee is probably the most technically 
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1 proficient welding engineer that we have in the executive 

2 ranks, decided that that's where it belongs.  

3 Q For my own clarification and for other NRC 

4 personnel that will have a need to know to review the 

5 transcript, could you -- you talked about the power division 

6 -

7 A Right.  

8 Q -- could you talk a little bit maybe in broad 

9 picture what other division is there? 

10 A Sure.  

11 Q What does the power division deal with or what 

12 area? 

13 A We have really four divisions working in our 

14 group. Two of which are very much involved in mechanical 

15 construction and use welding extensively. One is called the 

16 industrial process group. That's our largest business unit 

17 and that has to do with chemical plants, industrial plants, 

18 pharmaceutical plants, refineries, both in engineering and 

19 construction. And then there's our power group which does 

20 both fossil plants and nuclear plants and some process work 

21 as well, but predominantly as a constructor. I guess the 

22 relationship of the two in terms of size of work per year is 

23 that our industrial power group is somewhere over 300 

24 million a year and our power group is around 50 or 60 

25 million dollars a year in annual work. So our IP group is 
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1 about six times the size of our power group.  

2 Q And the current structure of the company, then, 

3 with respect to what was the quality group and could you 

4 explain that -- how that affected -- the welding expertise 

5 was contained within the quality group? 

6 A Yeah. I guess we had some thinking to do early in 

7 forming this group about whether or not welding engineers 

8 really ought to be part of engineering or field engineering 

9 or whether they ought to be put in a position in the company 

10 where they weren't affiliated with a division but could 

11 serve the group at large. And in thinking about that, we 

12 thought the quality position was such a group. It was a 

13 staff position, therefore it wasn't contained in any one of 

14 our industry-focused divisions and the people there could 

15 broadcast their services broadly throughout the whole 

16 company. And so we organized our welding specialty as part 

17 of the quality group to sort of allow it to have a broader 

18 range of view throughout all of our projects. I don't know 

19 if before I came it was part of the engineering group or 

20 not, but that was certainly part of our debate. Should it 

21 be in with the engineers, you know, as a chargeable, 

22 billable engineering specialty, or should it be part of a 

23 staff group which wasn't affiliated with operations and 

24 could serve every operation sort of equally.  

25 Q And so now the power division is considered the 
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1 engineering group or engineering site? 

2 A Yeah, at least as far welding expertise is 

3 concerned because, as we've said, most of the welding 

4 specialties and most of the critical work in welding really 

5 is done in that group and particularly on the nuclear side.  

6 And also, I think, because it's got the degree of technical 

7 supervision there, and since its executive has a strong 

8 welding engineering background to deal with technical issues 

9 as they come up.  

10 Q All right. Is there anything that I haven't asked 

11 you that you feel is relevant to the subject matter that 

12 we've been talking about that you would like to either 

13 comment or make a statement? 

14 A I don't think so.  

15 Q Okay.  

16 MR. ULIE: Ms. Areklett, is there anything you 

17 would like to add or put on the record that you feel is 

18 relevant? 

19 MS. AREKLETT: No.  

20 MR. ULIE: Okay. Then I just have two closing 

21 questions.  

22 BY MR. ULIE: 

23 Q Have I threatened you in any manner or offered you 

24 any rewards in return for this statement? 

25 A No.  
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Q Have you given your statement freely and 

voluntarily? 

A Yes.  

MR. ULIE: Then this interview is concluded at 

approximately 1:30 p.m.  

[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the interview was 

concluded.]
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November 4, 1996 

File

A. J. Walcutt

Point Beach Charpy VI

Page I of 1

I A.GE(S)
*il�

SI

AJain rtayet's review of the ASM Code found that thCo-de, did not define 

woere o take the sample's for Glad$-V-Noteh testing. !-options were in the 

•.•ld n tal or in the base metal. Paul Evans and Alain agreed that Alain should 

call ar und' to see, in the absence of Code rules, if there was any industry 

conse us on this issue.  

o e of th 4eople Paul suggested that Alain call was a Mr. Paul Norris, Georgia 

Per and jight's Senior Welding Engineer at Hatch and a member of the Section 

I ubcommittee. In response to a question of where to take the Drop Weigh 

T t samples, Paul Norris stated that it was his opinion that since Westinghouse 

ha already set their design basis Nil-ductility Transition Temperature (RTNDT) 

at + 1 F, there was no need to test the material to establish this RTNDT. All 

yo 4vuld have to do is prove that your materials had a lower NDT than that 

re irt by design.  

As parj of his re '6w of research results, Alain discussed Mr. Norris's opinion 

with P4lJ Evans. Alain indicated that he found it interesting but not conservative 

in light of industry "consensus". Alain told Paul that Drop Weight Testing could 

be done in either the base or weld metal, but since base material is bought based 

on test reports generated by the Material Manufacturer, we should do our tests -A 
in the weld metal 

As art of this process Alain also contacted Mary Carpenter of Westinghouse 

Pen acola. This discussion identified that Westinghouse's standard practice was 

to d their Charpy V-Notch testing at + 65F and not the + 1 OF temperature they 

wer requiring SGT to test at. This information, along with Westinghouse's 

reas ns for nit liking the FCAW welding process were also passed on to Paul and 

use by SGT to obtain more reasonable requirements from Westinghouse.  

END
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File 

A. J. Walcutt 

Summary of Weld Tests Done 

by MK Corporate for SGT Pt. Beach 

Ning weld tests were conducted in Memphis, with the following results:

N/A

Memphis Results

Failed - 24 hour coupon Charpy V 

Notch test by 1 to 8 ft/lbs.  

12 hour coupon never tested.

Placed on hold by SGT - Never 
welded/tested

Yes 
PWHT reduced from 
2-4hrs to 1 2 hrs

Passed 
Note, not used, SGT welded a combined 

GTAW/SMAW Coupon to replace this 

Test and Test No. 5

No Change tPassed

Yes 
IPWHT reduced from 

4hrs to 12 hrs 

Filler Material 
changed from 
ER100S-1 to ER80S
D2

Failed sidebend testing - LOF 

Coupon had passed Radiography

Page 1 of 2 EXHIBIT_.i 

PAG - _ . .-

I

I 

4
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.5 -

3 
SMAW

15 
GTAWLI

AI

I i - 1 1.3

I

HO. 460 P. 1 

M-AW-96-174 1

I
Essential Variable 
Change by SGT 
After Memphis Test 

Yes 
PWHT reduced from 
24hrs to 12 hrs ! I

I

I

I
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Yes 
Filler Material #hanged from 

R100S-1 to ER80S
D2

Yes 
Change 
gas

in shielding

L *1*

Yes 
Change PWHT time 
from 8 to 12 hours.  

Filler Material 
changed from 
ER10OS-1 to ER8OS
D2

N/A

Placed on hold by SGT after welding 
started. Test coupon never completed 
tested.

or

Failed - Sidebend testing - LOF 

Coupon had passed Radiography
!

Failed - GTAW failed in the WMZ during 
Charpy-V Notch testing at 55F 

Passed - Tensile and bend tests

Placed on hold by SGT after welding 
started. Test coupon never completed or 
tested.

10 No Change Passed 
SMAW 
GTAW 

11 No Change Passed 

G AW Change by Cleveland to correct gas 

mixture prevented test failure.

4 [i
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HISTORY OF WPS QUALIFICATIONS FOR PB SGRP

* IERAL SmTATE:V.'E:T 

tgina! request by SGT f•c review of what history or active WPS's 

has on riie was received in Cleveland on 5/7/96. On 5/15/96 
te-er was written by S= received in Cleveland on 5/20/96) to 

cutline priority levels -t be used by Cleveland for testing 11 

WpS's out of 21 total orilinally requested by SGT. From 5/20/96 

and on, these priority numbers were used by Cleveland to track all 

procurement, documentation, welding activities, and testing for 

each of the 11 WPS's to be qualified. Between 6/7-11/96, 6 

currently active WPS's were sent by Cleveland to SGT (in overnight 

mall) to cover i0 of the azove WPS's not requiring qualifications.  

OC 6/12/96 SGT was ready :cr 21 known WPS's (11 using priority no.) 

z- be used by the SGT for the PB SGRP (except for 2 WPS's that were 

re7uested by SGT in 9/96) 

C:- c,/12/96, -_ne SST ,.;as readv to initiate the preparation of 11 

,._,cect soecifi: WPS's ve:t to be qualified, but with known end 

use, parame-ers, limitations and variables) and documents such as 
- r: Packaoes na-• Wed Data Card using 21 known WPS's with MK's 

cu..rrent OA and weidino ccminuter forms/programs. These welding 

cmrcuter forms/proorams have been successfully used on the Fort St

Vr(in (a Luclear project , and all other non-nuclear projects 

includino -welders, fcremens, welding supervisors, etc...) . Note, 

n.. :raining (other than reading MK's Material Joining Standards 
Manual, MiS) was nrovided to MK's non-nuclear Project Welding 
-•resent at ives (no budget; 

Before 7/7/96, a delay in procedure qualification (although we work 

around it) of approximately 1.5 to 2 weeks was created by the SGT 
..seor u ....... ntv to use ERl00S-1 (originally planned) 

-iss ER-i -S or TIo nd YITG welding process (affecting 4 out of 

% .PS's -.c e -uaiifie_;. Priorities 2, 5, 6 and 8 were impacted.  

Arrer tal'ing to Mary Carpenter of Westinghouse Electric (WE) 

c-ring the wee'e of 5/13/96 Code committee meetings in Louisville, 

-: he to!d T- why they did not like FCAW and later told me how 

r-ev actuailv es~ed weiding procedures for SG at higher +551F 

temperatures LCi cnarpy V-notch. He told me to call Ben Hood and 

i Fisher c:h n WE) for further information. This information 

was passed n' Paul Evans. This provided help to the SGT to 

a-scuss witn< WE testina at higher temperatures of +55°F for charpy 
V- thob :-.0 -iF agreed earlier by SGT) and +10°F RTNDT 

C e: Zi::eS = Cof MK establishing the nil-ductility 

i.: ,' s .This information was immediately passed 

Paul -.-: a huge help from Cleveland, but unnoticed by 
others.  

_-aqe 1 of 8 
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poseur 

I-C.

S.

_ - -a u

actual 11 WPS and PQR numbers were aiven via 
1996. Recognize that narrow groove 

-2 most for loon welds, but uncertaint:\ for 
be used fcr airth welds varied from manual 

and back to manual FCAW. Understandina that 
were also needed as contingency plan for 

_-op and girth welds. Testing by Taussig was 
'lost shipping time).

Rus - -agree with Paul Evans' and my code interpretation for 
h n clv tes for charpy-V notch after failure of notch 

tout .. . me. This interpretation excludes retesting of 
tens_- :.:_ end Stecimens, and preventing additional costs and 
delays. .WPS's :ailed charpy V-notch testing (Priority 1 & 8), 
but r-n.-L new -:upons with essential variable changes ,t.e., 
PWH- _:SA n 4 ERS-cD2 which is a lower tensile strength and less 

-- i - me--ýl instead of ER100S-1) were used that made it 
e-s -: -ss h- .ctch toughness tests.  

.... ray was never qualified or welded by e:;her 
- ST. -erefore, only 10 WPS's were actually attempted 

for . - _at-ion.  

DETA-•z : E7'STING -OR EACH WPS

- - C = I :£T used WPS-No. FC/3.3-l and PQR-No. FC/3.3-Q1 
S-.. -sýed by PB SGT using 12 hours PWHT. The 

_:.:: i. _s ,were made by SGT and Cleveland: 

ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - From original 24 hour PWHT 
ýu-est .-: PB SGT to 12 hours (easier to pass notch 

:ugnnes- and 

-•q•- nning of test coupon welding. Cleveland 
:-ýanced :m 00% Argon shielding gas (requested by SGT) 

-tre z-oper 75% Argon + 25% CO2 shielding gas mixture 
r�A�,F C Cleveland prevented further delays and costs, 

- =c-_n-ced by others) 

7nw by Memphis; one for 12 hours and one for 24 
:bth coupons shipped to Triangle Engineering 
-, /96. TEI test report for 24 hour PWHT was 

r. -/ and tensile and bends passed. However, 
- - . HT --+551F charpy V-notch test specimens did not 

S mabsorbed energy and 35 mils lateral expansion 
-. -ssed by 1 to 8 ft-lbs) . The use of slichtly 

which would not impact production rates) 
- :., , -ctable results, however SGT did not want to 

.- :1 risk?
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)te -esýing for Charpy-V notch was the only testing 

ý... d by code for 24 hour PWHT. Rusty did not 
with Paul Evans' •nd my code interpretation 

-! :.aving to only tesz for charpy-V notch after 
--iure of notch touchness specimens. This 

:.Lterpretation excludes retesting of tensile and 

=end specimens, and preventing additional costs and 
eieays.  

Note Eventhough 12 hours test coupon was completed by 
Memphis; no tensile, bend and charpy-V testing was 

performed at +55*F.  
SGT el-oded :heir own coupon and changed PWHT to 12 hours, 

event L'Q>uan Memphis already had a coupon completed. SGT 

chanae -2..T soak time to 12 -rs to allow for better 
acceztRole Tharpy V-notch results (possibly learned from 

resut -ý 24 hrs PWHT), and after permission from 
Wes . Test coupon submitted to Taussig for testing on 

8/21 ,res: report completed cn 8/29/96 and received in 

Cleveld :7 9//,/3/96, and completed WPS + PQR sent from 

Cleve- e - :L in overnight mail cn 9/4/96.  

PRIOR_ = ON HOLD IN MEMPHIS, AND WAS NEVER WELDED/TESTED 

PRICRT :' >3T later combined with Priority 5) = SGT used 

WPS-.........3- -3 and PQR-No. GT-SM/3.3-Q2 welded and tested 

by 2 Tusng 12 hours PWHT. The following changes were 

ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - From original 24 hour PWHT 
reoues: by PB SGT to 12 hours (easier to pass notch 

- -uhness), and 

ý _ upon for each SMAW and GTAW (as originally 

oeques-ed by SGT for Priorities 3 and 5, respectively) to 
.. hnq both GTAW and SMAW on one coupon (which was 

good move by SGT to minimize time and cost) . At the time 
-we- ing in Memphis, it was decided by Memphis and SGT 

- niue using one coupon for SMAW, because priority 
s rTAW was on HOLD in Memphis pending final decision 

vs. ERl1OS-i.  

One :KAW ssurDn was welded by Memphis for 24 hours PWHT, and 
PWHT L-c.e-ed bv TEI on 7/18/96. Triangle Engineering (TEI) 

r-es:: .-•as completed on 7/19/96, and tensile and bends 

.asse- f• 1V !r PWHT. 24 hour FPW4T at +10°F charpy V-notch 

-es e -.7assed on 7/22/96, and passed again for +55 0 F 
C9 - Uu was at 37.8 - Y.4 kJ/'in for SMAW.  
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Ve -=v 5 with GTAW using ERI00S-1 for 24 hr PWHT 
-he side bend tests on 8/14/96 because of 

- fusion near the root pass. LOF was not 
. eduring RT by a Level II inspector of an 
&<ndent test lab. (SEE PRIORITY 5 FOR FURTHER 

.NFORMATION AND CHANGES BY SGT) 

SOT welded --- Lr own coupon using both GTAW (changed filler 
metal frc 90S-I, as originally requested by SGT, to 

ERSOS-D2 f _ rority 5) and SMAW on one coupon and changed 
PWHT D . eventhough Memphis already had a 24 hour 
PWHT coupon ccmpleted and accepted for SMAW. Test coupon 
submi--oed : - 1aussig for testing on 8/20/96, test report 
completed 2 9/96 and received in Cleveland on 9/3/96, and 
complete--e _e - PQR sent from Cleveland to PB in overnight 
mail on - Heat input was at 66.3 max. for SMAW but 

quali:-ec - _-wez 12 hour PWHT using lower tensile strength 
and less f . tiller metal of ER80S-D2 for GTAW.  

PRIORTY -: ST used WPS-No. SM-TBR/3.3-1 and PQR-No.  

SM T I *-e. oeed and tested by Memphis with no PWHT. No 

chane n by SGT.  

One SKe-A .as welded by Memphis with no PWHT. Triangle 
Engineerin= 7EI test report was completed on 8/21/96 for 
tensile an:: r E-e bends, and BMZ/HAZ charpy V-notch at +55 0 F.  
Heat =c'u -. 35.5 Kj/in max. for SMAW. Completed WPS + 
PQR s-nt . >1eveland to PB in overnight mail on 9/8/96.  

PRIORT"'Yv_ later combined with Priority 3) = Test coupon 
welded by .:s using GTAW with ER10OS-1 for 24 hr PWHT was 
sent - 71 -n 7/17/96, and failed the side bend tests on 

a 14, e ef lack of fusion near the root pass. LOF was 
t- -•t :uring RT by a Level II inspector of an 

ab. GTAW test coupon for 12 hour PWHT was 
completed b'" Memphis and sent to TEI on 7/17/96, but never 
tested for tensile, side bends and charpy V-notch at +55°F.  

-ro v : 5were combined by SGT on one test coupon to 
ma ke W L. •7-SM/3.3-3 and PQR-No. ST-SM/3.3-Q2 welded and 
esne LV using 12 hours PWHT. The following changes 

ESSENT:AL VARIABLE CHANGE - From original 24 hour PWHT 
n•-s . PB SGT to 12 hours (easier to pass notch 

•n for each SMAW and GTAW (as originally 

- SGT for Priorities 3 and 5, respectively) to 
;7 ....... h GTAW and SMAW on cne coupon, and
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3 ' ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - Using ER80S-D2 instead of 
-E 00S1 -Ia criainally requested by SGT easier to pass 

itotch tougchrness) 

TYianc1'e Engier--ing (TEI) test report was completed on 

8.'14, 6, out nc: used. Test coupon submitted to Taussig for 

t-estInc on 8,2,/96, test report completed on 8/29/96 and 

received in Cleveland on 9/3/96, and completed WPS + PQR sent 

from 7-leveland to PB in overnight mail on 9/4/96. Heat input 

was ai 64.7 max. for GTAW, but qualified at lower 12 hour PWHT 

usina _ cwer tensile strength and less brittle filler metal of 

ER8OS-D2.  

PRIORITY #6 SGT used WPS-No. GTHW/3.3-1 and PQR-No.  

GTHW/3. -QI welded and tested by PB SGT using 24 hours PWHT.  

The frsliowing changes were made by SGT: 

1' ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - Using ER80S-D2 instead of 
ERI" 0S-1 as cricinally requested by SGT -'easier to pass 
:..otch touanness).  

Thange from rl1l penetration to partial penetration (3/4" 

max. welded; on weld coupon of 1.5" thickness. Test data 

and weld pass layers (submitted by SGT after test 
completion) indicated full penetration. The PQR was 
±arer revised to indicate partial penetration. Although 
-he Duality Assurance Manual (QAM) requires full control 
sf WPS cuai~iication by the GWE, the GWE was never called 

o rr e to proceed with partial penetration weld.  
This was performed by SGT to reduce time.  

3 riginai request from SGT was for machine TIG welding, 
.t wire macnine TIG was not originally requested.  

7, s o:n we-lding was put on HOLD (for Memphis welding) 
pendi:c. PIc-, antrcipated new contract with SGT. SGT welded 
their own coucon. Test coupon submitted to Taussig for 

testing on 8/16/96, test report completed on 8/20/96 and 

re-ceioed in Cleveland on 8/26/96, and completed WPS + PQR sent 
from ,-eveiana =s PB in overnight mail on 9/3/96.  

#i 7 = =TAW using 70% Ar + 30% He and conventional 
coc.: vevei ancges welded by Memphis. The test coupon was 

sent - ET1 and failed one side bend tests on 7/18/96 because 
or i , f fusicn near the root pass. LOF was not detected 

durin-, T by ar L-vel II inspector of an independent test lab.  

A -=.oelding gas was used which voids original 

T e. GTNG/8.8-1 and PQR-No. CTNG/8.8-Q1, and 
S- .. !D by PB SGT using no PWHT. The following 

c! ::: : i-= :-• -• c, SGT: 
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ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - Using 100% Argon shielding 
,as _nstead of oriainal request by SGT to use 70% Argon 
+ _• Helium.  

-riginal request from SGT was for machine TIG welding, 
narrow groove machine TIG was not originally requested.  

SGT welded their own cOuDon. Test coupon submitted to Taussig 
for testing on 8/16/96, test report completed on 8/20/96 and 
received in Cleveland on 8/26/96, and completed WPS + PQR sent 
from Cleveland to PB in overnight mail on 9/3/96.  

PRIORITY #8 = Memphis used SMAW and GTAW combination on one 
coupon using ER100S-1 *instead of ER80S-D2 by SGT) for GTAW 
with ý hr PWHT, sent to TEI on 7/17/96, and failed the GTAW 
-- ý5°F WMZ charp\' V-notch test. TEI test report was completed 
cn 8/12/96, and tensile and bends passed for 8 hour PWHT. The 

fllowing changes were -ade by SGT: 

ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - From original S hour PWHT 
1oeauest L' PB SGT :o 12 hours, and 

ESSENTIAL VARIABLE CHANGE - Using ER80S-D2 instead of 
ZRl00S-1 as originally requested by SGT (easier to pass 
n.otch toughness). Using lower tensile strength and less 

-rri:½e filler metal helps in passing charpy V-notch 
"esting requiremenzs (easier to pass notch toughness).  

New test coupon by SGT for WPS-No. GT-SM/l.3-1 and PQR-No.  
SM,1.3-Qi was welded and tested by PB SGT with ER80S-D2 

filler metal for TIG. Test coupon submitted to Taussig for 
testing on 8/23/96, test report completed on 8/28/96 and 

received fn Cleveland cn 9/6/96, and completed WPS + PQR sent 
om :-eveane tir PB in overnight mail on 9/8/96.  

?:RICFI7 •9q Used by SGT SMAW and GTAW combination 
buLte--ed-end coupon using 8 hr PWHT for WPS-No. GT-SM-BU/1.3-1 
and N. T SM-BU/l.3-Ql was completed by SGT. Test coupon 
suorn e ~o to Taussig for testing on 9/5/96, test report 

nomm -oon 9 12/96 and received in Cleveland on 10/1/96, and 
=mo .-- o WPS - PQR sent from Cleveland to PB in overnight 

1 ,02/ . The following changes were made by SGT: 

:he orilinal request by SGT (which was put on HOLD in 
Memphis) 'as for 7nconel 690 and P-No. 3 combination base 

e:a usi-c ERNiCrFe-7 filler metal and buttering, as 
- • e t a coCe case.  

o:±::1ai - :uest -...as for GTAW process only.  
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4I1C. =: SaT used SMAW and GTAW combination coupon using 
r.nc f: for1 WPS -No. GT-SM/1.l-I and PQR-No. GT-SM/i1.-Q4 

c :::t:d by -emphis. Test coupon submitted to TEl, test 
recr ,ompe*-re6 on 7/19/96 and completed WPS + PQR sent from 
Cle.-e-Inod Io PR in overnight mail on 8/30/96. The tensile, 
sCie .e-nds, man +10°F charpy V-notch test results were 
acce:--bie (this was the WPS with the largest amount and most 
severe notch toughness testing) . No changes were made by SGT.  

PPR. '1 11 =i TMAW-spray mode coupon using no PWHT for 
WPS Sm!/I. •and PQR-No. GM/l.l-Q5 was completed by 
Mez~ccs Test coupon submitted to TEI, test report completed 
on - _-r96 anc completed WPS + PQR sent from Cleveland to PB 
in cvernight mail on 8/30/96. There were no PWHT and no notch 
t uc ::ess requirements. The following change was made by 
C d ~' m: 

Befor eiennrng of test coupon welding. I changed from 100% 
A c hicno g•as (requested by SGT) to the proper 95% Argon 

shIeioing gas mixture for GMAW-spray (Cleveland 
preventea further delays and costs, but unnoticed by others) 

THE FOLJ. NG WERE ADDITIONAL WPS'S REQUESTED BY THE SGT 

C _ _were prepared by Cleveland using history WPS and PQR.  

FC . was welded by the SGT. The test coupon was submitted 
t: - -ssig on 8/28/96, test report completed on 8/30/96 and 
se= i: Cleveland via facsimile on 9/5/96 and completed WPS + 

,J ent from Cleveland to PB in overnight mail on 9/8/96.  
.ee ...'er- n • and no notch toughness requirements.  

CONCLU: ....  

-7 -ady to initiate preparation of project specific 
WPS' =n ~6/12/96.  

SG7 .. as read, --o initiate field documentation (i.e. Work 
and es an Weld Data Cards) on 6/12/96 using MK's active 

c 'rc ei•zed f =mss/programs.  

T --- e a, 1t cf changes which made it easier to pass notch 
t e s-s -. e. lower PWHT times, and lower tensile 

-.. ... metal for GTAW testing) 

S• -' , aecisions and activities went unnoticed by 
is very common in my position and witnessed by 

s iT÷.rre 2 :macers).  
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Because :- esential variable changes by SGT, 16 WPS's were 

quali f- __ ad of 10 (note, priority #2 was never welded).  
One aa~t- WPS was qualified at later date from original 
I" recus~ei V SGT.  

Canesn ssenL:iai variables impacted 6 WPS qualifications 

( .e., .r.riies #1, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8) of original 10 

requested SS SGT (note Priority 2 was never welded).  

Memphr:s successfully completed and tested 6 of 8 WPS's (11 

were c:riinal requested by SGT, but 3 were put on HOLD 

Prior1c-:-_ S . Priority #2 was never Welded. The only two 

that faii-e in side bends were Priority #5 and #7. Of these 
6 successf'_: WPS's, 2 of 5 WPS's (one bend -test failure) 
requirina nc=ch toughness did not pass charpy V-notch portion 

of tesrinr: ,this would only require retesting of notch 
touqhness sc:ecimens) . Of these 6 successful WPS's, SGT only 

used -fr= .remincs welding.  

PreparedJ '_-Y: r i rtayet (final update on 11/3/96)
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April 23, 1997

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM:

SUBJECT:

H. Brent Clayton, Enforcement Officer 
Region III 

Richard C. Paul, Directo( •,•L. ,.  
Office of Investigations ;ZOfV"
Region III

MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION (MK): ALLEGED DISCRIMINATION 
AGAINST A CORPORATE WELDING ENGINEER FOR RAISING WELDING 
CONCERNS (01 CASE NO. 3-97-013)

On April 22, 1997, the Office of Investigations (01) received technical 
documentation, which Mr. Jerome F. SCHAPKER, Reactor Inspector, Engineering 
Specialist Branch 1, Division of Reactor Safety, Region III (RIII), requested 
during the April 11, 1997, OI:RIII interview of Mr. Alain S. ARTAYET, 
Concerned Individual.  

Attached is the original copy of the aforementioned technical documentation 
for review and appropriate follow-up action on any technical issues, as 
determined by the NRC staff to be necessary. OI:RIII has not retained copies 
of this documentation, except for a copy of Attachment 7.

Attachments: 1. Quality Finding Report No. C-96-022, dated January 15, 1997.  
2. Field Welding Procedures, having various dates.  
3. Welding Procedures Specifications, dated December 18, 1996.  
4. MK 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and ASME NQA-1 Quality Assurance 

Program, dated January 18, 1995.  
5. MK Quality Assurance Manual, dated January 3, 1995.  
6. Determination Checklist For 10 CFR Part 21 Applicability, 

dated January 3, 1995.  
7. Concerns About MK's D.C. Cook WPS's (Welding Procedure 

Specifications), dated January 22, 1997 with attachment.

To receive a copy of this document, indicate in the box "C" = Copy without attach/encl "E" = Copy with attach/encl "N" = 
No copy 

OFFICE (1OI:RIII I C 1 
NAME l ie/ct 

DATE 'Ji!- f - 2_ 
OFFICIAL RECORD COPY

EXHIBIT 
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OMORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION MK-FERGUSON GROUP 

INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE M-QM-97-013 

DATE: February 28, 1997 

TO: File 

FROM: A. J. Walcutt 4 
SUBJECT: 

Evaluation of Potential Part 21 As Described In 

IOC No M-QM-97-004 dated 1/22/97 

My review of the Initial Evaluation provided by Alain Artayet was that while the 

system had been turned over to operations, the conditions described may or may 

not have resulted in a hardware affecting condition that did not comply to ASME 

Code. For that reason, I revised the answer to Section B 2a. from "Yes" to 

"Unknown to MK". This resulted in my changing the Section B "Initial Evaluation 

of Part 21 Reportability" from "Does" to "Might Possibly" apply. A request was 

then made to the responsible Project personnel for input.  

IOC No. M-QM-97-004 indicated that D.C. Cook WPS's M-1 -1 -AB and M-1 -1-BA 

specified the use of E701 8 filler material while the referenced PQR's identify that 

they were qualified using E701 8-Al. The IOC also indicated that the concerns 

identified with the Point Beach WPS's, as described in QFR No. C-96-022-QFR

01, were also applicable to the D.C. Cook WPS's. Note, because the QFR issues 

were resolved prior to turnover of affected work to the Owner, no Potential Part 

21 condition existed at Point Beach.  

Attached is IOC dated Jan-21-97 from L. Pardi stating that the use of E7018 

welding electrodes at D.C. Cook was not a current hardware affecting problem 

because PQR's have subsequently been generated that qualify the E701 8 welding 

electrodes in the D.C. Cook applications where they were used. This IOC 

specifically addressed the E7018 vs 7018-A1 issue.  

We have independently researched this response. The PQR that appears to have 

been referenced was PQR No. GT-SM/1.1-Q4 Dated 10/23/96. This PQR was 

qualified using E701 8 filler material and had a heat input range of 39.4 to 86.4 

KJ/in.. This PQR does resolve the filler material qualification concern raised by 

IOC M-QM-97-004.  

Since IOC No. M-QM-97-004 stated that the E7018 vs E7018-A1 problem was 

limited to heavy wall carbon steel welds where Charpy Impact testing was 

required (in such instances, the a specific type and grade of filler material 

identified by the PQR needs to be specified on the WPS) research was conducted 

to identify all such welds. Welds potentially affected were the Girth, Feedwater 

and Mainsteam welds.  

Page 1 of 2 EXHIBIT / ' 
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To: File M-QM-97-013 

Review of the D.C. Cook NIS-2 package found that the WPS's used were, for the 

Girth welds, M-3-3-AB and N-3-3-C, for the Feedwater welds M-1-1-AB and for 

the Mainsteam welds, M-1-1-B. The PQR's referenced for the Girth Weld 

properly supported those WPS's. The PQR's for the Feedwater and Mainsteam 

identified the use of E701 8-Al filler material while the WPS's referenced E-701 8.  

Not referenced by the WPS's was PQR 1-126 which was qualified using E7018 

filler material (PQR 1-126 does reference WPS M-1-1-AB).  

While PQR 1-126 does appear to address the E701 8-A1 vs E701 8 issue, it was 

not acceptable on the basis of the qualified heat input. Heat Inputs were found 

to be in the 61.8 KJ/in range in the WPS's and only in the 36.3 KJ/in range for 

the PQR. WPS M-588-B also falls into this category. Resolution of the heat 

input issue for these WPS's did require the use of PQR No. GT-SM/1 .1 -Q4 Dated 
10/23/96 (86.4KJ/in).  

The remaining QFR C-96-022-QFR-01 issues were reviewed and evaluated 

against the D.C. Cook WPS's/PQR's. The conclusion of this review was that 

there was no affect on permanent plant items released to the Owner. Since the 

actions being taken under QFR C-96-022-QFR-01 will resolve the root causes of 

the concern identified with the D.C. Cook WPS's, no further corrective action 
tracking documentation is required.  

Based on the above I have concluded that a reportable condition does not exist 

and closed the Potential Part 21 checklist.  

Andre J. Walcutt Date 

END 

EXHIBIT ff 
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OMORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORATION 
MK-FERGUSON GROUP 

INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE M-QM-97-01 9 

DATE: March 18, 1997 

TO: File 

FROM: A. J. Walcutt 

SUBJECT: 
Closure of Potential Part 21 Report 
Dated 1/23/97 and Supported by 
IOC No. M-QM-97-004 dated 22-Jan-97 

As required by paragraph 4.1.6.3 of QAI 1.1 dated 25-Feb-97 and titled, 
Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance, the above referenced Potential Part 21 

and evaluation results were reviewed with the originator, Alain Artayet, on 

Monday March 17, 1997. Alain indicated that IOC No. M-QM-97-013 did not, 
in his opinion contain enough information for him to evaluate the resolution of the 

condition he reported. At my request, Alain documented this concern on the 

Determination Checklist For Part 21 Reporting.  

When I was presenting the research to Alain he repeatedly asked who, outside 
the Company, I had reported this to. He specifically referred to the NRC and 
Hartford Steam Boiler as MK's Authorized Inspection Agency and AEP as the 
Owner.  

I explained the law and that reporting was required when only evaluation 
determined that a defect existed that constituted a substantial safety hazard at 
an operating nuclear plant. I explained that the issue that Alain had raised had 
been evaluated and resolved by the subsequent qualification of other Welding 
Procedure Specifications. I further explained, that I had researched all other 
potential D.C. Cook welding problems and concluded that there were no physical 
deficiencies. Program related issues are being resolved through QFR C-96-022 
QFR-01. As such I saw no reason to make a Report.  

Alain continues to believe that others, outside of MK, should be informed. This 

Potential Part 21 was generated after Mr. Artayet had been removed from his 
position of Group Welding Engineer on the basis that he failed to develop a 
working relationship with the project personnel he was supposed to support.  
Alain was unhappy with this reassignment. My conclusion is that Alain is trying 
to resolve a personal issue by getting outside agencies involved whether or not 
there is any technical merit to their involvement.  

Based on this further information, I have again determined that the reported 
Potential Part 21 is not "reportable".  

END 
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MFormKeNForm Source 

MORRSON NUDSN COPORAIONQUALITY ASSURANCE INSTRUCTION 
1500 West 3rd street. Cleveland, OH "-4113 

FomTteDepartment No.  
Foin,,. DETERMINATION CHECKLIST FOR 038 Form Page 1lof 

10 CFR PART 21 APPLICABILITY 1Fom No. Form 0evisJoa n a95 
i QAI 1.1-1 03-Jan-95 

A. DESCRIPTION OF DEVIATION OR NONCOMPLIANCE 

B. INITIAL EVALUATION 
1. Has or is the facility, activity, or basic component: 

a. Not yet been turned over to the Client? 7 Yes No 
b. Commercial Grade? - Yes -No 
c. Been reported to the NRC by another organization? V.

If any "Yes" option above is checked, 10 CFR Part 21 h: proceed to 
Section D. If all "No" options are checked, proceed wi 

2. a. Does the facility, activity, or basic component supp iknown by MK 
violate the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended ,/L/C-.,-2 
or any applicable rule, regulation, order, or license o :_-•, ,e'7c4tc.-d 
the NRC relating to substantial safety hazards. ,, t ,,, , ,aP 

b. The facility, activity, or basic component supplied di c-/ / I known by MK .  
contain defects which could create a substantial 
safety hazard.  

Proceed to Section C only if "Yes" or "Unknown" is che( nces, further 
research may be required to answer the questions in Sec a and 2b, 
proceed to Section D.  

INITIAL EVALUATION OF PART 21 REPORTABILITY: 5*6-

10 CFR 21 • es or does not or 1 might pc 

Evaluated by: Z",/ ,__ -z,-/.•_7 I /I Orignatr / /, Date' Quality lhi!tanager Date 
Originator Date r at 

C. FINAL EVALUATION 
1. A deviation exists in a "facility, activity, or basic component" subject to Part 21 E) Yes M'No 

regulations and, on the basis of evaluation, could create a substantial safety 
hazard and therefore is considered a "defect".  

2. The "facility, activity, or basic component" containing a "defect" has been !•Yes E No 
delivered by MK for use by the Client.  

3. The deviation involves a "basic component" and the deviation could 0 Yes 0/No 
contribute to the exceeding of a safety limit.  

Comments: . ' /1. '- - 4,- Z2-/', -•2 

FINAL EVALUATION OF PART 21 REPORTABILITY: / . . , 

A 10 CFR 21 reportable condition E does or does not ...... exist. i 

Evaluated by: 

Originator Date Quality Manager Date 

D. REPORTABILITY DECISION 

E REPO /DO NOT REPORT /A- /bX2 /1 - " •'5 -c14 

-;••-I/. 3' 2 EXHIBIT -2 
Group Quality .Zirector Date , I , 

CA RECORD

aX04

-:•m•r~ • -9 7 - 0



MORRISON KNUDSEN CORPORAT1ON 

INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

TO:

FROM: 

SUBJECT:

RECEIVEDJanuary 27, 1997 

Andy Walcutt 

Lou Pard• 

IOC M-QM-97-004

JAN 2 8 1997 
MK-Ferguson Group 

Quality Management Department

The subject IOC indicates a concern that MK welding procedures developed and 

used in 1988 may haye permitted the use of E7018 electrodes in applications 

requiring notch toughness testing as part of the weld procedure qualifications.  

Implications are that such notch toughness tests were made on coupons welded with 

E7018-A1 instead of E7018 and that these tests therefore did not comply with 

applicable codes at that time.  

I have had our welding engineer at St. Lucie research this matter and have 

determined that MK currently has procedure qualification records indicating that 

test coupons made with E7018 electrodes passed all required notch toughness 

requirements in both the "as welded" and post weld heat treat conditions.  

If, in fact, we did have a procedural violation in 1988, the technically advisable 

resolution would have been to requalify the suspect procedures to assure E7018 met 

all the necessary requirements. Since we in effect have test data indicating E7018 

does meet these requirements I consider this matter resolved.  

LEP:plo 

cc: M. Cepkauskas 
D. Edelman
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